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FOREWORD

The work presented in this report was performed by Goodyear Aircraft Corporation, Akron,
Ohio, under the aR1thority of Projuci 6065, Task 606506 entitled 'Feasibility Study fora Balloon Type
Stabilization and Deceleratton System for High-Altitude and High-Speed Hecovery, " and Air Force
Contract No. AFS3(616)-8015.

This is Part 1I of the contract. Part I of this report has the subtitle "Functional and Per-
formance Demonstration..

Mr. 8. Metres, Flight Accessories Laboratory, Aeronautical Systems flivislon, served as
contract nionitor.

The authors and contribvcting personnel of Gockdyear Aircraft Corporation who cooperated in
the research and tne preparation of this report were F. R. Neblker, project engineer; W. C. Alex-
ander, associate project evjineer; W. A. Barr, design head; J. W. Bezbatcheko, aerodynamic
analysis; J. D. D'Allura, aerodynamic analysis; L M. Cerreta, thermodynamic analysis; J. J.
Graham, design; N. E. Houtz, structural analysis; R. W. Nordlic, materials; Dr. I. S. Russ,
consultant; and F. Bloetscher, consultant.
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ABSTRACT

Analytical and experimental data was obtained on a number of infLatable balloon type drag
device c.onfigurations in the subsonic, supersonic and hypersonic flight regime. On the basis of this
data it has been concluded that an inflatable conical balloon is a feasible stabilization and deceler-
ation device for recovery from high-altiLude, high-sped flight regimes (up to Mach 10 at 100, 000
feet).

The practicality of these inflatable decolerators was based on satisfactory performance for
a given weight and bulk penalty, technique of manufacturing, and availability of structurally com-
patible materials within a temperature regime up to 15000F,

The Ballute (ram-air inflated conical balloon) configuration was selected as optimum for
best meeting the contract requirements. Included in the rapnrt are wind tnanel te.t data that pre-
sent drag and stability information of various decelerator configurations placed in a towed position
behind a forobody.

PUBLICATION REVIEW

This report has been reviewed and is approved.

FOR TE COMMANDER:

* E G E : ( L , J R / /

Chief, Retardation and Recory

Branch
Flight Accessories Laboratory
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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

A. GENFRAt.

Under contract AF33(616) -8015 with Aeronautical Systems Division, Goodyear Aircraft
Corporation (GAC) has conducted a detailed study and test progrant1 to determine the feasibility of
using inflatable bafloon type drag devices at spendls up to Mach 10 and altitudes up to 200, 000 foot
for applications such ats first-stage decelerators of missile componeiits, emergenicy "Mcape cap-
stiles, booster assemblies, and others. This program Is an extension of an applied research study.
Specifically it Is the continuation of the work - ,ductcd under contract AF33616)-00iu. 'rho "601W!
programn showed the fnsibilit- 4~ nu spherical Inf latable drag device at Ppeeds up to Mach 4 and
altitudep up to 200,0 OUt) itot.

B.,13ACKGROUND

With the advent of high-speed, .iigh-illtitude flight, now methods of stabilization and decal-
oration must be developed for' sutccessful recovery of[ such payloads as manned space capsuiles,
rocket bocosters, nose c'onem, and Instrumnt data plackages. lInitial stabi lization is required so that
protective re-entry devicesi (beat shields, ablation shieldsm, drag producing devices) of a payload
tumbling or disorionted in space Call be aligned( With the flight palth. Initial deceleration is required
to) reduce ikerodynamic heating and lna11linK and (to gradually reduce the velocity of the payload through
at Varying dynamic loading regimle.

C. OB3kCTIVEs
The marin objuctive of this program wasH to determine the opitimuim drag device system that

would ileifoim satisfactorily a long a vertival downward flight pa1th folloiwing deployment With in tho
Mach numlber versus altitude envelopes It" shown' I-- lFiguru 1, An optimium system Is dofineod as a
system that provides thle larg-est stable (hag areao at at mninimni weight and bulk peiialtj SiltifK
tory drag device p~erformance is defined ats providling a payload adequate dceeleration with littitude
stability for aligned flight (near zie ro angle of attack) and for the subsecluenit safe Inding In at doig -
natod target a ioa. [in addit ion to tho main objective, it wats necessary to dete rmine the portormnace
vapabilities and Ii i itti ons of the applIiable d rag devices investigated in ordleri to defIneo the require -
m1onit for i't follow -ill) Macih 10 captiv le and f toe -f light test prlog rain. 'l'iiu 0 LI iiia ry (if fihe 51'up oP~(f
the r'equi red wor'k of this pirograin ifi~ i follows:

Task I - Conduct itg Iiwi ary Study prog rain to deor in hi io i a orae an dlels ign ro10-
qu ii nonts with riespect to ie rodynam ims therm odynnin1(5, h ulk, and fabr ic(at ion Ii in P a-
tiois of vairiou s dria g do V icocroof igerations. The configu rationis inc lude splice c, lie iis -

spheoI'O, and ('(1110 at Var ious apex angles.
Tlask 2 - Utilizing the lpelformnilce reuii'melits of Task 1, conduct at gas storage hardware
study to doterimine weight and bul1k of various Inflation systemis to maintain lotflation of the
drag device thiroughout the desent trajectory dowin to 80ea level,

Tas~k 3 - Conduct it iiaterial x'oquirenxieot study with respect to weight, bulk, ni icogib, flex -
I~l lity, gas tightness, and fabr'ication techniques. The operational temlperature lim it re -
q~li'rcment of the material is 1500 0F.

Task 4 - Conduct func'tional and laboratory tests as required to support tile analytical woi'k
of tasks 1, 2, and 3.

'Task 5 - Utilt'uing the results of taakq 1, 2, 3 and 4, c'onduct all op~timumi ('1)iHllu',atioil do -
sign study. Assemble resulIts with applicable tables, graphs, and drawings.

This reUport I~l'eSVer,1 the results of Tasksg 1 through 5.

Manuscript reicascd by ill( not hoc October, 1962 for publicat ion as an ASD Technical Docunimcatai'y
Replort.
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SECTION 2

DISCUSSION OF INFLATABLE STRUCTURE DEVICES FOR DRlAG 1 12 -ENTRY

This research and development programr was conducted to obtain additional design and per-
formance information to vorify the feasibility ol utilizing inflatable balloon type drag devices tol im-
prove flight vehicle performance for sale and successful re -entry and recovery from space.

Experimental performance data was obtatinod at qpi-ds up to Mach 10. The data consists of
tne results of wind tunnel itit, conductsd at subsonic, suporsonic, and hypermonic speeds. The
majority of the decelerator models wore fiLxtl" fabric Inflatable miodels whichl were towed beh~nd a
lorebody at the end of a flexible riser cable. The tests supported tho major programi requirements
of obtaining aerodynamic, thermotlynamic, and structural data on various inflatable decelerator con-
figurations for the subsoqueont optimum system design in anl expanded flight regyime nut previously
investigated to any degree of completeness.

Per, contract requirements, closed pressure-vessel spheres, hemispheres, and conesi
were investigated. In addition self -inflated configurations called Ilallutes were investigatcd. As
the nanie implies, It in a combination b2alloon and parachute. It is simiilarc to a piarachute by method
of ram-air inflation and over-all external shape. It differs front a chute biecause of its clear-zero
porosity coated fabric' structure andi HtR encosure of multiple suspensioi lines, lBecnuse of the
coating the lallute forms a~ more rigid ifnfltalo structure and a resulting finite aerodynamic shape
(dimenasionalI stabliy) whl ch gives p re(i c La)ic , ropo ataihl pe~rfo r mance. Thiis Itype of pe rforma nce
was demonstrated during the wind tunnel tests.

This over -all prograin, supported by laboratory tests, vonlsisted of ao codynamiic, tilernI-
dynamic, material, and design studies. 'The major' rc,- ott of the maiterial stucdy' was tile development
of a strong lightweight foldable metal cloth woven with mtrande1d lwires. The siKnIfiCant wind tunnel
results ale as follows:

(I) Trailing towed conical doce lerators with burble fences have the capability of obhtaining
drag coefficients of one or grecater over the entire supersonic speed range. Drag co -
officients were baseF~d oil tile fully Inflatedi ode I design cinnitters of either 7 or 8 Inches.
Thle burble fence outside dianmutors were greater (hlt their respective Inflated design
diameters.

(2) TI-ahog toweod conical deco leratcrs which have apen nlose anig icn of 80 degrores or lessi
arze Stable (littlIe or no0 conling) inl tile infinaite pay'load 111:1.9- condlit ion tbhroughout thle
range of speeds tested.

(3) Itani -al r(self -inflating) liallute models performed stitifactori ly throughout the range of
speeds tested.

(4) The tine of thle metal c loth fabricated models performing under dynamic loads in a wind
tunnel at Mach i10 and at temperatures of approximately 15t00 F for an exposure tiloi
of over one minute was demonstrated.

The significant results oif the configuration design study are as follows:

(1) Of all of the zero-porosity balloon configurations the rami-air Ballute configurations
offer the most pronmise for providing the best performance at speeds ranging from
extremely low subsonic up to and including hypersonic Mi thle least weight and bulk
penalty.

(2)Aloug vertical trajectorieu fron 250,000O feet down to sea level acrodynamic heating
limits Dacron-neoprone type fabric decelerators in the order of 10 feet In diameter to
operation at speeds up to Macli 2 to 2. 5.

(3) It is feasible to utilize Ballute decelerators made of present-day coated metal cloth for
actual free flight tests in the Macil 4 to Maclh 10 flight regime.
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SECTION 3

PRELIMINARY STUDY PROGRAM

A. GENERAL

The purpose cf the preliminary study program was to determine the type of inflatable blunt
body configurations to be investigated. The three basic geometric shapee to be studied under con-
tractual requirements were the sphere, hemisphere, and cone.

Basic shape variations determined worthy of consideration were the ram air Ballute (cone
balloon), the ram air tucked Ballute, and the torus skirt.

The preliminary study program included a trajectory analysis, aerodynamic analysis,
thermodynam~ic analysis, wind tunnel model design study, wind tunnel model stress analysis, and
subsonic wind tunnel tests.

B. TRAJECTORY ANALYSIS

The definition of the vertical trajectories, required at the earliest date possible for initial
design purposes, was fulfilled to some extent by the work of Reference 1. The desire for explicit
trajectories beginning tt each corner of the design Mach number-altitude trapezoid (Figure 1) and
covering the range of W/CDA from 1.0 to 100 required the computation of the trajectories.

The equation defining the vertical acceleration is

S.g (I -2wC& )

and the velocity and altitude equations are

t

V - Vdt

h . St Vdt,
J0

The IBM 650 digital computer was utilized for the calculation of the trajectories. The !V59
ARDC atmosphere was adopted, and the time incrument In the Rolution was varied as acceleration
changed.

A constant (W/CDA) was assumed in this trajectory analysis rather than a rigorous con-
sideration of its variation with Mach number for a specific configuration. This assumption was con-
cluded after observing only a slight clunge in the interested trajectory quantities o( an 80-degree
cone using both a constant value of W/CDA and a variable value with Mnch number.

The computer print-out listed time, altitude, velocity, Mach number, dynamic pressure,
and acceleration in terms of gravity(g). These quantities are plotted defining each trajectory for the
specified initial altitude-Mach number.

An additional quantity, stagnation pressure (PT) Is also of interest for design. This quantity
is the pressure behind a normal shock as a total head tube would measure In a supersonic stream.
It was calculated by the following equation:

PT_-
PT \ (PqT 0 /q + PW
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The quantity (PT - P,,)/q , is solely a function of Mach number which Is a modification of
the RayltvIgh pitot-tube formula. The dynamic prossuro (q) %was nbtained from the computer print-out
and P., was obtained from the 1959 ARDC atmosphere table for the altitudo in question. All this tra-
jectory data is described in Figures 2 through 17.

It will be noted from observation of the acceleration and stagnation pressures that their
maxima occur at time zero for the initial :ase of M - 4. 0 and altitude 7 70, 000 feet and at W/C rA 'a
from 1. 0 to 100. These maxima occur later in the trajectory as altitude is increased and W/C& Vis
Increased. At Mach 10 and 120, 000 feet, however, this is still the case for W/CpA'S of 1 and 10.

C. AERODYNAMIC ANALYSIS

The superiority of a given decelerator over any other conceivable confhguration lies not
only in the evaluation of its drag effectivenoss behind a payload but also on its aerodynamic stabil-
ity, structural integrity which affects its weight, and upon the nature of the inflation mechanism and
its weight. Of aerodynamic concern is the drag effectiveness of the decelerator behind a given pay-
load size (diameter of d) and decelerator size (diameter of d'), so that the tethered l.ngth (Z) may
be optimally set at a given A/d. The effect of Mach number must also be concerned since compro-
mises in this length may be in order.

The state of the analytical art does not permit the solution of these problems. Experimental
techniques must then, be utilized.

A search of the litrrature ndicated only a minor contribution of experimental data except
that collected under the previous contract (reference 2), and this work did not extend to the M - 4
to 10 zone. Further, it wrnx desired to suspend the inflatable decelerator behind the payload on a
cable so that the stability characteristics could be observed. The ram-air principle of inflation was
also a new area to be investigated. It was therefore concluded that wind tunnel tests were quite
necessary.

The NASA Langley Unitary wind tunnel was made available for the tests covering the Mach
number range of 1. 57 to 4.195. The Arnold Engineering Development Center, Tunnul "C" of the Von
lirmin Gas Dynamics Facility was made available for the M a 10 tests, These tests are complete-
Ly discussed In their respective sections of this report.

In the initial phaases of this contractual effort, drag estimates and pressure estimates were
made 4, varlou c nafigurationa to establish further eonsileration. This was also done for wind
tunnel model design purposes. For this effort, existing data was exploited, and theoretical calcu-
lative methods such as Newtonian theory and conical flow theory were employed.

D. THERMODYNAMIC ANALYSIS

1. Objective

Aerodynamic heating of spheres and 90-degree cttUs with spherical nons aa re-entry blunt
drag bodies were studied in a Mach number range of 10 to 2 and in an altitude range of 200, 00O to
40, 000 feet. Temperature histories were determined for spheres without flow separation spikes and
correlated to spheres with flow separation spikeq. Analyses were made to determine temperature
distrbutions over spheres, spheres with flow separation spikes, D0-degree cones, and 90-degree
cones with flow separation spikes.

The objective of this preliminary thermal study was to establish thermodynamic require-
ments for the specified performance envelope (see Figure 1) and to provide temperature data to es-
tablish functional, structural, and environmental design requirements.

Re-entry trajectories within the flight envelope shown in Figure 1 were obtained from coin-
puter studies conductod by GAC aerodynamicists in which various drag body sizes and ballistic co-
efficients were used.
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Re-entry trajectories with ballistic coefficients (W/CDA) uf 1, 10, O0, 50, and 100 and initial drag
body deployment at 200, 000 foot and 120,000-rfoot alti tudes with fremst resin Muceh number 10 were
utilized in thin thermodynamic analysis. Hurein, drag bodies witlh or without flow separation Rplkes
are called out as spiked or noni-apiked bodies respectively.

2. Mothod of Analysis

1L3minar or turblent flow conditions, whichever results in the most critical condition,
were used to calculato tonmperature distributions over the blittt 13odiesa. Continuum flaw theory was
applied throughout the f lightenvelope. The 1969ARCD Model Atmosphere was used in all calculatIonfi.

a. Stagnation Point Hloat Transfer. Stagnation teiper atures were deter m ied froin the expres -
sian for heat flux to the, forward stagnation point of an axisymmetric blunt body (Eq 1).

0.793 ( 0o 4 (PWAW 0.0(t S _ 0 5 (iiw 5  [i (,0. b 2 i1 d] 1

(iS (PrwSp) P~ )SP R)SP(ri)PH 1

Equilibrium dissociation flow properties were ausumed throughottt, with Lewis Number
(L) -1. 4 and viscosity as a function of temperature. This expression Is a result of the boundary
layer theory of Fay and Riddell (Reforence 3) with the Ionization term omitted since it is negligible
at veiocities less than 30,000 fps.

The calculated heat flux wits then equated to the formuia for reradiation equilibrium tem-
peratures to obtain the stagnation temperature

q~p TO4 (2)

Emissivity (e ) - 0. 9 wits used in the calculation.

b. Blunt Body Heat Transfer Distribution. Temperature distribution over the axisymmetric
blunt bodyj was determined front the heat f lux riffo Hquuiilon (3) proposied by bees (Reference 4) for
laminar flow.

4___ 0. 5(P/PO) (Ue/Lko)S I (PO /P)O/(P.M/P) I Un(3)

Turbulent flow temperatures over the axisymmetric blunt body were calculated by Van
Driest's method (Eq 4, Reference 5).

0.~ ~ d 07 . .. 8 -0.2 10e\ 0 *a/ fl e 0. 2 / 0 -2/Z 3(i- 4

Ideal gas properties and the Sutherland viscosity law were applied to evaluate temperatures
using Van Driest's method.

c. Spiked Blunt Body Heat Transfer Distribution. The total heat transfer to a blunt body, cquipped
with a flow separation spike, has been increased under some conditions (Reference 6) and decreased
under other conditions (Reference 7). Theoretically, an increase in heat transfer might be expected
for transitional or turbulent flow in the boundary layer over the separated region, since prediction
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shows here a large increase for the lower Mach number. According to Reference 8, a decrease in
heat transfer should be expected for laminar flow over the entire separated region, With these con-
litloits in mind, Crawford's investigation of spiked hemiuphurub (Rufuruncv 9) was used in conjunc.
tion with calculated temperatures for spheres to predict the temperature distribution over a spiked
sphere. The following correlations were used to determine the temperature distribution of the
spiked sphere (Reference 9):

0- 22. 50, 0. 4Sr NS

S= 450, .zo 4p, Ns

. V. ,, . b -t .Sp, N-S

= 900, 0i .1549P, NS
For the spiked sphere with l/D of 4 or greater, the shock reattachment location on the

sphere is approximately 49 degrees from the center-line of the spike as shown in Figure 18 and has
an average separation angle of 11 degrees (Reference 9),

A/* 4 ONl OREAILR

d/D - 10

SPIK(D SPHERE

-- 0._3_

SPIKED 900 CONE j
Figure 18. Graphical Solution for 0 of 90-.Degree Cone with Cther Conditions

Same as for the Sphere

An approximation method was used in obtaining the temperature distribution for the spiked
90-degree cone. Aisuming the meparation angle is the same as that of a spiked sphere when X/D,
d/D, and diameter of the spiked cone are equal to that of the spiked sphere, the shock reattachment
!ccation a a determined graphically for the spiked cone. Using this method of correlation between
the spiked sphere and spiked cone, a heat flux ratio versus location curve was obtained for the
spiked cone (Figure 19).
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3. Results

Stagnatin temperature histories during the various flight trajoectorf.,s of a sphere with
radius of onu foot are shown in Flgiires 20 aid 21, Maximum stagnation tewi:teraturm for the various
trajectories are given In Table 1,

Table 1. Maximum Stagnation Teutperatures

INITIAL CONDITION MAXIMUM STAGNATION TEMYFELATURE CONDITION

W/CDA M.o H(ft) U (fps) H(ft) 0 (see) T0,.Rx (OR)

1 10 200,000 10,350 200,000 0 2310
10 10 200,000 9500 155,000 4.4 2460
20 10 200,000 9350 140,000 6.5 2810
50 10 200,000 9550 120,000 7.8 2980

100 10 200,000 9730 105,000 9,6 3270
1 10 120,000 10,400 120,000 0 3240

!0 10 120,000 !0, 400 1 9h, nfrnn 0 3240
50 10 120,000 10,100 113,500 0.6 3250
I00 10 120,000 9,530 99,000 2.5 3380

From the stagnation temperature histories, the flight trajectory with a ballistic coefficient
(f 10 was chosen as the most probable trajectory for the drag devices. Therefore, surface temper-
ature versus time calculations worn made using this trajectory. Surface temperature results for
spiked and non-spiked spheres are presented in Figures 22 and 23, The maximuni s:urfice tempera-
ture dietribution curves for spiked and noli-spiked spheres are shown in Figures24 and 25, The
nmaximum surface temperature of the npiked sphere is approximately 20 percent higher tlian the stag-
nation temperature off the non-spiked sphere,

Maximum temperature distribution over a spiked 90-degree cone for a ballistic coefficient
of 10 type trajectory, with initial deployment altitudes at 200, 000 and 120, 000 feet, Is presented in
FigFures 26 nd 27. Cilenlateu tenipratur' dixtrltiton nvir a nons tpiked 90-d,'grei rnou having
the same conditions as the spiked 90-degree cone Is shown In Figureis 26 and 27 for conmpariso a,
Temperature distribution over a 90-degree cone for various trajectories is shown in Figures 20 and
29.

The decreasing heat transfer rate with increasing radius of curvature at the stagnation point
of a blunt body has long been recognized. The temperature decrease with radius increase of a blunt
body can he obtained from the following expression:

TS - TI RO-0. 125 (5)

Temperatures presented in Figures 19 through 29 are for blunt bodies with one-foot radii.
Temperatures for spheres or 90-degree cones having radii greater than one foot, can be easily de-
termined from Eq 5 or from the temperature conversion chart of Figure 30.

4. t'onelhasions

As was previously stated, the effect on heat transfer rates to blunt bodies with flow separa-
tion spikes may vary considerably with length and diameter of spike, tunnel Reynolds number, and
Mach number. The available data does not lend itself to predictting heat transfer rates to a drar
balloon system in that little if any similarity exists between the spiked blunt bodies and a drag
balloon system.
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E. WIND TUNNEL MODEL DESIGN STUDY

A preliminary design study was made to determine the types of inflatable blunt body configurations
to be Investigated. A large number of configurations were conceived, and each wis evaluated on the
basis of packagoability, weight and structural stability, methods and cost of manufacture, and aero-
dynamic performance. Most of the concepts were eliminated quickly by these considerations, with
no numerical analysis, leaving a smaller number of concepts (see Figure 3S1) to be Investigated
further. The remaining, most promising, concepts fell Into two basic categciries: (1) pressurized
typos, or those that are inflated by a self-contained pressure source and (2) ram-air inflated types.

1. Pressurized Types

The pressurized type of inflated structure (inflated by a self-contained pressure source)
provides a wide range of possible shapes. The concepts selected for further Lonsideration were
chosen for their relative simplicity, low weight, structural atability, and case of manufacture,
Their shapes fell into areas of known good aerodnamic performance:sphere and hemisphere,

a. Sphere. The sphere, with a fence 15 degrees aft of the equator (Figure 31a), had already un-,
dergone considerable development as a decelerator (Reference 2), and it warranted further test
work.

b. Hemisphere. The hemisphere concept (Figure 31b) has . hemispherical front, and the attach-
tuoat tu the fabric struc4ure is made ulit hely to tins back linemibralu by iissiintt the tow cable through
a slide fitting at the front. Thus, the shape of the front is never distorted from its hemispherical
saipe by Attachments to the fabric u., by meridional cables, as is the case with the sphere. The ad-
vantages of this concept over the sphere were believed to be

(1) Frontal shape would remain hemispherical, smooth and free of protrusions.
(2) Inflated volume is reduced and is variable as the back membrane moves In and out,

thus reducing tlie complexity of pressure regulation during changes of altitude.
(3) The possibility that no fence would be required for subsonic stability due to the

sharper radius of the profile at the equator.

c. oConiiBalloojn. The cone balloon (Figure 31c) has a structural advantage over the sphere ba-
cause the drag forces are applied directly to the fruntal cone and distributed back toward the equator
through suitable fabric reinforcements. The 75-degree cone with the fence at the equator was select-
ed for this program because a wind tunnel model oif this particular cmnfiguration existed for use.

d. Airmat Cones, The pure cone is known to be an ideal drag body shape. The Airmat cone
(Figure lId) comes closest to providing the pure cone of all the inflated structures. Other means
of obtaining a cone which were considered and then discarded were

(1) A series of concentric tori, which would have presented R rippled contour in the flow
direction, and probably would be heavier and more difficult to build.

(2) A constant thickness Airmat, which would have required a special weaving technique
not yet developed, to produce the curved panels.

(3) A series of flat, triangular Airmat panels, which was not considered a desirable con-
tour.

The Airmat cone with tapered gores (Figure 31d) is a modified type of Airmat which is fea-
sible to manufacture economically with proper tooling. An added feature of this concept was the
possibility of use as a variable a -a device by reducing the inflation pressure and causing the gores
to be shortened in the hoop direction, thus forcing the cone into a smaller angle.

e. T'r. t u3j j. lii Ish. concept (Figure 31) a torus. which is a wcll-known inflated shape,
is towed by a contoured curtain of uncoated fabric. 'rho, curtain is contoured in the shape of a flared
cone knd was expected to have aerodynamic characteristics similar to a blunt cone.

2. Ram-Air Inflation Types

The concept of ram-air inflation, which Inflates the body with pressure obtained by the
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encrgy of motion, automatically compensates for change in altitude and changes in dynamic condi-
tions. Thus, the concept promises to greatly simplify and lighten the device by

(1) Eliminating the weight and bulk of the pressure generating system.
(2) Eliminating the need for pressure programming.
(3) Reducing structure weight by reducing the Pressure diftcrential required thiough

large changes in altitude.

In addition, the ram-air concept eliminates the need for maintaining a positive pressure
seal ili the membrane of the pressure body, for a considerable amount of leakage can be tolerated.
At high temperature, the leakage in the closed (pressurized) types may become prohibitive.

The ram-air concepts selected during this preliminary phase were:

a. Cone Ballute with Hemispherical Back. This was the first-conceived ram-air Ballute. It is a
sphere with a tangent cone at the fron '-t=n th the inlet at the apex. The fence is located 15 degrees
aft of the equator to give maximum subsonic stability. Two cone angles, 80 degrees and 100 degrees,
were selected for the test program in order to bracket the known limiting angle of approximately 90
degrees for supersonic stability of pure cones. This concept Is shown in Figure 31 f.

b. Cone Ballute with Tucked Back. In this concept (Figure 31g) the fabric stress in the rear of
the Ballute Is reduced by attaching a cnter cable to the rear portion and carrying n part of the drag
force by this cable. The reLulting reduction in radius of curvature and the addition of radial rein-
forcing straps to the finter fitting cause the membrane stress to be reduced, Another advantage an-
.icipated in this concept was the possibility of varying the drag area by shortening the center cable
and thus tucking the back into a smaller diameter,

c. Eiihty-Dearee Isotensoid Bailute with Plain Rack. This concept is a refinement of the cof,3
nallute with hemispherical back and was developed for the second wind tunnel program after it be-
cao apparent that the membrane stress in the back of the BRilute cnuld be reduced. In this con-
cept the membrane envelope is held within a cage of meridian cables or straps extending from the
nose to a ring in the back, The cables then carry a portion of the pressure load, thereby reducing
the membrane stress. A method of design and analysis of this type of structure is presented in Sec-
tin 8-C. At this stage in the program the 80-degree cone angle had been determined to be ap-
proximately the maximum limit for supersonic stability.

F. WIND TUNNEL MODEL STRESS ANALYSIS

1. Langley Unitary Plan Wind Tuiuiel (First Series)

Strean analyslR of the models was based on the maximum loads anticipated In the telits.
Fabric materials descriptions of the wind tunnel models are presented in Table 2. Models through-
out this section are identified the name as in Table 2.

a. General Analysis. All models were analyzed for the conditions of maximum theoretical drag
coefficient, as given in Table 3. Using these values, the drag is given by the equation

D - CDqwR 2 ,

and the pressure at any point ts given by

P = rpq.

In the case of the meridian cable balloon (Model h), the no-load condition can probably be slightly
more critical to the fabric stresses than the maximum drag condition. In this case, however, the
static pressure ducing operation of the tunnel is tower than the minimum pressure to which the tun-
nel is evacuated before the flow is started. The maximum load condition, therefore, is the most
critical for'the meridian cable balloon model, as it is for all the other models.
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Table 3, Summary of Aercdynamic Data

Critical Wind 'unnel Coniftions: q = I W pat, P a 95. 2 pat, M 1. 5

MODEL CD Co (aft) Cp (inside) Cp (max)

a 1.33 -0.22 1.52 *•

b 1.60 -0.17 1.52

d * * * 9

e 1.33 -0.22 .... **

f 1.60 -0.17 --.. **

g 1.26 -0.17

h 1.05 -0,25 ---- 2.0

i i.0 -0.25 ---- 2.0

1.33 -0.22 1.52

*Porous Models c and d have lighter loads and pressures thani similar coated
models a and b. Therefore, no analysis is performed and no aerodynamic
data in needed.

**Maximum pressure coefficient data is used only in analysis of models h and i
---- Internal pressure coefficient applies only to ram-inflated Models a, a, c, d,

and J.

Table 4. Summary of Minimum Margins of Safety (Based on Limit Loads)

MODEL FABRIC MARGIN TAPES AND/OR REAR FITTINGSTRAPS MARGIN RING MARGIN

a * *9

b • 2.88 **

c Less citical than Model a or b.

d Less critical than Model a or b.
e >(f) **

f 3.02 ** **
B • * *•

h ,

i 1.7 1.71
j • • **

• Margins of safety are greater than four.

• These models are not equipped with the respective structural elements.
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In all the preusurlzed models except h, the pressUre is determined by the criterion of first
wrinkling, and to Insure against wrinkling this pressure is multiplied by a factor of 1, 5 to obtain the
actual pressure desired for the test. Using this actual pressure, the maximum stre0sses are obtained
and are compared to the quick-break strengths of the materials. The results are presented as mar.
gins of safety (Table 4), which are defined as follnws:

Margin of Safety - MO . quick-break break strength
maximum dcgnip strta

In Model h, the pressure Is arbitrarily chosen large enough to prevent the deflection under
load from becoming excessive, as indicated by the analysis of Reference 10, and the stresses are
based on this pressure as described above.

b. Analysis of Models a, b. and 1. The ram-air Ballute model shown in Figure 32 consists of a
eonical front part and hemispherical rear part. The drag load is transmitted through an inlet fitting
to the fabric and straps at the front of the Ballute. The straps reinfo.'ce the fabric, spreading the
drag load. These straps have the threads running parallel and perpendicular to the direction of the
tape, as opposed to the gores which have the threads 45 degrees to the center line of the gore. Shice
the tapes are straight-cut, they are much stiffer in the meridian dirL .dion than the gores. They,
therefore, carry most of the drag load away from the drag fitting. At the end of the straps the drag
load Is spread out so that fabric can carry the additional meridian stresses. The stress analysis is
based on the Bailute with 213 u 100 degrotes, since the load in the conical part is more critical.

TUCKED BALLUTE

2R a 
°800

-~-D--

Figure 32. Ram-Air Dallute (23 - 60 and 100 Degrees)

The maximum drag I given by the equation

D -Dq.l2

D 1 .33x 150 x0.349 a 70 pounds.

The maximum stress in the hemispherical part is
150

P, (1.52 + 0.22)q 1. 174q - l. 74 A"- a 1.81 psi

PR 1.81 x 4
rT - - .. 3.62 ppi.

The hemispherical part fabric strength is 38 lb/in, giving a large margin of safety.

Lead carried by the straps and tapes:
D 70

nTm D = a = 09pounds.

Strength of straps a 100 x 0. 12 a 12.0 pounds.
Strength of tapes - 38 x 0. 38 - 14, 5 pounds.
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No. of straps u 16 inside and 16 outside.
No, of tape- 8.

32x12.0 = 384
8 x14.5 - 118

500 pounds.
MS m B- 1 3,58.

109

The meridian fabric stress In the conical section (see Figure 33) where the straps end is

D + 1. 52qw(Rcos50o) 2 - 1. lIqv(Rcoe50°) 2 + 2vRcos 2500f

or

f w 7..55 lb/in.

I.Ilq
52q

D

f(MERIDIAN STRESS)

Figure 33. Tucked Ballute Stressm

The conical section fabric strength is 38 lb/in., giving a arge margin of safety.

c. Analvls of Model.s c and d, The porous Dallutes are strong enough by inspection since loads
are les than for Model a and b Dallutes and fabric strength is 90 p!pl.

d. Analysis of Models a and f. The Airmat cones (Figure 34) tuiave a nearly uniform pressure

R - 3.5"

A

P

- 1.68"'

C~q METAL FITTING

A SECTION A-A

Figure 34. Airmat Cone Stresses
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around the front side, giving a uniform pressure difference across the Airmat equal to CDq. The
load from the Airmat is transmitted to the main cable by means of a conical metal nose fitting. The
external pressure loading tends to reduce the hoop stresses in the Airmat until wrinkling occurs.

The hoop stress In the cone due to the external loading is (-CDqR)/(coso)
and the sum of the hoop stresses in the Inmer and outer skins due to internal pressure Is 2PP, where
r = 1/2 inch. Wrinkling occurs when 2pi P. (CDqR)/(cosO).
When e = 40 degrees, CD - 1.33:

P M (150/144) (3. 5)(L.33) . 6.3 psI to wrinkle.
0. 765

Applying a factor of safety of 1.5 on wrinkling, the pressure required Is 9. 45 psi in the
80-degree cone.

When 9 - 50 degrees, CT) - I. 60:

p . ( 0 .4) 9. 1 psi to wrinkle

and the actual required pressure is (1. 5) (9. 1) m 13, 6 psi in the 100-degree cone.

Taking the metal noise piece as a free body, static equilibrium yields the approximate re-

lationship

(2) (2w) (0.84) f, cos - D

orD Cq R2 ____ CD(IbO/1 44) (3,5)2
(2) (1.68 Vcos () (1.) " (1 .68 -'iSM

where
f, is the fabric stress in the meridian direction at the nose.

80-degree cone: fI 0. 6 lb/in.

100-degree cone: f1 " 9. 45 lb/IW .

The largest pressure stress occurs in the inner diameter of the torus and is equal to

Pr [ r ]
I-(r/R- r)

Using the 100-degree cone pressure of 13.6 psi, the stress is 7, 46 lb/in.

The highest fabric stress Is 9. 45 lb/In. The fabric strength Is 38 lb/in, giving a margin of
safety of 3.02,

e. An ! ,sis of Model g. The curtain consists of eight gores of bias-cut fabric seamed together
with straight cut tapes, wi.ch are assumed to carry the entire drag load. There are 16 tapes (8
inside and 8 outside) with a strength of 22. 5 pounds each. The drag is

D - CDqvR 2 - (1.26) (150/144) (3.51) v - 50.5 lb.

The load in each tape Is 50.5/16 = 3. 16 pounds. The margin of safety of the tapes is large.
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The curtain is attached tangent to the front side of the torus, applying a nearly radial load
of 50. 5 pounds distributed uniformly around the torus, giving a unit load of 50. 5/2*R 2.3 lb/in.
The loading to shown lit Figure 35.

..3B /IN.

R - . I,25-1N, DIA

Figure 35. Torus with Curtain Radial Loading

From Figure 35

Qt * (2.3) (3.5) 8.05 lb

which produces a comprensive stress equal to 8. 05/ (1. 25) - 2.05 lb/in.

In addition to the compression, the occentric application of the load producos a bending
moment in the torus shown in Figure 36.

"' ACURTAIN RADIAL
-~ - LOADI NG

c M

Figure 36. Eccentric Application of Load to Torus

Summing moments about the x-x axis
(7 ) ( 2. 3 ) ( 1. 2 6) , 2 t2Mr

Mt - 5.03 in-lb.

The mn.nt produces bending Vtrcss (WItc/) equa to

(0.625)Nit w.653,0. 814Mt =4. 1 lbin.

The total stress is 4.1 + 2.05 = 6. 15 l)/in.
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The thickness of the torus is about 0, 050 inch, giving a stress of 1. 1 SO8 pni and avery large margln of safety.

R

Figure 37. Sphere

f. Analysis of Model h. The spherical balloon in Figure 37 consists of a rpherical pressure
vessel suspended by a system of eight cables along the meridian circles ., the sphere. The angle P
is designed to be 30 degrees with no load on the balloon. Under load 13 increases slightly, but a con-
aervative value of the meridian cable tension is obtained by neglecting any change in 10. The maxi-
mum drag expected on the balloon is

D a CDqaR2 a (1.. 05) (150) (0. 349) - 55 lb.

The meridian cable tension is given by the equilibrium of the juncture at the nose of the
balloon: 8T sin 300 = 55 lb, or Tm - 13. 74 pounds. The meridian cables are 1/32 diameter non-
flexible cargon steel with a breaking strength of 185 pounds (Reference 11, page 240). The margin
of safety is large. The uantity nTr (where n - 8) to equal to 110 pounds. 6ssuming a pressure of
10 psi, the quantity PzR n (10) (wf (16) n 503 pounds. The ratio nTm/PWRi IS then equal to 0. 219.
A previous detailed analysis of meridian cable balloons indicates that this value results in only mod-
erate distortion of the mpherical shape (Reference 10).

The fabric stresses can be obtained conservatively by negloisting the effect of the meridian
cables on the sphei e, in which case the stress is everywhere equal to

PR ..- () 20 lb/in.

The fabric strength in a minimum of 100 lb/in., giving a large margin of safety (refer toTable 2).

g. Analysis of Model I. Figure 38 shows the hemisphere model under load. Thin model ensists
of a hemispherical front half and a rear half whose profile varies under load. The drag load is trans-
mitted through the rod to the rear fitting and from the fitting to the fabric at the rear of the balloon.
In order to carry the drag load with a small circumference of fabric, the rear half of the ballon is
reinforced with meridional tapes which pass inside a metal ring at the rear fitting and are cemented
to the inside surface of the balloon, These tapes have the threads running parallel and perpendicu-
lar to the direction of the tape, as opposed to the fabric gores which are cut with the threads at 45
degrees to the center anc of the gore. Becausu ihe tapes are straight-cut, they are much stiffer In
the meridian direction than the gores. They, therefore, carry almost all the drag load away from
the rear fitting in the form of meridian stresses, an~d the rear surface becomes a membrane with
meridian stresses much larger than the hoop otresses. Assuming the hoop stress in the rear half
of the balloon to bj everywhere equal to zero, the rear-half profile is derived as a function of the
parameter D/PvR . The derivation is lengthy n I? '- prcc.nyed here, but the results are used in
the following stress analysis.
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Figure 38. Hemisphere Model under Load

The maximum drag is given by the equation

D a CIqWR 2 ,

and the maximum pressure on the front of the balloon In equal to 2.0 q. (Refer to Table 3). Around
the back side the pressure is -0. 25 q. In order to prevent dimpling on the front under lgad, the
pressure differences across the baek surface must be 2. 25 q = P, The quantity D/PwRa is then
equal to a maximum of

p- 0. 466.

The drag, D, is evaluated to be D (1.05) (1 0) (0. 349) u 55 pounds, and the required
pressure becomes, inserting a witety factor of 1. 5 on wrinkling,

(651.5) = 0 466, P t, -t A&T 1 3. 52 psi.
pwR 2To.T-1

The maximum stress in the ophere Is equal to

PR. (3.52) (' 7,04 b/In.
2 2

The fabric strength Is 38 lb/in., giving a lrge niargin of safety. Assuming the tsp'i carry
all the stress in the meridian direction, the load in each of the 18 tapes at the equator is

pNR 2

"-R- , 3.52v m 11.1 lb.

rho strength of each tape is 30 pounds, Sivina , margin of saiety equal to

30
-1 1.7.

The tapes exert radial loads on the ring at the rear fitting, as shown in Figure 39.

The ring is Type 312 stainless steel annealed tubing; a cross section In tihown in Figure 29.
The cross-sectional arna is

v/4 1(0,0625)2 - (0.0385)21 -0.00191 in. 2 .

The tensile stress Is 28.3/0.00191 = 14,800 psi. Type 312 stainless steel hot rolled has a
yield strength of 45,000 psi (Referenec It, page 17), and the yield strength In the annealed condition
Is estimated to be 38,000 psi., giving a margin of safety of 38,G00/14,800 - 1 = 1.71.
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40. 0385

S I RING CROSS SECTION
tit (8)-(1 Lii 28.3LB

if

Figure 39. Radial Loads at Rear Fitting

2, langley Unitary Plan Wind Tunnel (Second Series)

Six models, each eight inches in diameter, were analyzed for the wind tunnel conditions
presented in Table 5. Models throughout this section are identified the same as In Table 5.

Each model had bias-cut gores seamed together along the meridian of the model. In all
cases except the hemisphere, which has no outside tapes, the gores were butted together and tapes
were cemented inside and outside. The outside tape on the cone balloon was N2582 nylon, a bilas-cut
tape with a strength of 50 lb/in. in warp and fill directions. The outside tape, where used, was 1/2-
inch wide. The inside tape In every case was a 3/4-inch wide strip of Dacron fabric N337AI5 cut on
the bias. The outside tape on Model a through c was the same material, alse cut on the bias. The
straps were cut from the same fabric as the gores, with the warp threads running lengthwise. The
straps were two plies in thickness and 1/4-inch wide.

a. Genera! Analsis. Wind tunnel loads during ,-personic operation arise from several sources,
as indicated by previous experience with pressurized and ram-air models. The most critical condi-
tion appears to be the aerodynamic pulsing observed in the ram-air models (Reference 12). Addi.
tional instability occurs during starting or stopping the tunnel, when the air flow passes through the
transonic speed range. Instability can also bc encountered during steady-state operation of the
tunnel if the drag body is close enough behind the forebody to be affected by its turbulent wake. The
above loading conditions are, of course, superimposed upon the static drag loading, which is the
only desired loading condition. The statir loading condition is also the only one that can be predicted
theoretically, because of the complicated nature of the various types of instability. The present
models are therefore desiped on the basis of the static loading, and large mragins of safety are
used in an effort to obtain a satisfactory operating life for the models.

The drag is given by the equation

D - CDqVR2,

and the pressure at any point is given by the equation

P - Cpq.

The marglis of safety (Table 5) arc defined as M8 - allowable stress ha,. 11lwableapplied stress

stress a ultimate stress = allowable strength and applied stress - lniti stress.
FS FS

As was the case for previous tests of 8-inch models under similar flow conditions, the analysis of
the metal parts is not included.
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Table 5. Summary of Aerodynamic Loading, Fabric Materials, and
Minimum Margins of Safety

iOfELh DES'CRIPlTlION A~ AM.C DATA MA XIJIAI, Pl0OP'KTIES MIN MAHWNS OF SAFFr

(,I)( I CmatoI 171,41,1,01 C I(.,wi) Cut ;%o 7;. tii ,,) FIull
2
) F.Wai IIV V I'IPrt Cord

it 60-degirev nat. 0. 70 .0. 21)(3) I'm) ~ 0. 0001 N337A15 I Wviro 120 100 4.97 1.22 . ..
it. wit 11 letice 72N) .

1) 80-dgre O3at. 0.780 .0.100 ()(5 1 HOW 0, 9001) N22CA230 Nylot 180 140 7.35 2.33 -- -
.1"'W~'u -0. f 20ll (01) ,20) 0,9')(0)

V 80-dgre, tucked 0. 7G0 -0.1000)(5) 1. 8115 ) 0. 6%~ N331AI5 Daceron, 120 100 4.60 1 78 .- 0.61

d ttnAliphere 0. 00 -0.25001) --- 1.805) N337AIb Datcron 120 100 3.45 0.81, -0.0 ....

-f0,120(0)(41

C 75-depirev cot 0.870 -0.2.10)) ... 0'51) N3AI5 Darron 120 100 3.66 -- --- --
Dallii 0.7a0

I 110-dget, Air- 0i.710 -. , 030il - 0.0t5) Airmot Wae Tiale 2) 0.44 .. .. ..
ma

t 
Cone 1- 0. 103(a) 0.5s

NOTFS

(1) 0ui1w, .d II I M 2. fi, lowier valueh. at M. > 2. 514) Wittil u .rlile It-iwe.

13) Withl 111111111 Ienrl'. (6) At NIM 2. 5.

During tunnel operation the maximum dynamic pressure is expected to be 150 psi. Refor-
once 13 rrquires that the models be designed wit;1i ' factor' uf safety of four based on the yield
strength. Because fabrics do not have a yield strength in the same sense as metals, the quick-break
strength is used in deterniling the margins for the fabric components,

b. Aalms o Moelsa and 1). Models a and b are identical in design, except that Model b does
not ha~ bube ence ad dfere~nt fabrics are used in the two models (see Figure 40). These
models are equipped with mpinrdinn strapsx which run the full length of the Ballute. At the nose the
atraph are assumed to carry the entire drag loud. The drag Is given by

[) N CDqWR 2

V - (0. 76) (1l5O/l44)ff(16) =39,8 lb1.

The load in each of the eight straps at the nose is equal to

Co 4 - 8. 5 lb.

Oti Model a, each strao is estimated to have a strength of about 60 pounds, giving a muargin
of safety of 1. 31. On Model b, the estimated strap strength is 90 pounds, giving a margin of safety
of 2, 46.

The contour shape of the rear of the 73allute has been designed wlih the value of k =nTm/
PrR2 = 1/2 (Reference 14, Figure 3A) where the pressure, P, is estimated to be 2.06 q. The strap
load on the rear is then equal to

(2m 0j6) (150/144) (:r (16 . 75 lb.

The strap margins of safety are 1. 22 and 2. 33 for Models a and b respectively.
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Figure 40, Second-Serites Wind Tunnel Models a and b

The fabric stress for this contour is equal to PR/4 in anyi direction over the rear half of
the Ballute, which gives a stress for this condition of

-1--(2. 06) (150/144) -2. 14 lb/in,

The fabric strength for Model a is 100 lb/In., giving a margin of safety of 10. 7. Fo~r Model
b, the strength is 140 lb/in., aid the margin of safety is lb. 3. On the Rnlluto front half, the largest
street occurs at the base of the conical surfaco at a radius of 3. 38 inches. The hoop stress in the
fabric is equal to P(S. 38)/cos 400 wher'e P is the pressure difference across the front half of the
Baliute, which In ostimated to be 0, 9lq. The fabric stress Is therefore

(0, 91) (1504144).(3. 38) . 4. 18 lb/In.

A7he margin of eiafety for Model ui iR 4.917, and for Moul b the margin is 7. 36.

MERIDIAN SIRAPS

al 400

CENTER CORDf

Figure 41. Second-Series Wind Tunnel Model c

C. Analysi of Model c (Figure 411U. The rear surfyce of the Ballute is designed so that the strap
load (for all eight straps together) is equal to 0. 4 PrHt (Refer encc .2.4, Figure 4A); the pressure
pattern is the same as for Models a and b. The load in each strap i,; therefore

Tm = 0. 4Pir -. (0. 4) (. 06) (150/144) (w (16) = 5. 40 lb.
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The margin of safety is 1. 78. The load in the center cord is 0. 3PrR 2 x 31.0 pounds, The
center cord is composed of two strands of MIL-C-5040A (ASO), Type I cord with a strength of 100
pounds/strand (Reference 15). The margin of safety is 0.61,

At the nose the portion of the load carried by the meridian straps is equal to the drag minus

the center cable load, or

30.8 a 31 = 8.8 lb.

The load in each strap is (8. 8)/(8 cos 400) n 144 pounds, and the margin of safety is 9.4.

The radius at the base of th conical nose portion is 3.6 inches. The hoop stress at this
point is

3.6P ,. (3.6) (0.91) (150/144). 4.45 lb/in.
coo 400 0.766

The margin of safety is 100/(4, 46) (4) -1 = 4.6. The rear surface is dosigilnd for a fabric
stress of 0. 15 PR = (0. 15) (150/144) (2. 06) (4) m 1. 29 lb/in, The margin of safety is larger than at
the front.

MERIDIAN STRAPS (16, EVENLY SPACED)

\..UNLOADED

D r 1PROFILE
" REAR FITTINr,

R P AND RINGSLIDING

SEAL

Figuru 42. unund-Serles Wind Tunnel Model d

d, Analysis of Model d, The hemisphere model (Figure 42) is a closed pressure vessel with a
hemispherical nose and a rear surface from which the drag load is transmitted to the main cable.
The rear surface is tailored to a profile shape whkch produces zero hoop stress; all the pressure
load is carried by the meridional elements (Reference 14, Figure 6A). In order for such a shape to
be stable under pressure, there must be an infinite number of meridional elements. If there is not
an infinite number of meridional elements, there must be a finite radius of curvature In the fabric
between the meridional elements, producing a fabric stress in both directions. The tailored shape
is therefore unstable under pressure, and the meridional cross section tends to become more circu-
lar than the tailored shape. In this case there are 16 meridional straps made of material much stif-
fer than the gore fabric. The equilibrium shape is therefore slightly different from the tailored
shape, resulting in a small fabric stress (smaller than in the spherical nose section) and a meridian
strap lead smaller than the theoretical value. It is therefore conservative to design the straps with
the assumption that they carry all the pressure stress anc to choose the fabric on the basis of the
stresses in the spherical nose.

The drag Is given by
D = CDqSR 2 = (0,9) (150/144) (ir) (106) = 47.0 lb.
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The internal pressure is arbitrarily chosen such that the quantity D/PrR2 a 1/3. This gives CDq/P
a 1/3, or using CD a 0.9, P n 2. 7rod q = 2.81 psi. The maximum fabric stress Ie PR/2- 5.62
lb/In., giving a margin of safety of 100/(5.2) (4) -1 - 3.46. The load In each strap Is PIR 2/10 -
2. 81w 8.85 pounds. The Istrcneth of each strap is 60 pounds, giving a margin of safety of

0/(s.85) (4) - t . 0.9.

On page 37 the rear ring was found to have a tensIle stress of 14,800 psi with a strap load of
11. 1 pounds. As the ring in this model is Identical with the previous one, the stress can be obtainod
merely by multiplying by the ratio of the loads:

(B.85/11, 1) (14.800) w 11, 800 psi.

The margin o safety Is 38,000/ 11,800) (4) -I w -0. 195. Although the margin In negative,
the factor of safety is still greater than three (6. 35 versus the estimated ultimate strength of
75, 000 psi), and the strength In therefore considered adequate.

e. Analysis of Model e. The cone balloon i also a cloned pressure vessel, consisting of a coni-
cal nose section tangent toa spherical sit sectioi (see Figure 43). The model Is seamed together
from bias-cut gores with bias tapes. At the nose the fabric is clamped to a metal nose cone, to
which the main cable is attached.

URBLE FENCE

- R

METAL NOSE
CONE

P .,0 PSI
0.812 PSI

Figure 43, Second-Series Wind Tunnel Model v

The meridian stress' in the fabric at the nose is obtained by summing forces on the nose

cone:

D ,trf i cos 350

D (0.87) (150/144) iv (16) - 10.7 lb/in.

wr cos 350 " (0 . l.I83)n(0.819)

where r is the radius of the nose cone. At the nose the seam tapes cover the full circumferenre of
the balloon. The total fabric strength is then (2 x 50) + 100 - 200 lh/in. The margin of safety is
200/(10.7) (4) -1 = 3.66.

The highest pressure on the front of the balloon is estimated to be 0. 78q = 0.812 psi. An
intcrnal pressure of 2 psi shouL, no sufficient to maintain the shape of the balloon. The highest hoop
stress occurs at the base of the conical nose section, at a radius of R cos 35 degrees. The stress Is

P(R cos o 8 lb/in., givIng a margin of 100/(8) (4) -1 - 2.13.
coo 35o

The fabric stress In the spherical part is PR/2 = 4 lb/n., which is less than the stress in
the nose section.
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f. Analysis of Model f (Figure M~ The Airmat cone was analyzed in the first series of tests for
similar lloading conditions. In that analysis the maximum stress was foiud t~o be 6, 5 lb/in, for the
80-degree cotie, giving a margin of safety of 36/(6.68) (4) - I1 0. 44.

DROP 7HREADS

ME TAL_
NOSE CONE

Figure 44. Second -Series Wind Tunnel Model

3. Arnold Tests

a. General. The analysis included Whee 10-inch-diameter wind tunnel modelf] and (i~t inadel
support sting, The three models included one inflatable model made of coated metal fabric, one
rigiri model designed for pressure measurements, and one rigid model designed fur temperature
mneasurements. All three models were the 810-degree plain Bailute configuration and were analyzed
for the following critical wind tunnel conditions:

Mach number - 10,25
Dynamic preissure - 2. 24 psi - q
Drag coefficient a,0 7 C
Interna! pressure coefficient 1: ,85% p
Rear pressure coefficient =0 aCp

The fabric gures of the inflatable model were bias-cut, seamed along the meridians or the
Ballute, and equipped with meridian cables which run the full length and were gathered at the frontl
and rear by metal rings.

Various typAH of loads tn which theo models were jiubjected In supersonic operation are dis-
cussed in the second BOA les of Langley tests.

During tunnel operation the drag is given by the equation

D aCDqITR2,

and the pressure at any point on the drag body to given by

P =Cpq.

The margins of safety (Table 8) arc def ined a s

MB allowable stress -1 where allowable stress -ultiate stress-
limit stress F'S

Reference 16, page 712, prescribes a factor of safety of 5 based on the ultimate strength or 2 based
on the yield, whichever is more critical. In all eases herein the ultimate strength condition governs,
except where otherwise stated.
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Table 8. Minimum Margins of Safety (Based on Ultimate Loads)

DESCRIPTION OF MARIt~N
STRUCTURAL OF
COMPONENTS SAFETY

Metal Cloth Drag Model

Meridian Cables -0. 285*

Main Cable -0. 38*
Fabric 0.18
Nose Piece 0.00

Rigid Temperature Model

Shell Large

Screws 0.16

Rigid Pressure Model

Mounting Sleeve 0.94

Rear Wall 0.22

Model Support Sting

Strain Link 0. 24
Side Walls 0.1300

*Satisfactory to AEDC personnel.
**Refer to 373. for diucusulon of yield marrln.

b. AaXsofMetal Cloth Drag Model. The drag on the model (Figurc 45) under the critical
wind tunnel conditions is

D -C~qwR
2 

a(0. 7) (2. 24) (25y) a123 lb.

~CABLES

R ,. REAR CLAMP

~.. 4O~ASSEMBLY

P

NOSE
PIECE

Figure 45. Metal Cloth Drag Model
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If there are eight meridian cables, the load in each one it;

Tm 8 cos 407 20,1 lb.

at the nose of the Ballute. On the rear half the cable loads and fabric stresses are determined by the
pressure difference, P, and the profile shape, In this casq the Baliute is designed with a rear pro-
f Ue shape, which gives a total cable load equol to 0. 5 PvR4 and a fabric utress of PR/4. (Deriva-
tion of the profile shape is given In Reference 14. ) The pressure, P, is 1.85 q = 4. 15 psi during
steady-state operation. The load In each cable im then

(0. 5) (41N (25) = 20, 3 pounds in the rear half of the Ballute, and the fabric stress isa

A ( 5.19 lb/in.

The fabric Is estimated from tests run at GAC to have a strength of 30 lb/Ln, at 14000 F.The margin of safety is

30
(5) -(5.19) -1 = 0.15.

Tensile tests have also been run on the meridian cublue at room temperature, yielding a
value of 102 pounds. The meridian cable strength is estimated to be 74.5 pounds at 14000 F, and the
main cable strength is 670 pounds, The margins of tiafety are -0. 265' and 0.09 respectively.

In the wind tunnel the Balluto was to have been deployed a distance of 4 inches behind the
payload in free fall. From there the actuator was used to move the Ballute to a total distance of 12
inches, During deployment it is assumed that the model does not have time to inflate. The drag
area is therefore equal to the area of the three-inch-diameter disc on the rear of the Ballute, The
drag is equal t'.)

D m (1) (2. 24)n/4(3)2 .I B.8 lb,

ansuming a drag confficient of 1, The energy applied to the Ballute in then (15.8) (4) - 63, 2 in-lb.
The main cable must absorb this energy by stretching under the snatch load that occurs when the
cable is fully pnypd nut. The nain cable is composed if 49 mtidls of 0.0104-inch-diameter Rend
41 wire. The cross section arva is (49) (iv/4) (0,0104) . 41.8 x 10-'4in.. The modulus of elasti-
city of this cable Is assumed to be similar to that of carbon steel cable (Reference 11, page 241).
A value of 14, 000, 000 psi is used. Using a total cable length of 82 inches, the elongation of the
cable under load, P, is

Al - p(R2) =1. 41 x 10"3 p.
(14 x106) (41. 6x 10- 4)

The strain energy is equal to PA//2 - 0.705 x 10- 3 p2.This energy in equated to the Bal-
lute kinetic energy:

0. 705 ; 10- 3 p2 - 63, 2

or
P = 3001lb.

The room temperature strength of this cable is estihuatu d to be 9020 pounds, giving a mar-
gin of safety of -0. 38. *

*Although a negative margin is obtained, the safety factor is greater than 3, and the strength to felt
to be adequate by AEDC personnel since a possible failure of these lightweight models would not be
detrimental to the operation of the tunnel.
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At the rear of the Ballute the fabric is elaipped between two metal rings by eight No. 4screws. The root area of each screw is 0.0065 in.-4 %Reference 17. page 165), giving a total area of
0.052 in. 2. The screws are Type 816 stainless steel, which has a room temperature strangtt, of
85,000 psi tension. If these screws are tightened to only 10,000 psi, they exert a total load of 520
pounds. Assuming a coefficient of friction of 0. 3, the radial fabric load required to cause slippageis (520) (2) (0. 3) 312 pounds. The fabric stress times the circumference at the clamp is (3.42lb/in. ) (2. 375win.) - 25.5 pounds. There are large margins of safety on both the screw stress and
the clamp friction.

CLAMPING FORCE 400 15 HOLES 1/8

3/ 3/318

- ~3/3Jh 1/80. .

0,172 =b

Figure 46. Cross Section of Nose Fitting

Figure 46 shown part of the cross section of the nose fitting. The loaJ Is applied through
the ball on the main cable to the rear of the nose fitting. The rear face of the nose fitting can be
conservatively analyzed as a circular plate simply supported at the outer edge and loadrd hy shear
around the center hole. This is case 1, page 02, of Reference 18, which gives a table of values of
the constant k for use in the equation

-_ - (Reference 18)

where a max is the maximum bending stress, q the shear per unit length, a the otiefr radius, and hthe plate thickness. The inner radius is defined an b. For this e se a -- 0. 62 inch, b - 0. 172 inch,
h n 0. 125 inch, and k is estimated to be 1.95. Using the drag of 123 pounds, (Reference 18)

123q --- 114.o l/I.

The mnaximum stress is then

Lmax . (0. 52) 2  4500 psi. (Reference 18)

The nose piece is made of Type 321 sttanlpsa steel, with a tensile strength of 29,000 psi at14000F. (Reference 19 page 7 3, 700 0 F - 12000oF part), the margin of safety is 0.28.

The outer flange of the nose piece is used to clamp the fabric in place. The fabric stress
was previously found to be 5, 19 lb/in. At the outer diameter of the flange, this gives a total fabric
load in the meridian direction of (5.19) (2.34)r = 38. 2 pounds. Assuming a coefficient of friction of
0. 3, the required normal force to prevent slippage is 38. 2/(0. 3) (2) = 63. 5 lb.
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Using a factor of 2 on the normal force, the actual load is 127 pounds, For purposes of
analysis the flange luad is assumed to be resisted entirely by bending ol the necked-down portion, as
though the flange were a series of radial strips. The resultant of the flange load acts at approxi-
mately the diameter

Y2 2. 10 in., and the load per unit length is

127
1R 1 =I. 45 lb/in. The moment arm of the resultant about the necked-down section is2. 197

.19 - 2.03
2.sin 401 0 a 2.+ 0. 0804 = 0. 204 inch, and the bending moment is (18. 45) (. 204) = 3.77 in. -

lb/in. The section modulus per unit width is

I 1 in 3
c - (6) (18)31536 i

at the necked-down section. The bending stress is (1536) (3.77) - 5780 psi, giving a margin of
safety of

29 000
(5) (5780) -" 0,00.

To allow for inflation of the Hallute, 15 equaily spaced holes are cut in the cylindrical sec-
tion of the nose piece. The webs betwoon tie holes then act as fixed ended columns through which
the drag load is transmitted. The web cross section le. shown in Figure 47.

.. 0.124.-

0.094

0.0846

Figure 47. Web Cross Section

The cross section area is approximately

(0.04)0840 + 0124 .00 and the compressive stress is

123(r-(o 12,3 - 840 psi,

The cross section properties can be conservatively obtained by neglecting the taper and treating the
webs as though they were rectangular in section, 0.0848 x 0. 094. The minimum moment of inertis

is
(0. 004) (n 0946 3 -

12 = 4 .7 4 x 10-A ha.

The load on the rectangular section is

(840) (0.094) (0.0846) = 6.70 lb.
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The equation for the critici load on a fixed-ended culumn (Reference 20) Is

Pcr

Because the ends of the column are free to displace laterally, however, the length, ,1, must be twice
the actual length of 0. 375 inch. The critical load thus obtained is

r (A0 x 106 ) (4.74 x 10- 6 ) . 9,980 lb.Per " (0.75)3

The margin of safety in buckling is very large.

c. Analgsi of RIid Temperature Model. The temperature measurement model (Figure 48) is
fabricated from 0.000-inch stainless steel sheet and is supported at each end of the model by a shaft
passing through the center. At the front support the cross section profile is at 40 degrees to the
center line, whereas at the rear the profile is nearly perpendicular to the center line. Because the
front support is much stiffer under axial loads than the rear. the entire drag load is assumed to be
carried by the front. The radius at the welded Joint between the skin and the nose plug Is one inch.
Using the same value of drag (123 pounds) as for the metal cloth drag model, the tensile stress is

123 - 611 pot,
S (2w) (0.050) cos 400

40P

Figure 48. Rigid Temperature Model

At 1400OF the strength of 321 stainless steel is 29,000 psi. (Reference 19, page 73, 7000 -
1200OF part). The margin of safety Is large,

The maximum internal pressure is estimated to be 4.15 psi. Again neglecting the load
picked up at the rear support, the entire pressure load Is assumed to be carried by 8 No. 4 Type 316
stainless steel screws holding the front and rear halves together. The total pressure load is

(4.15) (25) = 326 lb.

The shear load in each screw is 326/8 = 40.8 pounds, and the shear area is 0.0065 in. 2
(Reference 17, page 165). The shear stress is 40,8/0. 0065 - 6260 psi. The tensile strength of each
screw is 81,000 psi at 1200OF (Reference 19, page 61, 700°F to 1200OF section). Estimating the
shear strength to be 0.6 of the tensile strength, the margin of safety is 0. 16.

d. Analysis of Rigid Pressure Model. The pressure measurement model (Figlure 49) is also
sting-mounted, but is supported entirely at the rear. A sleeve is welded to the back half of the
model, allowing it to tihrved into the sting. For purposes of determining the weight, the modiel can
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0.372 __

bligure 49. Rigid Pressure Model

be approxjmated by a sphere. The axea is 4R 2 - 314 in. 2, and the volume is (314) (0. 378)
117. 8 in. . The weight Is approximately (117.8) (0.285 lb/in. 3). 13.6 pounds. When positioning
the model in the tunnel, the sting assembly can receive a maximum of 2g's loading vertically. As-
suming the cg is located 5 inches in front of the support joint, the moment on the welded sleeve is
(33.6) (3) (5) - 336 in. -lb. The weakest cross section in shown in the following sketch:

The moment of inertia of this cross section is

I. N I1(5/8)4 -(l/e .-4 .070In.4

The bending stress is

(336 .") m2980 psi.

The sleeve material in Type 321 stainless steel, with a tensile strength of 29, 000 psi at 1400oF
(Reference 19, page 73, '7000 to 1200OF part). The margin of safety is 0,94.

The bending moment of 336 in. -lb must also bc carried by the roar wall of the Dalluto
model. It can be conservatively assumed that the moment is carried only by a one-inch-wide strip
of the rear wall, as shown in Figure 50.

' 336 1IN. -LB

~0.37;5

Figure 50. Bending Moment at Rear Wall
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The maximum moment in the strip is 336/2 - 168 in. -lb. The strip cross section is shown
in the following sketch:

[X--a38
The section modulus is

0. .02 - 0.0234 in. 3 ,

and the bending stress In 168/0.0234 a 7180 psi. The material is Type 321 stainless steel, with a
tensile strength of 44,000 psi at 1200OF (Reference 19, page 73, 700 to 1200OF part). The margin
of safety In 0. 22.

Under the direct drag load the rear half of the model can be approximated by a flat circular
plate with a rigid plug at the center. This is case 8, page 62, Reference 18. 2a/2b = 10/1. 75
5.72. k is estimated to be 1. 9. The maximum stress is therefore

kua2  D 123
a max m -' whore q w-fa u-w 3.92 lb/in.

~. (.9 .')( - 1320 psi1.
(0.375)z

The 2-g loading condition analyzed previously gave a bending stress of 7180 psi, Under 1-g
the stress is 7180/2 m 3590 psi. Adding this to the stress from the drag load, the total is 4910 psi,
which i less than the stress under the 2-g condition.

The front and rear halves of the pressure model are held together by six cap screws angled
tt 35 degrocs to the center line. The screws are 1/4-20-NC and are made of Type 316 stainlens
steel.

The total pressure load at the equator is approximately

(4.15) (4.64)1- - 278 lb.

Subtracting the drag, the total load carried by the screws is 278 - 123 a 155 pounds. The
load in each one is then 19. 4 pounds. This load has a tension component of 19, 4 coo 350 * 15. 9
pounds and a shear component of 19. 4 sin 350 = 11.1 pounds. The stress area of this screw is
0.0317 in. 2 (Reference 17, page 185), giving a tensile stress of 501 psi and a shear stress of 351
psi. The margin of safety is very large.

e. Analvuis of Model Supoort Sting. Figure 51 shows the model support sting with the weights and
dimensions of the various sections. The 2 g vertical 1'ndlng condition produces bending moments In
the sting due to the weights and momeht arms shown. If it is assumed that only the side walls are
effective in bending at the joints, the critical sections are the two Joints at the rear of the sting. The
section modulus of the two sidewalls together in

cOa = 1.309 In.

The maximum bending moment is (2) (6 + 5) (61.5) . (2) (80) (30-3/4) = 6280 In-lb, and the
bending stress is 6260/1. 309 w 4790 psi. The material is Type 321 stainless steel, with a tc-.,. lc
strength of 78,000 psi at 2000F. The margin of safety is large.
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5 LB

61.3

S 801LB

30-3/4--

__ __ -- 61i,5

Fgure 51, Model Support Sting

During tunnel operations it was anticipated that the model could be deflected as much as 15

degrees to the Ride, applying it side thrust to the sting. This side component In

123 sin 160 - 31,8 lb

and is applied approximately 3 Inchos behincl the shear center of the airfoil atrut. The torque on
this strut is (31.8) (3) 95. 4 in-lb. The cross section dimensions are shown in Figure 52.

0.0625

6 -

Figure 52. Strut Cross Section Dimensions

The enclosed area is approximately (3/8) (5.7/8) - 2. 2 in. 2, and the torsion shear stress
is

((. ( = 345 psi. The margin of safety is very large.(2) (2. 2) (0.063)

The bending moment on the airfoil section from the side thrust is (31.8) (18) = 575 in. -lb.
The moment of inertia about the x x axis can be conservatively estimated by .ssuming all the ma-
terial is concentrated at a point midway between the axis of symmetry and tile outer fiber. Thus
Ix-x - (2) (8) (I/1) (0.218)2 = 0. 0355 in. 4, and the bending stress is

s = (57)' 4381. = 7080 psi.

The margin of safety is 75) 00- - -I = 1. 21.
(5) (7060)
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The support sting is equipped with a pressurized system of passages through which water
flows for cooling during tunnel operation. The highest pressure stresses occur in the six-inch side
wall of the lower beam, which has the largest span of unsupported wall. The side wall is equipped
with a row of 1/4-inch-diameter rods spaced evenly between the edges of the wall. The rods are
3-1/2 inches apart. The side wall can be conservatively analyzed as a large sheet supported by tie
rods spaced as shown in Figure 53.

f- ;7 ;,,I/41 DIA RODS

04" 0.4 IN.

t b u 3- 1/2

Figure 53. Rod Spacing

The wall is loaded by a uniform pressure of 25 psi as shown in Figure 54. The problem is
discussed in detail in Reference 18, page 245. In this case b/a , (3-1/2)/(3) a 1. 168.

0.109

P 2 26.5LB-

25 PSI

Figure 54. Wall Loading

The table on page 249 of Reference 18 gives P - 0. 0226, 01 " 0.03g59. The moment, My,

at the center of the panel is the larger. Its value is

My - (0.0359) (25 psi) (3-1/2)2 11 n,-lb/n.,

and the bending stress is (6) (1)/(0. 109)2 - 5500 psi. Using the conservative value of the ultimate
strength of 78, 000 psi at 2000, the margin of safety Is large.

At the support points the moments Mx and My are given by Reference 18, Equations (157),
page 149. Mx is the larger. The values substituted are q = 25 psi, a = 3, b = 3..1/2, c a 1/8,

0,384, 72 = 0.118, ,- 0.3, { a/2. Using these values,

Mx = 66 in. -lb/In.

A first approximation to a limit design analysis indicates that the maximum ultimate moment (5.0
times the applied moment) would be 5.0 (66 t 11) (1/2) = 192.5 in. -lb/in. The modulus of rupture
of annealed Type 321 stainless steel at 200v'F is at least 78, 000 A 1. 14 = 109, 001) psi. (Since the
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rectangular section shape-factor for a ductile material I close to 1.5. ) The corresponding "stress"

is

192. 5 x 8 96 , 300 pal,
(0.109)2

which gives a margin of sofety of

109000 1 - 0.13.

96300-

Yield loads would cause only local yieldig at the posts - no general yielding.

The strain link assembly, located in the lower arm of the strut, receives twice the lnd
that is produced by the drag device, or (2) (123) a 246 pounds. The strain link Itself is a strip of
Type 321 stainless steel 1/2-inch inch wide by 0. 036-inch thick. The tensile stress is

246
(0. 5) (0.036) " sB8opst.

The tensile etrength of Type 321 stainless steel is 85, 000 psi at room temperature (Refer-
enco 19, page 73, 70(6 to 1200OF part), giving a margin of afety of 0. 24.

The strain link is welded to the end plate, which is attached to the side plates by means of
four No. 8-32 flat-head screws. The end plate can be conservatively analyzed as a fixed end beam
with dimensions shown in Figure 55.

246 LO (246) (3.031) IN.-LB
(246) (3.I)31) IN.-LO 8

CQ S10 0. 438
123 LO4123 L

. .0 1 . 28t

Figure 5b. Radial Loads at Ibmar Fitting

The section modulus is

1,(0.281)(0,438)2 0.085i.3-. " L... - 0.00895 in..

The maximum bending moment is

246) = L g" 3 Iin. -lb. The bending stress is

931
0,00895 * 10,400 psi, and the margin of safety is 0.63.

The four No. 8-32 screws have a stress area of 0. 0139 in. 2 each. The screws are in
double shear, giving a total area of (8) (0. 0139) = 0.111 in.2 . The shear stress Is 163/0. 111
1, 470 psi, and the margin of safety is large.

The pulley pin Is a 3/10-diameter slotted spring steel pin (MS 16562) having a streui, L,
double shear of 4400 pounds. Its margin of safety is large.
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0. SUBSONIC WIND TUNNEL TESTS

Wind tunnel tests of the most promist drag models were conducted In Goodyear Aircraft's
subsonic wind tunnel prior to the testinge of the Identical models in the NASA Langley Unitary Super-
sonic wind tunnel. The purpose of these subsonic tests were as follows:

(1) Obtain drag coefficient data at M Z 0, 2.
(2) Observe towed stability.
(3) Proof load wind tunnel models.

Figure 56 shows a model in GAC'n subsonic tunnel. Data obtained is given in Ts.be 7.

Table ?. Subsonic Performance Data

DYNAMIC
DATE TYPE OF MODEL PRESSURE CD PERFORMANCE

(lb/It2 )

Jan 1061 750 cone balloon with 6. % 73 0.57 - 0,61 Coning W 50; stable.
fence

Jan 1961 7bu Ballute with A. % fence 73 0. 60 Coning - 50; stable.
(open-front inlet)

May 1951 1000 Ballute with 6.25% 0 0.70 - 0,73 Coning ' 100.

fence (open-front inlet)
May 1901 Sphere with 6. 25% fence 60 0. 59 - 0.02 Coning less than 40;

stable.
May 1961 800 Airmat cone 60 0.57 - 0.70 No coning; stable.
May 1961 1000 Airmat cone 60 0.66 - 0.75 Coning less than 20;

stable.
May 1961 800 Ballute with 6.25% 60 0. 50 Coning tens than 60;

fence (open front inlet) stable.
May 1961 Torus and curLaln s0 0.65 Coning 180,

Figure 56. Seventy- Five Degree Cone Balloon with 6. S-Percent Fence i n GAC Subsonic Tunnel
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SECTION 4

SUPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL TE6TS AT NASA
LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER

A. GENERAL

The primary objective of those tests was to obtain drag and stability characteristics of the
various towed configurations throughout the supersonic speed range.

The tests were conducted in the Langley Unitary Plan wind tunnel, which is a variable-
pressure, return-flow tunnel. The tunnel has two test sections 4 feet by 4 feet square and approxi-
mately 7 feet long. The nozzles leading to the test sections are asymmetric sliding-block-type
nozzles, and the Mach number may be varied continuously through a range from 1. 57 to 2.87 in one
test section and from 2. 30 to 4.65 in the other. Reference 13 gives further details of the tunnel.
Spark Schlieren photographs were taken for qualitative flow observations. High-speed Schlieren
movies were taken to observe buth flow and dynamic stability of the towed models. Drag coefficient
data were recorded at various distances between the payload and towed drag body. The estimated
acuracy of the measured test data is as follows:

CD k 0.02
A (towed line length - inches) 0. 50
M. (I. 57 to 2,87) + 0.02
M (1, ,0 to 4. 65) 10. 05,

A typical model installation consisted of a payload and trailing towed drag body assembly
as shown in Figure 57. The support system included two thin struts spanning the tunnel In the hori-
zontal plane and holding the payload in the center of the tunnel (see Figure 58). Each towed drag
model was attached to the payload with a 0. 10-inch stainless steel cable from a drum mounted on a
strain gage balance inside the payload, The balance with the motor-driven drum comprised a con-
venient system for testing towed decelerators since the distance between payload and drag model
could be varied during the test run, Figures 59 through 62 show four models in the wind tunnel.

B. TEST PROGRAM

Figures 63 and 64 show some of the models used. Figure 65 shows detailed sketches of
typical Ballute models. Table 8 litfi tle ,.dul. tested, and Table 9 is a complete log of all of the
supersonic tests.

Table 8. Supersonic Wind Tunnel Test Modelu

MODEL RUN NO.

80-degree Ballute with 6. 25% fence (open front inlet) 1, 14
75-degree Ballute with 6. 30% fence (open front inlet) 2, 7, 9
80-degree Airmat cone (preinflated) 3, 16, 20, 26, 27, 28
Torus and curtain (flexible curtain, rigid torus) 4
Sphere with 6. 25% fence (preinflated) 5, 10, 13, 21, 23, 24, 25
Hemisphere (preinflated) 6
100-degree Airmat cone (preinflated) 8
75-degree cone balloon with 6.3 % fence (preinflated) It, 22, 29, 30, 31, 32
100-degree Baliute (open front inlet) 12, 17
80-degree tucked Ballute (open front inlet) 15
80-degree Ballute (front inlet with reed valves) 18
80-degree Ballute (front inlet with screen) 19
75-degree Ballute (side inlets with screen) 33, 34, 35, 36
80-degree Ballute (side inlets with screen) 37, 38
80-degree Ballute with 3. 9% fence (side inlets with screen) 39, 40, 41, 42
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Table 9. Log Sheet of Ruperitnnc Tests

DYNAMIC
, UN MACH PR SSIRE

DATE NO. MODEL NO. Lb/1t31 id PErRofl ANCEO

6-19-61 1 80-degree Ballute 1.77 173 2 - 4 Model Inflated 50 percent, nodsl rolled,
6-20-61 2 71-degree sallute 206 97.6 --- Model partially Inflated; nandel ex-

perienced some coninlg and flutter:
model aft end ruptured.

6-20,61 3 80-degree calte 1,77 - 2,12 1512 - 173 1 - 7 Stable generally; net coning; no roll.
6-230.61 4 Torus and curtain 1.12 153 a High-frequency curtain flutter: model

experienced some coning: curtain
seam parted.

6-20-SI 5 Sphere 2.0 155 Stable; model leaked.
0-21-61 6 Hemisphere 1.64 - 2.75 152 .18 3- 10 StabLsi no coninlg: no roll.
6-32-6i 7 75-degree Ba lute 1.71- -. - iable; no coning.
6-23-61 8 100-degree cons 2.75 112 - Unstable; 20-degree coning: tow cable

broke.
6-22-61 4 75-cgree fallute 1.711 ... ... Model partially inflated; model ex-

perienced some coning and flutter:
model aft end ruptured.

6-22-81 10 sphere Il 152 ..- Stable.
6.23-61 11 75 -degree cone balion 1.77 - 2.75 153 160 2- 10 Stable.
6.2-61 12 100-degree Ballute 1.77 --- Model partially inflated: 20-degree

coning.
8.23-81 13 Sphere 1.58 - 2.6 100 Stable generally.
6-23-61 14 00-dogrce Ballots 2,6 - 2.10 109 - It6 Model intlstodpartisily: model rolled:

model experienced fabric flutter:
modael it end ruptured,

6-33-01 15 8O. dgree tuicked Bflluto 3.66 102 --- Model lnlltsd Itable (no spfnti* or
coning) model aft end ruptured,

0.d7.6l 16 SO-degreG cone 2.75 11 2 - 10 Stable; no conlin: no roll.
627-61 17 100-degree baliute 2.66 ...--- Tow cable broke: stopped test.
9-25-61 16 80.depree Balluts with 2,5 - 3.5 1S0 3 - No conig: high spin rate: model not

front inlet snd reed fully inflated,
valves

9.21-61 I 0.degree Ballute with 2.5 - 3.5 150 4 8 No coning; high spin rate: m del .,et
front sereend inlet fully inflated,

4-168-2 20 S-degree Airmat cone 2,0 - 2.57 150 Stable,
4-17.62 2t Sphere with fence 2,0 - 2,87 10 1 1 Stl,
4-19-62 22 75-dogree cone blloon 2,0 - 2,7 1150 S blo.
6-14-62 23 CGhtrz wth fence 2.5 10 2 9 Mndel rode s Itntle rough In waxe:

stmblS; an roll.
e-14-62 24 Sphere with fence 3.5 150 1 0 Model stable: no roll.
0-14-02 25 Sphere with fenop 3.96 150 1 9 At .1/d - I - 3 end 7 - 9, model

stable; at i./d - 4-6, coning 10-d,.
Rgrees; lost model at M - 4 65: cable
bioke at payload when normal shock
w,1nt iu'ough.

6-14-62 26 80-degree Airmal cone 2. 150 3 - 12 Model stable: no roll.
6-15-03 V 80.degre Airmat cone 3.5 1 I 12 Colne rode rough st .l/d - 1,2; smooth

ride at e/d - 3-12.
6-15-62 28 B0-degree Airmat cone 4.65 150 1 8 t able: no roll
6-15-62 29 75-degroe cone balloon 2.1 2110 1 8 Stable; zero roll: zero coning.

with fence
0-15.62 30 75-degree cone Itllooe 3,5 250 1 0 Stit)h,.

with fence
8-15.62 31 71-degree cone baillonn 3.96 250 I 8 Stable.

with fence
5-a i.62 I A 75-drgree cone balloou 4.65 250 1 *.8 Stable.

with fence
6-15-.2 33 75.degree Ballute with 3.,6 250 1 ! Stable.
6-15-62 34 75-degree Ballute with 4. 65 250 1 9 Stable.

side Inlet
6-15..62 34 7,1-deigree Ballute with 4,85 250 1-9 Stab~le.

0-162 35 7 1-de~ree liallute with 2.10 2V0 1 8 Stable.
Ride inlets

6-18,62 36 75-degree Balluto with 3.1 250 1 9 Stable.
side inlets

*Stable snolel performance is defined as visual observation of oscillatory coning less than 2 degrees.
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Table 9. Log Sheet of Supersonic Tests (Continued)

DYNAMIC
RUN MACH PRE~S RE

DATE NOd MODEL NO. (Lb/fta )  P4 PERFORMANCE*

6-18-03 3? 0-degree Dallute with .5 250 7 Inlets mislign;ed model rolled.
sde inlets

6.18.03 38 et-dogreellaitte with 2.5 250 - Model swivel removed; inlets mis-
fence and side inlets aligned; model rolled s lightly,

6-18-62 39 80-degre e dllute with 2.5 250 3 - 9 Stahte; zero roll; mero roning.

6.18-62 40 gO-degree Wallute with 3.5 250 2 - 9 Stable.
fence and side inlets

6-18-62 41 80-degree fallute with 3.9 250 2 - B Stable,
fence and side inlets

6.18-62 42 to-degree halluto with 4.65 250 4 - 9 Stable.
faure and side inlets

'Stable model performance is defined as visual observation of oscillatory coning less than 3 degrees.

During the series of tests in test section 1, runs 1 through 17 (Mach 1.64 to 2.75), it was
evident that most models of the preinflated sphere, hemisphere, and cone models performed in a
satisfactory manner. Drag coefficient data were obtained at various Mach numbers and at various
eld ratios ( ow-line length divided by payload diameter). Schileren still photographs and schlteren
high-Apend (1100 frates per second) movies wore taken during the tests (see Figures 6 through
69). These schlieren stills were used to observe Lhe supersonic flow patterns and to check the shape
stability of the models under load.

Shape stability was verified by scaling the near optically-perfect schlieren photographs.
These closed pressure-vessel models were not pressurized excessively for shape stability. The
plnn followed during the tests was to provide only enough internal inflating pressure to avoid wrink-
ling. The 80-degree Airniat cone and the hemisphere nose shapes did not change under load. The
'l5-degree cone balloon and the sphere did change shapes (see Figures 66 and 67). The apex angle of
the cone balloon model was constructed to 75 degrees. Under load however, the apex angle was ap-
proximately 60 degrees.

The following results were obtained during this first series of tests of preinflated models:

(1) Drag valses obtained wih cones are higher than spheres and hemispheres.
(2) A towed 80-dogrc cone performs in a stable manner (little or no coning).
(3) A towed 100-degree cone is unstable (violent pitching and coning greater than 10

degr.ee).

The ram-air Ballute models with open front inlets did not perform in a satisfactory manner.
Most of these models experienced excessive coning and fabric flutter. Some of these models ex-
perienced high spin rates. All models subsequently Pxperlenced structural failure at the aft end. It
was clear after a review of the high-speed nchlieren movies that a pulsating mass flow or buzzing
phenomenon existed which caused model shape changes and excessive structural oscillatory loading
at a rate of approximately 70 cycles per second.

Prior to the scheduled test section 2 tests (Mach 2. 5 to 4.65), a combined "in house" aero-
dynamic, structural, and design study was conducted. In addition consulting services were utilized.
The details of this investigation are presented in Appendix I. Analytical studies and experimental
water table tests were conducted. The net result of this investigation was reflected in model modi-
ficatlons as follows;

(1) Provide a reed valve assembly type front inlet.
(2) Provide a screened type front inlet.
(3) Provide side inlets.
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The 80-degree Ballute model with screened or reed valve front inlets was the first tested in
test section 2 (test runs 18 and 19). The model performed in a stable manner although it did not fully
inflate and experienced a high spin rate. A review of the schlieren still photographs and high-speed
scllteren movies showed the following.

(1) The model apex anglo was between 63 and 68 degrees.
(2) The model experienced no mass flow pulsations with the reed inlet.
(3) The model experienced alight mass flow pulsations with the screened inlet.
(4) The model experienced no significant shape change.

The final series of tests in test sect 2 (Runs 23 through 42) consisted of three preinflated
model types and three ram-air Ballute model types.

All preinflated models performed in a satisfactory manner. The 76-degree Ballute with the
6.3-percent fence and screened inlet and the 80-degree Ballute with the 3.9-percent fence and
screened side inlets also performed in a satisfact y nuumer. Both models remained motionless
(no coning, no roll) in their towed positions during the teat runs. A review of the high-speed
schlieren movies revealed good shape stability and a complete absence of any mass flow pulsations.
Internal static pressure readings were taken in the 75-degree Ballute model, utilizing a mercury
manometer tube. A pressure transducer was used to measure the Internal pressure pulsing magni-
tude and frequency of the 80-degree Ballute model. The output from th,' transducer was recorded on
a visicorder type oscillograph. There wRs no mensursble pulsing fronm th ' onaillngraph t.rn-,,

C. SUMMARY OF RESULTS.

Figures 70 through 81 show the aerodynamic drag results. Drag coefficients were based on
the fully inflated nodel design diameter of either 7 or 8 inches. The burble fence outsidp diRmeterm
were greater than tneir respective inflated design diameters. The rated size of a burble fence, for
example a 3.9-percent fence, was based on the fence height divided by the model diameter. Note
the hysteresis effect of the drag data in Figures 75 through 79. As the decelerator model Is removed
aft away from the forebody, the abrupt CD change occurs at a larger L/d than when the decelerator
is moved forward toward the forebody. At a small A/d (see Figure 88) the decelerator Is in a diver-
gent wake of the forebody with a corresponding low CD. As the decelerator is moved aft, the diver-
gent wake flow pattern of the forebody suddenly trips and changes, to a convergent wake flow pattern
normally experienced by a body in a free stream without being influenced by a trailing body. The
corresponding higher CD is obtained since decelerator is aft of this wake. Starting from a large Aid
(see Figure 68), the forebody wake flow pattern in convergen. As the decelerator is moved forward,
the wake flow pattern change from convergent to divergent is delayed and occurs at a smaller d/d.
This tripping of the wake flow pattern at a smaller .4/d occurs because of the larger pressure energy
requirements to disturb the normal convergent wake pattern. This hysteresis effect is also shown in
References 24, 25, and 26. The internal static pressure results taken during test runs 33, 34, 35,
and 36 are shown In Figure 82. The results were correlated through the use of two ratios:

P2 /Ps and /d

where

P2 a the inside static pressure
P the free stream static pressure
i = the distance from the Ballute to the forebdy
d a the diameter of the forebody.

The magnitude of these ratios can be expla!ned as being due to the presence of a combination of an
oblique shock at the tip of the Rallute, and normal shocks at the side inlets.

To verify this explanation, theoretical predictions of the recovery ratios were made utiliz-
ing inviscid conical flow theory and taking into account the presenci of both types of shocks. And,
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as Indicated by the graph, the theoretical results were close to, although higher than, the experi-

mental results.

in summary the most signific:ant results of all the supersonic tests are as follows:

(1) lLllutu mudels with side ram-air inleta do inflate fully and have drag values equivalent
to preinflatcd models.

(2) Ballute models with side inlets are stable in their towed position (no coning, no roll,
no fabric flutter),

(3) Good ram-air internal pressure readings were taken which will provide useful informa-
tion for structural design.

(4) Burble fences increase the drag values.
(5) Conical-shaped models have higher drag values than spherical or hemispherical.
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Figure 57. Typical Supersonic Wind Tunnel Installation
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Figure 58. Supersonic Wind Tunnel Support Systems
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Figure 03. Preinflated Sample Supersonic Wind Tunnel Test Models
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Piirie 60. Scbliereii Photograph of Sphere Figure R7. Schli.eren Photowraph of 75-Degree
with 6. 25- Fence at M - 2. 5 Cone Balloon at M u2. 87

Figure 68. Schlieren Photograph of Sphere Figure 89. Schlieren Photograph of 80-Degree
with 0. 25- Fence at M = 2. 87 Ram-Air Ballute at M = 2. 5
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WHER E WITH 6.25-PERCENT FENCE

0.8-

0.6

75-DEGNEE CONE BALLOON WITH 6.3-PERCENT FENCE

0.8 -

0. LO

W SO-DEGREE AIRMAT CONE
S1.2

U

0.2 F3 2.,13dE.96

RATIO OF TOW-CAELE LENGTH 10 FO*EBODY

DIOAETER -V/d

NOTE: d'- MODEL MAX DIAMETER (IN.)
d - FORtEBODY MAX( DIAMETER (IN.)

Figure 70. Effect of the Tow-Cable Length on the Drag Coefficient of a Sphere with 8. 25-Percent
Fence, 75-Degree Cone Balloon, and 80-Degree Airmat Cone behtind the Forebody
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Figure 71. Effect of Tow-Cable Length on the Figure 7Z. Effect of Tow-Cable Length on the
Drag Coefficient of a Hemisphere Drag Coefficient of a 75-Degrcc Cone

!Uioon with 8. 3-Percent Fence
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FIgure 73. Effect of Tow-Cable Lemgth on the Drag Coefficient
of an 80-Degree Airmat Cone (M a 1.63 to 2.75)

0.

U 0.6

W 1'0 2.5 WITH REED VALVE AND CUP, WITHOUT FENCE
0.4 - _- - a 3.5 WITH REED VALVE AND CUP, WITHOUT rENCE

0 2.5 W I1H 11% SCREEN AND CUP, WITHOUT FENCE
u -. . . . - A 3.5 WI H 11% SCREEN AND CUP, WITHOUT FENCE

0 2 4 6 6 10

RATIO OF TOW-CABLE LENGTH TO
FOREBODY DIAMETER -Ad

Figure 74. Effect of Tow-Cable Length on the Drag Coefficient of
an 80-Degree Ballute without Fence (Ram-Air Inflated)
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Figure 75. Effect of Tow-Cable Length on the Drag Coefficient of an SO-Degree
Dallute with 3i. 0 -Pureent Fenee (Ram-Air, Side Inlet.)
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Figure 76. Effect of Tow-Cable Length on the Drag Coefficient of
a 75-Degree Cone Balloon with 6. 3-PIercent Fence
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SECTION 5

HYPFJRSONIC WIND TUNNEL TESTS

A. GENERAL

The tests were conducted in the Arnold Von-1Cdrmin, tunnel "C", at Arnold Air Force Sta-
tion, Tennessee, The purpose of these tests was to obtain drag, pressure distribution, and heat
transfer measurements of towed decelerators.

I, Description of Von-Kirmsa Tunnel "C"

The 50-inch Mach 10 tunnel Is a continuous-flow, variable-density, hypersonic wind tunnel
with a 50-inch-dianeter test section. Because of changes In boundary layer thickness caused by
changing pressure level, the Mach 10 contoured nozzle produces an average test section Mach num-
ber which varies from 10 at a stagnation pressure of 200 pas to 10.2 at 2000 pte. The centerline
flow distribution is uniform within about 0.5 percent in Mach number. There is a slight actual gra-
dient on the order of 0.01 Mach number per foot. The unique feature of the 50-inch Mach 10 tunnel
is the model installation chamber below the test section which allows the entire pitch mechanisms
(ating and model) to be raised into and lowered out of the tunnel. When the model is in the retractive
position, the fairing doors and the safety doors can bi uluaed aUlluwig entrance to the tank for model
changes while the tunnel is running. When the model is in the test section, ily the fairing doors
are closed leaving the tank at static pressure. Stagnation pressures of up to approximately 2000 pail
are supplied through the D0- inch Mach 10 tunnel. The air Is selectively valved through the compres-
nor plant high-pressure dryers and the propane-fired heater, which raises the air temperature to a
maximunm of 8000 F. The heated air then enters the electric heater, which increases the air temper-
ature to a maximum of 14000 F, sufficient to prevent liquificatlon of the air in the test section. From
the electric heater the air flows through the nozzle, the diffuser, the cooler and back into the com-
pressor system. For more detailed tunnel information see References 1 and 21.

2. Description of Test Setup and Models

The basic external geometry for all Ballute models Is shown In Figure 83.

The heat transfer model was fabricated from Type 321 stainless steel (see Figure 84) and
was formed by the spinnin, process, The skin thickness varied from 0.050 to 0.064 inch. Nineteen
thermocouples were spot-welded on tie interior surface and were located as shown in Figure 83.
Two thermocouples were also mount- Insido the model to measure the internal ambient temporpture.

The pressure model was fabr-tcated from Type 321 stainless steel (Se Figure 85) and was
instrumented with 17 static orifices o. the surface as shown In Figure 83 and one internal orifice
for measuring the internal model pressure.

Flexible drag models were fabricated from Rene 41 cloth. The seams of the model were
joined by spot welding, and the model was impregnated with a high-temperature nlicoiio ceramic
elastomer to obtain an essentially gas-tight cloth, For added strength, uight ln ~iiudinaL cables
were connected from the nozzle to the base plate. A partially inflated Ballute is shown in Figure 86.

The basi inlet configuration is shown in Figure 87. This inlet was tested on the pressure
model with screens covering the Inlet slots, with reed valves (screen removed), and with open slots.
In addition to the basic inlet, two types of total head inflating probes were used with the flexible
models as shown in Figure 88.

The models were supported by the strut assembly as shown in Figures 80 and 90. The
leading edges of the vertical sections and the sides and top of the horizontal section were water-
cooled. The flexible drag models were connected to a 3/32-inch-diameter Rene'cable which was
routed around pulley wheels inside the strut. The cable could be etended or retracted by means of
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Figure 83. Balluts. (Coometry, Thermal and Pressure Tap Locations

a hydralic cylinder which was mounted in the bottom portion of the strut. The pressure and heat
transfer moels were supported with a 1. '15- inch-diameter vihug ms shown In Figure 91. Also,by
means of a collet-type sting, which replace. the hemispherical cover, the sting length of the heat
transfer and pressure models could be adjusted as desired. Figure 91 ts an installtion of the pres-
sure model. Figures 92 and 93 show the support strut.

3. Pressure Model Instrumentation

The pressure data system consists basically of nine channels, each of which is time-shared
between I1I model orifices by means of 13-position Gilannint pressure switching valves. The total
capability in 90 model measurements, with the fIrt position of each pressure switching valve being
used for transducer calibration.

Each channel Includes two presure measuring transducers (referenced to hard vacuum).
The two measuring transducers, a *1 paid uit and a 0 to 15 paid unit, are switched in and out of
the system automatically to allow measuring to the best available precision. If the sensed pressure
level Is above 15 psia, the reference side of the 15-peld transducer is vented to atmosphere to ex..
tend the measuring range.

The measuring system is of the Wiancko frequency modulation type. Precision frequency
modulation oscWators, frequency multipliers, binary counters, and a time base generator operate
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Figure 04. Heat Transfer Model

Figure 85. Pressure Model

Figure 86. Partially Inflated fallute
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Figure 89. Pressure and Temperature Model nstllation
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Figure 90. Drag Mudel Installation
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Figure 91. Pressure Model in Tunnel Installation Chamber

in conjunction with the transducers to obtain a differential count of 10, 000. The resulting resolution
is 0.0002 psi for the 1-psi transducer and 0. 0015 psi for the 16-psid transducers. The accumulated
count is stored in the binary counters, read out serially by the ERA scanner and punched on paper
tape.

The PS system contains two channel, of frequency modulation pressure instrumentation,
one with a range of 0 to 500 psia and the other with a range of 0 to 2500 psia.
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Figurn 92, Water-Cooled Support Strut (Side View)

Figure 93. Water-Cooled Support Strut (Bottom View)
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'Nhle 10. Jri Sheet of Mach 10 (*0.187) Teats

RU YFTR LN e q l4/FT flENULTS NJt
DATE NO, TYPE PAYOAD UMOiL (pel) (o.) (pil) x104 $/d PURPOSE DATA OUTAINFD

11.9-1 1 2-e. dia. IPoasuro wUih t2@4 169 294 8.17 7 Prellmitury Pressure diatrbuiton
conIcal plugged readinges 4tkel; loeial
iOlt heater not workingproperly

3 Pressure with 1100 950 957 2.31 8 Preliminary
reed valve inlet

3 1245 842 379 a,41 *Contract Pressure diatribution
lat readings taken: tunnel

haier not working
properly. Still shadow-
graph photo taken,

4 1487 1418 314 1.80 9 Pressure distributionreadings taken: trailing
model in payload wake;
internal pressure less
than all externa! nose
presures.

11-9-1 5 3-In, din 1403 1395 312 1.81 II

11-10-61 8 2-in, die 108 1438 312 1.77 18
7 3-in. die 462 1418 313 1,9 13
8 4-in. dta 1991 1447 428 2.40 12 Contract

data
B 2-in.diw with lb P

r
oosure with 1434 1336 307 1.68 18 Attempt wake

smalI balls read valve Inlet closure
attached

11-10-61 10 3-i.dia with Paiisasuro with 2468 1430 313 l.18 18 Attempt wake
btaa tail revd alve

. inlet closure
11-10-1 11 2-Iledis with boat Pressure with 33 1237 53.3 0.34516I Contrsct data

tall conical plugged
Inlet

114 13110 2401 1.43 It
II -in. di with fervenutrv with 14511 1 .9 18 .Contrno;t dta

i [boat tail controalt pluggvd

IA ,-iii, dri with a el ircnliore with 1402 14A4 312 1.79 7i Ali.mri wake
scope (13 flape) r, d valve Inle closure

11-10-01 17 3-In. 11 Wiith aft 1412 1427 313 1.77 13 Atlempt wake Pressure distribution
scope (36 flapsl closure reading lakie; trailing

model in payload wake;
internal predtaure lass
than all oxitreal nose
pressures.

11-11-61 i 2-in. di with Tonaperatur with M 1207 ... 0. W 18 Contract Temperaturt dhltribu-
boat tail conical piu[god data lion readings tlaken for

Intlt 13,8 scod#.
9 238 1320 M 016 8 I Repeat of run 18: 5

4 14 - tecodsn of data.

1 0 1 Temperature distrtbu-
tin readings taken for
6. 9 eeroni

11.1I-6t 21 2-in, die with Temperature with 568 1325----18 Contract Temperature dstribu-
boat tail conical plugged dat tion readiigs for' 8.9

bilet seconds.

I1-11-61 32 2-In. Jim aith Temperature with 879 130 --- 0.90 18 Contract Repeat of run 21.
lottail conical plugged idata

109 1381 1,44 181 Temperaeture dlntribu-

tion readings for 6.9
_nn ln_ values seconed.
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Table 10. Log Sheet of Mach 10 (*0, 187) Tests (Continued)

RUN TP RA s aNQ Ps To 4 RN/It RESULTS ANID/OI
DATE NO, TYPE PAYLOAD MODEL (pi) (OF) (pa 10 6 1d Pnp(UBR DATA O1TAINPD

11-11-61 24 2-t. dia with 1370 1412 ..-.. I0 Con.tract Temlierature distraih-
boat tall data ton readfrign for 6, 0

21 Temperature with V Repeal of run 24,
conical plugged
islet

11-1l-51 16 2-In. d1 with Bladder Inflated 115 1150 II 0.6 8.38 Contract Model In tunnel G.1
boat tall 800 liallute (cloth Ia secondsa; CD - 0. 328;

A) model wait stable.

11-16-61 27 No payloAd Pressure with 236 1256 53.5 0.47 -- C mparallive Pressure distrulatlon
conical plugged data readings taken; still
Ilet 4 shadow graphs taktin.

29 1I5 1301,. 0.926 .. I

30 Pressure with 1455 1143 Il! 1,75 - Comprallve Presure dlstrlbutlion
conl al plugged data readinp taken; still
Inlet shadow graphs taken,

$I Pressure with 1464 1440 311 1.76 -.- ontract Pressure distributlon
reed Inlet data readings taken; both

still and movie shadow
graphs taken.

lI-IO-0ll Ii No payload lPrc stre with 1458 1437 II .78 Contract
open Intel rlas

1IlO46-61 3S No payl ,ad Pressure with 1467 1429 314 1,78 --- Pressure distribution
merpri*d Inlet readings taken; Milt

Ishadow graphs taken,

34 Presaure with 146h 1423 312 1.70 --- Pressure distribution
reel Inlet readiness taken; both

still and movie shadow
graphs taken.

35 Tumperaturt with 235 1230 ... I, 0 .1 Temporalure readings
conical plugged taken for 7 seconds.

sl415n --- 0,60 ---

47 7 12 --- . , . .

30 1140 -. 1.44'

It-IC-SI 32 No payload Toemiaralurc with 1465 1410 --- 1,80' - Contract Temperature reading
conical plugged data taken for I seconds,

11-28-SI 40 2-in. dia with lladder Inflsed 148 14004 313 II1? 4-1a Contract Mrvel In tunnel 74
Nn).lt ill $00 Pollhte cais seonc l fully inflited;

(cloth H) peak temperature of
Siloth-l,05OF; CD
Ivaried 0. 35 to O. 53;

model atable; movies
taken.

41 800 Balluto with 1473 1428 313 1,78 --- Model aft end ruptured
front Inlets after 3 cconds;
(voth A) a mvies taken.

11-28.61 42 2-in. dis with 100 Ballule with 713 1375 IUJ ,78b 4-V C~itat M.todel Iilisoanvi 17,..
Ioat tall side inlets data seconds; model fully

(cloth A) Inflated; stable; CD
varied 0. 40 to 0. 3;
movies taken.

11-28-01 43 2-in. die with 8010 Bllute willi 715 13)4 153 0.920 -.- Contract Used run 42 model;
boat tail side Inlets daia model aft end ruptured

(cloth A) after I second.

11-28.61 44 2 -in. dlia ,.idi 80o Ballute with 714 130) 153 0.917 1-5 Contract Model fully inflated:
boat tall side inlets data stable; CD varied 0, 33

(cloth A) to 0. 48; model aft end
Fruptured after 49.2
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4. Temperature Model Instrumentation

The reference junction of each thermocouple was maintailed at 132 0 F. Each thermocouple
output was recorded in digital forn- on magnetic tape at a rate of 20 times per second by means of a
Beckman 210 analog-to-dlgital converter. To monitor the temperatures at selected points on the
models, nine of the thermocouple outputs were also recurdud CII atrip charts by 0. 25-second (full-
scale travel) Brown servo-potentiometers.

5. Drag Model Instrumentation

A strain drnt, liak furnished hy GAC was used for drag measurements on the flexible models,
The drag link was instrumented with two strain-gage bridges aid mounted on the hydraulic cylinder
piston rod. Power to the strain-gage bridges was supplied from a 400-cpr carrier system. Output
from one of the bridges was measured with a null-balance servo-potentiometer with a sitaft position-
ing digitizer for recording on punched paper tape; the other strain-gage output was measured with a
galvanometer-type oscillograph (visicorder). A cable positioning potentiometer was also mounted
inside the strut assembly. Output from this potentiometer was also measured with the servo-poten-
tiometer and visicorder.

6. Test Procedure

The tests were conducted as shown in Table 10. Figures 94, 95, and 90 show the inflated
80-dogr'ee Ballute models during the teat runs.

Pressure dita was obtained at various distances behind the forebody, and heat transfer data
was obtained at an Z/d of 18. All data was obtained at zoro-degroe angle of itnr.k, nnd Reynnids
number range covered was from 0.36 x I06 to 1. 80 x 10n per foot, The forebody and strut assembly
were removed, and a.lditional heat transfer and pressure data were obtained over the same Reynolds
number range,

The flexible models were installed as shown in Figure 90 and injected into the tunnel at the
minimum desired £/d. The cable was then extended, and drag mcasurements were obtained over the
desired 1/d range. Some of the flexible models were preinflated with a neoprene bladder (Figure 96);
other models were inflated with the ram-air devices shown in Figuresi 94 and 95. In order to keep
the models relatively stable during the Injection, a restraining cable was loosely connected from the
model base to the hemispherical cover.

B. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

The Pressubhr IbI eA-Vulib. hUWJ slauw I Flgures V7 through i03. .N4otc that Figurc 109 pro
sents a comparison of free-stream inviscid flow theory pressure distribution data and the actual
wind tunnel pressure distribution data. The temperature test results are shown in Figures 104 and
105. Transient temperature distributions on the heat transfer model were recorded; computer re-
duction of this data with the total temperature of the air stream produced the heat transfer coeffi-
cient distribution. The drag test results of the inflatable metal cloth 80-degree Ballute models are
shown in Table 10, test runs 26, 40, 41, 42, i13, and 44, and in Figurea 108 and 107.

During the pressure tests the pressure distribution data indicated that the nose of the Bal-
lute model was in an expanding wake of the payload from A/d of zero back to I/d's of 18. During this
test period it was not clear why forebody hypersonic wake phenomenon differed from supersonic wake
phenomenon. Test runs 9, 10, 18, and 17 were unsuccessful attempts to collapse the wake. After
these tests References 27 and 28 jecame available, and the following information obtained from these
references is an indication of the phenomenon that may have occurred during these tests.

The shape of a hypersonic forebody wake depends on shape of the body in flow, but some
features are typical for wakes in general. There is Indication that each wake has a "neck" immedi-
ately behind the body where transition occurs. Air particles moving in the streamline above the stag-
nation streamline are decelerated and compressed at the neck. It is a region of narrow turbulence
around the wake axis. This region has a tendency to spread out by engulfing the surrounding gas.

The Important fact Is that the Inner wake Is growing because of mixing and falling static
pressure, thus the flow field is expanding. At some distance downstream, a process of diffusion
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Figure 94, Eighty-Degree Ballute Model at TS~ 1428OF
during Test Run (Front Inlets)

Fi 1  it v ITI'v(i, flnilit ad at 'I'S fi '
duri'g Test Run (Side Inlets)

Pigmrv 96. gighty-Degree Ballute Model at TS 1400OF
durinig Test Run (Bladder Inflated)
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between the outer and inner wakes takes placn. References 27 and 28 indicate that thr) diffusion oc-
curs (25 to 50 diameters in a case of a ball), when turbulent, hot inner wake penetrates colder,
denser outer wake.

The length and width of the wake are significant, especially if there is another body trailing
the body which generates the wake. Problems of interference, drag variation, and drai. hysteresis
depend on behavior of the wake. Studies of the wakes, mainly in supersonic and hypersonic regions,
are not complete, but the following is Indicated by Reference 27, The relation of trail width (in ball
diameters) to trail length (in ball diameters) is represented by a curve of the form (atmospheric
pressure data):

2
-d Dd/10

where:
d trail length

Dd * trail width

At transition point (For Id > 50) 1/3 power law is recommended.

Both the side inlet Inflation tube Ballute models and the bladder preinilated Ballute models
perlormud in a satisfactory manner. Both types of conitgsrations were fully inflitt.l and were ex-
ceptionally stable in their towed position, A review of the high-speed movies of the test runs (1100
frames per second) reaffirmed this fact. There was no cuning or rnll of the model. In addition there
was no indication of air mass pulsations of the self-inflatud models, The review of the pressure dis-
tribution data was made with the following conclusions:

(1) There is no pronounced effect in pressure distribution above the critical Reynold's num-
ber of approximately 500, 000. Below this value the local pressure decreases with de-
creasing Reynolds' number.

(2) There is no pronounced effect in pressure distribution over the i/d range tested,
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Figure 97. Ba)lute Pressure Tap Locations
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SNCTION 0

MATERIALS INVESTIGATION

A, INTRODUCTION

1. Review of Availab~le Materials

At tile illitiatiun of this program anl inivestigation was conducted to appraise the state-of-the
art of materials applicable to the Rallute environmlent. The p~rimary environment conaidered was
temperature;, this was set at a maximum of 1500()F. The material selected had to exhibit structural
strength at this temperature.

The design criteria dictated that the material must also be flexible, permitting the structure
to be packaged in small containers and subsequently deployed without damage to the material.

The third criteria demzanded that the lallute be capable of containing Its pressurizing gas
so that its shape could 1) maintained. Inl the case of the ram-air type of design, this criteria is not
as critical.

Considering the above crits'rii, it was considered that a woven cloth would be required for
the structural material. This type of material exhibits considerably moure flexibility than does a
shcct natvi'lat. in order to approach the tem~peratiure. ruquirenwnt, it was evident that a super-alloy
material would be required,

High-temiperature metal cloths had p~reviously b)een developed at OAC. Cloths woven of
Rend' 41 wire, 0. 0016 inch iii diameter and 200 wires per inch In both the warp and fill directions
had prev~iously booni woven and evaluated. This cloth was not considered to be of sufficient weight
and strength for thle Ballute, however. rhus thle existing material required advancment of cloth
strsunith hy weaving of heavier cloths. This involves decreasing flexibility. To alleviate this
problem, weaving of stranded wire cloth instead of singlc wire cloth was Investigated and incor-
porated into the prgrm Review of previous GAC developments onl high-temnperature coatings for
metal vcloths led to thle seltion of the GAC, CS- 105 cotting material. This coating is flexible at
room temperature and exhibits gas tightness p~roperties at the higher temperatures.

Thle hasic 11ngrvdtvnts in CS-I Oh5 ore iicristiqmer andt ,ls frit s CS-105S has 100 grams of
S2077 and 100 gramisof AW35. 82077 is the elastomer made by Dow-Corning Corporation, and AW35 is
the glasna frit mnadc by tirsh~a (2humic11al compauly . Thc U'S- 10:) co.til~a [0aladlevI 11kv ahIlhvuIC

elaslomler at rooml telirature. As tile tempurature in raitled, a therial derowposliton of thec lastomer
and a fusing of the glasis frit occur. The rate of devoimpomiton ia time-temperature pthenomenon~ that
progrvssesstlowlyat 800o~Fand Increases as thle temperature rises. The glass fcit fuses before ex-
Ce8sive decmpIIIositionl of the silicone clastonler has taken place forming an adequate gas barrier.

Advanced development work on CS-l105 coating was accomplished under GAC development
prnoets, ThuR any development work on coating material was not incorporated into this program,
As CS- 105 coating had not previously been applied to cloth designs used in this program, a minor
effort was planned to evaluate coating applicability.

2. Formulation of Work Outline

Considering the presently available materials and the design requirements a work outline
wAs formulated as followst

a. Material Procurement, This work Involved obtaining stronger buit still flexible metal cloths
woven f 'Rne41 wire. Procurement of Rend 41 cable was also a requirement. For model work
some stainless steel cloth was required.

b. 'Material Evaluation. The material obtained under item a was evaluated by testing at GAC. In
addition a coating evaluation was performed to determine the coating adaptability to the new cloths.
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c. Weldig Inestiation, Since the fabrication of models and full-scale M~llutes required a numn-
ber of goc b oine toigethor, a welding investigation was initiated to determine the welding criteria
that would rosuit in the highest joint efficiency,

di. Fabrication Investigation. Since the actujal fabrication of at doubly curved Ballute presented a
number of pro~blems, it was considered desirable to first fabricate a 36-inch diameter model lHallute
to check out detail processes. At the same time processes were developed for fabrication of the
smaller wind tunnel models.

B. MATERIAL PROCUREMENT

It had previously been determined that a stronger cloth than the available Rtend cloth was
required for this program. The available cloth was woven of 0. 0010-inch-diameter Rend wire and
200 x 200 wires per inch. 'The possibility of weaving Rend cloth to stainless steel fine wire tight-
ness standards was investigated as a method of increasing the cloth strength.

The ability of a weaver to pack a larger diameter wire or more wires of the same diameter
Into a cloth is mainly dependent upon the softness of the wire. Stainless steel wire commonly used
In weaving is "soft annealed" and has an ultimate strength of around 120, 000 pai. Annoaled Rend
wire has an ultimate strength of ahout 180, 000 psi. 'Thus it was apparcnt that the Renif weaving
wire is somewhat 'narder" than stainless steel weaving wire Pnd that difficulty might be encountered
In weaving Rend wire to stainless steel tightness standards.

The stainless steel standard cloth design of 0. 002 1-Incli-dlatnieter wires and 200 x 200 wires
per inch was selected as the staindard for weaving with Recd wire, The strength of this cloth woven
of Rendf wire would theoretically be increased 1. 75 times over the previously woven Rent( cloth, A
weaving program was established to determine the practicality of weaving this item. This item was
designated cloth A.

As It was considered desirable to further increase thie cloth strontih and to keep flexiility
reasonable, a stranded wire cloth design wasi originated. The strand consists of six wires wound
around a center wire for at total (if Revell wires. The flesign seleted conisted (if 0. 0010- ich-dinl-
mteter wires strainded together. These strands were to I1w woven ioo x 100 per inch. nrit, stelilgilt of
this cloth woven of Rondf wire would theoretically be incrceased 3.050 timies over the previoumly woven
Rend cloth and 2, 00 times over cloth i A. Tis iteml wits dtj~jjIgnated C lotIi 11 atndi . Weaving prol" ran)
Initiated, Cloth B was woven successfully after proper loonm adjustmntns were made, The st rand
uned has a theoretical diamptpr of 0. 04H inch (3 x 0. 0016) and the stainless steel sI igle wvire for 100
x 100 miesh is 0. 0045. Thv% it Is appar'ent, at least InII thim case. tilt when u!sil Mt .i'd- lli rc
weaving can he acconilf1i~hed with stainless steel standards. Chlti, A. ho~wever, using ,Ongie wire
could not be successfually woven to slailess steel standards.

The Rene' wire used was p~rocured from Hosakins Manufacturing Company. The weaving and
st randing subcontract was perfor med b~y Nat ionalI Standard Company. Weaving wits accomiptlsed oil
conventional wire weaving looins. Considerable adjustment of the loom was reqluired before sat is-
factory material wats achieved. These loom adjust nents werue tyjpicl: of the weaving industry and itre
formulated by experieoced loom operators. Stranding was aret npiismed onl convent ional cabling
equipment. This equipment Is satisfactory although ilow whin' un;ing finur wires.

The weavi.ig of cloth A proved to be most diffitrolt . Sufficient quant Ities oif "'good" cloth wire
wcre obtained to perform strengthievaluatitins aid to Wuild 'wind tulnnl 13laflute niodvls. It is not cool-
sideredpraectical, however, to weave this p~articular clott~esign to sptecifications required for lpt(Jdtl-
l ion c loth. T nu s illIs f urthe r conecluded that lit is no. II(t 1) rac t iei t Io weavCe I) J wir I' t o st a I dar (IS of s at I V S~
steel wire.

In connection with the weaving of cloth A. considerable ihivos~tiattom of the unifornilttv of I liv
Rene'wire was performed. It was concludedthat as ReocW is considered dtifficulit to draw tin' Wire
uniformity is less than obtained with stainless steel and that this couoIdtcamnajor factor tnt be wvoing
difficulty.
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The weaving of cloth B call be considered practical il production. Sufficicnt quantity of
cloth was obtained to perform strength evaluations and to build wind tunnel llUute models, Evalua-
tion of the stranded cloth indicated thut the theorotal strength estimates were achicvud. Tvur test
evaluation showed this type of cloth to be greatly superior to monofilament cloth. Thus cloth 1 In
recommended for future weaving programs.

C. MATERIAL EVALUATION

Cloth A and cloth B were evaluated for strength and stiffnen characteristics. Tests were
performed on the unwoven wire, the unwoven strand for (!loth 11, and on the woven cloth in leth warp
and fill directions. Efficiencies of the strand and cloth were calculated using the unwoven wire as
100 percent. This calculation shows the loss of strength and stiffness due tn weav!ng.

Stress-straut .&.v.* werv j/i:I(ed showing fhp ,'€.li onship in siirfness of thu unwvt,, wilr,
strand, and woven cloth in both warp and fill directions,

In addition to the evaluation of cloth A and cloth B, three other evaluations were performed
as follows:

(I) The Hone 41 cable was checked for the specification strength requirement and reported.
(2) The stainless steel cloth purchased for the three-foot model fabrication was tested to

obtain tensile strength in the warp and fill direction,
(3) The evaluation of the CS-105 coating whin applied to the new cloths A and II is also

reported.

The five eviinlions listed are sunnarized in the following test reporls.

1. Cloth A Evalualion

Cloth A Is woven of 0. 0021 -inh-dinmeter wires and has a mesh of 200 per Inch ini Ixih
warp and fill. Test conditions are presented in Tahle 11. Test specimens were niotelwd and torn;
all wires were continuous,

Table II. Cloth A Evaluation Test Conditions (Instron Machine)

GAGE CROSSHIEAD SPEED
LENGTH (Inches Minute)

(h'hc) FIRST 3 MINIUTES A 'PT't 3 MINUTEI)

2 0.02' 0.20"1
6 0.06' 0.20

10 0.10' 1,00
14 0.14' 1.00
18 0.l181 1.00

GAGE
LENGTH CROSSHEAD SPEED

! (Inches) (Inches 'Minute)

2 0.05
04 4 0.106 0.15

8 0.20

'1.0 Percent 'Minute Strain

0*10 Percent 'Minute Strain Temperature = 73°F
**Specimeon Width = 1 Inch. Relative Humidity = 50 percent
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Tests were performed on the wire used in weaving. All samples were obtained from the
same spool, and 25 wore tested in tension. Ultimate tensile strength, yield strength, modulus of
elasticity, and percent elongat.on at iailure are reported in Table 12,

Table 12. 0.0021-Inch-Diameter Rene'Wire Tensile Tests
r I IIl i-

LOAD ILOAD STRESS STRESS MODULUS OF
ULTIMATE YIELD ULTIMATE YIELD E:LASTICITY ELONGATION

SPECIMENS (Pounds) (Pounds) (psi) (psi) (E x 106 in psi) (Percent)

21 0.579 0.355 168,000 103, 000 26 27
22 0. 586 0. 355 170, 000 103,000 27 28
23 0. 588 0. 362 170, 000 105, 000 23 28
24 0. 588 0.355 170, 000 103,000 26 28
25 0. 588 0.359 170,000 104. 000 26 28

Avg 0. 586 0. 357 170,000 104, 000 26 28

61 0.578 0.355 168,000 103,000 29 28
02 0.582 0.350 169,000 104, 000 29 27
63 0.583 0.359 169,000 104,000 28 28
64 0. 583 0. 35 11n, no 103, 000 29 28
65 0.581 0.359 168,000 104,000 26 27

Avg 0. 581 0. 368 168, 000 104, 000 28 28

101 0. 578 0.359 168,000 104,000 28 27
102 0. 586 0.352 170, 000 102, 000 30 28
103 0.586 0.352 170,000 102,000 30 29
104 Jaw Brea], ...- --.
105 0 584 0.359 169, 000 104,000 29 28

Avg 0.583 0.356 169,000 103,000 20 28

141 0, 579 0.359 168, 000 104,000 10 26
142 0. 582 0. 359 169, UU Id, 000 29 28
143 0.582 0.359 169,000 104,000 27 26
144 0. 5,U3 0. 359 tQ, 000 104,000 30 2B
145 0.579 0.359 168,000 104,000 30 27

Avg 0. 581 0. 350 169,000 104,000 29 27

181 0.581 0,359 170,000 104,000 30 28
182 0. 580 0. 356 168,000 103,000 30 20
183 0.581 0.355 169,000 103,000 29 19
184 0.581 0.350 169,000 103,000 29 19
185 0.5d3 0.358 169,000 104, 000 30 .D 1

Avg 0.581 0.357 169,000 103,000 30 21

Total 0582 0.357 109,000 104,000 28 28

NOTE: Specimens coded as follows:
101 - 10-inch gage length specimen No. 1.

Tensile tests were performed on the woven cloth Twenty spe,'emens were tested in the warp
direction, and 20 specimens were tested in the fill direction. Ultimate tensile stregth. yield
strength, modulus of elasticity and percent elongation at failure are reported in Tables 13 and 14.
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Tabh 13. 1h44h A Breuking Tests (Warp Direction)

LOAD LOAD MODULUS OF STRESS STRESS
ULTIMATE YIELD ELASTICITY ELONGATION ULTIMATE YIELD

NUMBER (Pounds per Inch) (Pounds per Inch) q.; I O0 in psi) (Percent) (psi)
W21 72 42 5.1 J1, I 104,000 61,000

W22 60 41 5.7 9.8 100,000 59,000
W23 '14 40 6.1 11,3 107,000 06,000
W24 71 42 6.0 10.5 103,000 01,000
W25 71 541 .3 11.5 103,000 159,000

Avg 71 42 5.0 10.9 103,000 61,000

W41 011 42 6.5 7.6 970,000 61,000
W42 69 42 0.5 8.8 100,000 61,000
W43 72 44 6.4 8,9 104,000 64,000
W44 70 42 6.3 9.0 101,000 61,000
W45 71 43 6.4 9.0 103,000 62,000

Avg 70 43 6.4 8.17 01,000 62,000

Wei 68 41 0.2 8,0 98,000 59,000
W02 68 41 IO0 9.0 98,000 59,000
W63 67 44 6. 6 7.7 97,000 64,000
W04 u8 42 6. I 8.4 98,000 61,000
W65 70 43 6.3 9.0 101,000 62,000

Avg 67 42 6.2 8,6 98,000 61,000

Wa1 66 4 6. 1 8,1 9,,000 61,000
W82 67 41 6. 1 8.8 97,000 59,000
W83 63 40 6.0 6.2 91,000 58,000
W84 64 40 6.2 7 ' 93,000 58,000
W85 66 42 5.83 7.8 95,000 61,000

Avg 65 41 6.0 7,7 94.000 59,000

Total 68 42 6.0 9.0 09,000 61,000

Table 14. Cloth A Breaking Tests (Fill Direction)

LOAD LOAD MODULUS OF STRESS STRESS
ULTIMATE YIELD ELASTICITY ELONGATION ULTIMATE YIELD

NUMBER (Pounds per Inch) (Pounds per Inch) (E x i06 in p)i) (Percent) (psi) (psi)

121 99 71 14.1 0.4 143,000 101,000
F22 99 68 12.4 8.4 143,000 98,000
F23 98 69 14.1 7.0 142,000 100,000
F24 79 55 11.1 5.5 114,000 80,000
F25 77 53 13.4 7.0 111,000 77,000

Avg 90 63 13.0 6.9 130,000 91,000
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Table 14, Cloth A flreakitng Tests (Fill Direction) (Continued)

LOAD LOAD MODULUS OF STRESS STRESS
ULTIMATE YIELD ELASTICITY ELONGATION ULTIMATE YIELD

NUMBER (Pounds per Inch) (Pounds per Inch) (E X 1os in psi) (Percent) (psi) (psi)

F41 110 84 19.4 5.0 150,000 122,000
F42 98 70 16.0 6.7 142,000 101,000
F43 37 08 15.3 7.5 140,000 98,000
P44 102 70 17. 1 7. U 148,000 101,000
P45 105 "J 17.2 8.0 152,000 104,000

Avg 102 73 17.0 7.0 148,000 105,000

F61 97 72 17.7 4.1 140,000 104,000
F62 07 68 16. 1 7.3 140, 000 89,000
F63 98 70 10.8 5.9 142,000 101,000
F64 77 55 12.4 4.9 111,000 80,000
V15 78 54 12.5 6.1 103,000 78,000

Avg 89 64 15,1 5.7 127,000 92,000

F81 113 81 20.8 6.5 164,000 117,000
F82 98 60 16,0 7.1 142,000 100,000
F83 95 00 10,4 6,4 138,000 96,000
F84 102 69 17.3 8.1 148,000 100,000
F85 102 70 18.2 8, 148,000 101,000

Avg 102 71 17.7 7.2 148,000 102,000

Total J u 68 15.7 6.7 138,000 98,000

The target strength of this cloth is 87 pounds per inch in both the warp and fill di,'einnR,

The opennest fWctor of the cloth is 34 pervent.

n. Test Results. The averhge results lor wire are as £ollvws:

Tensile - Ultimate 0. l.B2 pound
Tensile - Ultimate = 16, 000 psi

Tensile - Yield 0. 357 pound
Tensile . Yield m 104, 000 psi

Modulus 28, 000, 000 psi
Elongation at failure = 26 percent.

The test results for the five different gage lengths are uniform except for modulus values.
Actually the wire t,* ads to slip a certain amount in the jaws, and the resulting computed modulus is
generally low. Thut3 dirferent gage lergths (2 to 18 inches) are used in testing to isolate the amount
of slippage.

For cloth A, the breaking ultimate strengths in the warp direction are consistent and aver-
age 68 pounds per inch. This is 77 percent of the target strength.

The breaking ultimate strengths in th, fill direction are quite inconsistent, ranging from a
high of 113 pounds per inch to a low of 77 pounds per inch. 'nis gives an average: of 96 pounds per
inch, which is 109 r-1 cent of the target strength.
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The breaking yield strengths in the warp direction are consistent and average 42 pounds per
inch, which to 02 percent of ultimate.

The tensile yield strengths in the fill dirt,;tion vary about the same as the ultimate
strengths, The average value is 71 percent of the iltimate average.

The average elongation at failure is 9. 0 lercent in the warp direction and Q. 7 percent in
the till direction.

The average modulus in the warp direction is 6, 000, 000 pui. The average modulus in the
1ill direction is 15,700, 000 psi.

b. Conclusions, The restulfn of the wire tests are consistent and show an ultimate tensile value
for the wire of 16, 000 psi based on a nominal wire diameter of 0. 0021 -inch.

The results of the cloth tests in the warp direction show ro-sistent results on an ultimate
tensile strength of 08 pounds per inch. This value is less than the expected value.

The results of the cloth tests in the fill direction show inconsistent results Indicating that
the fill wire used was incnnsistent.

A further conclusion is apparent when comparison of warp and fill strength is made, More
of the crimp is put into the warp wires; thus their strength is reduced. This is oven more apparent
when comparing modulus values as shown in Figure 108.

The structural efficiency data comparing cloth with the original wire is uhown In Table 15.

Table 15. Structural Efficiency Data (Cloth A)
- - . -

YIE LN)
MODULUS OF X L ONGA - E LONGA--T iUC U L ELASTICITY TIGN TION

CONDITION TIC'N (1540 (psi) (N In psi) (Percent) (Percent)

00. 021 Wire - 160, Ut(o 104, 0 2l, 000, 00 26. 0 U. 4
Cloth W 99, 000 61,000 6, 009, O00 9.0 1,1
Uloth ' 138, 000 08, 000 15, 700, 000 0. 7 0, 0
Cloth Efficiency W 58 percent 58 percent 21 percent 33.0 - -
Cloth Efficiency F 82 purcunt 95 percent 54 jmrcent 25. 0 - -

2. Cloth B Evaluation

Cloth L; Is woven of a strand (10 turns per Inch) consisting of seven 0. 0016 inch-diameter
wires (six wires twisted about a center wire) and has a mesh of 100 per inch In both warp and fill.
Test conditions are presented in Table 16.

Tests were performed on the wire used in weaving. All samples were obtained from the
same spool, and samples were tested in tension. Ultimate tensile strength, yield strength, modu-
lus of elasticity, and percent elongation at failure are reported in Table 17.

Tensile tests were performed on the strand used in weaving. All samples were obtained
from the same spool and were tested in tension. Ultimate tensile strength, yield strength, modu-
lus of elasticity, and percent elongation at failure are reported in Table 18.

Tensile tests were performed on the woven cloth. Twenty specimens were tested in the
warp direction, and 20 specimens were tested in the f111 direction. Ultimate tensile strength, yield
strength, modulus of elasticity and percent elongation at failure are reported In Tables 19 ane 0.
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Table 16. Clulh 13 Evaluation Test ConW.tlons (Instron Machine)

CROSSHEAD SPEED
GAGE (nchea/Minute)
LENGTH
(Inches) FIRST 4 MINUTES AFTER 4 MINUTES

2 0, 02* 0. 20'*
6 . 006* 0.20

.0 0. 10* 0. 10
14 0. 14* 1.0
1 1 0.18t 1.0

tRim for 3 minutes instead of 4.

GAGE GAGE
LENGTH CROSSHEAD SPEED * LENGTH CROSSHEAD SPEED
(Inches) (Inches/Minute) (Inches) (innhesiMinute)

6 0. 2 0.05
0 0.250 c.U 4 0.10
14 0. 350 6 0.15
IR 0.45 a 020

* 1. 0 Percent/Minute Strain
** 10 Percent/Minute Strain
***Specimen width = 1 inch; speciniens were cut and raveled; edges trimmed after raveling.

Temperature - 730 F. Relative Humidity - 50 percent.

Table 17. 0. 0015-Inch-Dianetsr Ronc Wire Tension Tests

LOAD LOAD STRESS STRESS MODUILUS OF
ULTIMATE YIELD ULTIMATE YIELD ELASTICITY ELONGATION

SPECIMEN (Pounds) (Pounds) (psi) (psi) (E x 10-6 in psi) (Percent)

21 0.312 0.209 "1U, uuu 118,00ou .0,5 22
22 0,321 0.207 181,000 117,000 31.2 25
23 0.320 0.207 181,000 117,000 31.5 23
24 0.316 0.214 178,000 121,000 28.3 23
25 0.318 0.203 179,000 115,000 30.2 24

Avg 0.317 0.208 179,000 117,000 30.3 23

61 0.313 0.205 177,000 116,000 30.1 24
62 0.311 0.205 176,000 116,000 2.2 2
63 0.313 0.200 177,000 113,000 28.6 23
64 0.316 0.203 178,000 115,000 29.5 24
65 0.315 0.205 173,000 116, 0 0  30.7 22

Avg 0.314 0.203 177,000 114,000 29.6 23

101 0.316 0.209 178,000 118,000 31.4 22
102 0.317 0.209 179, 000 118,000 29.4 22
103 0.317 0.205 179,000 116,000 31.7 23
104 0.314 0.203 177.000 115.000 31.4 22
105 0.317 0.209 170,000 116,000 31.7 23

Avg 0.316 0.207 178,000 116,000 31.1 22
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T Iblc 17. 0. 0015..nrh-Dinmiiter Rone Wire Tensile Tests (Continued)

LOAD LOAD SI RESS STRESS MODULUS OF
ULTIMATE YIELD ULTIMATE YI E)LD FLASTICITY FIONGATION

SPECIMFN (Pounds) (Pounds) (psi) Qmi) (E x 106 isn psi) (Percent)

141 0.314 0.209 17d, 000 11,000 3212 22
142 0,318 0.203 179,000 115,000 31.8 23
1'43 0.319 0,207 8o0,U00 I illU00 32.2 23
144 0,319 0.203 180,000 115,000 32.6 24
145 0,318 0.203 179,000 115,000 32,8 24

Avg 0.318 0,205 179,000 115,000 32.3 22

181 0.313 0,209 177,000 116,000 32.2 17
182 0.316 0,203 178,000 115,000 32.2 23
103 0.311 0.209 176,000 116,000 32.2 21
184 0,317 0,209 179,000 116,000 3. 15 22
185 0.317 0,209 179,000 116,000 32.2 23

Avp 0.315 0.208 178,000 116,000 32. 1 21

Total Avg 0, 310 0. 206 178, 000 116,000 32 22

Tablo, 18. Rend Strandt Tonmtle "',tums (Seven 0, 0015-Inch-l)ihnwter WireM)

LOAD LOAD STRlESS STRESS MODULUS OF
ULTIMATE YIELD UITIMATE YIEIJ) FLA8T1CITY ELONGATION

SPECIMEN (PMundN) (Pou I) (psI) (p8) (E x 10" Ii psil (Percent)

61 2.45 1, 54 198.0010 124, 000 28 24
02 1,.53 - 123,000 28 --
63 2,47 1. 54 190,000 124,000 27 I
14 2.42 1.50 195, 00C 121,000 30 24
65 2.42 1.50 I1b, UUt) 121 ,000 20c 24

Avg  2.44 1. 52 197,000 123,000 2, 24

101 -- 1.50 .. 121,000 2b --

102 -- 1.50 .-- 121,000 29 -"

103 2.44 1.50 197,000 121,000 29 22
104 -- 1.50 121,000 29 --

105 2.37 1. 53 191,000 123,000 2e t4
106 2.45 -- 108,000 ... --

107 2.45 -- 198,000 ..
108 2.45 -- 108,000 .......
109 2.43 , 196,000 .......

10 10 2.45 - - 198,000 ---..
1011 2.46 -- 198.,000 ..
1012 2.44 -- 197,000 ---..

1013 2.44 -- 197,000 .......
1014 2.46 -- 198,000 ---

Avg 2.44 1.50 19'. 000 121,000 29 20
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Table 19. Cloth B Breakling Tests (Fill Direction)(Contnued)

LOAD LOAD STRESS STRESS MODULUS OF
ULrIMAT L YIELD ULTIMATE YIELD ELASTICITY ELONGATION

SPECIMPIN (Pounds) (Pounds) (psi) (pat) (E%.' 10-6 in psi) (Percent)

F81 185 8 163,090 7(,000 6.2 8.8
F62 193 88 171, 40 78,000 5.8 11.6
F83 199 86 175,0(0 76,000 5.6 15.0
F84 204 99 170,000 83,000 5.0 11.3
p85 205 105 175,000 90,000 4.8 8.5

Avg 197 95 171,000 81,000 5.5 11.0

TotalAvg 193 88 172,000 78,000 5.3 12.0

Note: The ultimate and yield psi values shown are corrected for the fact that specimens had
mesh counts of less than 100 per inch.

Table 20, Cloth B Direaking Tests (Warp Diroction)

LO.l I LOAD STRESS STRhM, MODULUS OF
ULTIMATE "V!ELD UL' IMATE YIELD ELASTICITY ELONGATION

SPECIMEN (Pounds) (Pounds) (psi) (psi) (E x 10.6 in psi) (Percent)

W21 183 61 146,000 49,000 2 20
W22 186 82 149,000 50,000 2 19
W23 183 61 146,000 49,000 2.2 17
W24 184 62 147,000 50,000 2.3 17
W25 105 60 148,000 48,000 2 17

Avg 184 61 147,000 40,000 2.1 18

W41 184 62 147,000 50,000 2.5 15
W42 15 61 148, 000 49, (O0 2.5 15
W43 177 62 142,000 50, 000 2.5 14
W44 188 62 149,000 50,000 2.6 15
W45 184 61 147,000 49,000 2.5 1 *1

Avg 183 61 147,000 50,000 2.5 15

Wei 188 81 150,000 65,000 2,7 14
W62 189 64 151,000 51,000 2.6 14
W63 181 64 145,000 51,000 3.2 13
W64 184 65 147,000 52,000 2.6 14
W65 185 64 148,000 51,000 2.6 15

Avg 185 68 148,000 52,000 2.7 14

W81 184 74 147,000 59,000 2,9 13
W82 180 61 144,000 49,000 2.8 13
W83 177 85 142, 000 52,000 3.0 13
W84 179 85 143,000 52,000 2.8 13
W85 190 85 152,000 52,000 2.9 14

Avg 182 66 145,000 52,000 2.9 13

Total Avg 183 64 147,000 50,000 2.5 15

Note: The ultimate and yield psi values shown are corrected for the fact that specimens had
mesh counts of less than 100 per inch.
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The target strength of this cloth Is 175 pounds per inch In both the warp and fill directions.
The openness factor of the cloth Is 27 percent. The actual measured diameter of the wire is 0.0015
inch and hereafter is referred to as 0.0015 inch instead of the manufacturer's 0.0018-inch diameter
callout.

a. Test Results. The average results Xor wire are as follows:
Tension - Ultimate - 0. 316 (lb)
Tension - Ultimate = 178, 000 (psi)

Tension - Yield - 0. 206 (lb)
Tension - Yield - 116, 000 (psi)
Modulus = 32 x 108 (psi)
Elongation at Failure = 22 (percent).

The average results for strand are as follows:

Tension - Ultimate - 2.43 (lb)
Tension - Ultimate 1 196, 000 (psi)
Tension - Yield 1 1. 51 (Lb)
Tension - Yield = 122, 000 (psi)

Modulus = 29 x 106 (psi)
Elongation at Failure = 22 (percent).

For cloth the tensile ultimate strengths in the warp direction are consistent and average
183 pounds per inch. This is 183/175 = 1.04 ur 104 percent of Lihe Lrget strength.

The tensile ultimate strengths in the fill direction are not as consistent and average 193
pounds per inch, This is 193/175 -.. 10 or 110 percent of the target strength.

The tensile yield strengths in the warp direction are consistent and average 64 pounds per
inch, which is 35 percent of ultimate.

The tensile yield strengths in the fill direction average 88 pounds per inch, which is 45
percent of the ultimate average.

The average elongation at failure is 15 percent of ultimate in the warp direction and 12
percent of ultitite Iii thh fill dlrcll on.

The avorage modulus in the warp direction is 2. 5 x 106 psi. The average modulus in the
fill dircct'.on ir 5.2 2 10 psi.

b. Conclusions. The structurul efflliucIcy daut cuoll'Pal'rng cloth and strand to the original wire
is shown In Table 21.

Table 21. Structural Efficiency Data (Cloth B)

YIELD
STRESS STRESS MODULUS OF ELONGA- ELONGA-

JTRUCTURAL DIREC- ULTIMATE YIELD ELASTICITY TION TION
CONDITION TION (psi) (psi) (E x 10-6 in psi) (Percent) (Percent)

0. 0015-In. -Dia - 178, 000 116,000 32 22 0.4
Wire
0. 0015-In. -Dia - - 198,000 122.000 29 22 0.7
Strands

Cloth Warp 147,000 C0,ooo 2.5 15 1.8
Cloth Fill 172,000 78,000 5.3 12 1.4
Strand Efficiency - - 110% 105% 90% 100
Cloth Efficiency Warp 82% 43% 8% 68
Cloth Efficiency Fill 96% 67% 16% 55 - =
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A comparison of modulus values is shown in Figure 109.

3. Ren' Cable (1/32 and 3/32) Tension Tosts (Standard Aircraft Cable Configuration)

The minimum ultimate tensile strengths specified on the order were 110 pounds for the
1/32 cable and 920 pounds for the 3/32 cable, The 1/32 value was later reduced to 100 pounds.
Tests were performed on the delivered cable as follows:

1/32 Cable (3 x 7 Construction 0.0048 Wire)

Specimen No, 1 102 lb
Specimen No. 2 = 104 lb
ipPctmen No. 3 103 lb
Specimen No. 4 103 lb
Average 103 lb

3/32 Cable (7 x 'I ConstructIon 0. 0104 Wire)

Specimen No. I - 99 lb
bpecimen No. 2 = 29 lh
Specimen No. 3 884 lb.

Strain rate was one porcent per inch per minute for 1 /1 ,able: itate length was 10 inches
for 1/32 cable.

Strain rate fozr 3/32 cable was 251 percent por inch per minutv for tln prn'n No. I aIl 2. 5
percent per inch per minute for speciniens No. 2 and 3.

For 3/32 cable it was necessary to uwage ',-LL, on the , 9pp,.,ilmtlv fl.lhich gf.e
length resulted. Specimen No, 3 slipped In the jaws, was reloaded and was not considered a good
test,

4. Stainless Steel Cloth Evaluation

A quantity of stainless steel cloth was purchased for use in constructing the three-ruot
model. Upon receipt of this cloth, testm wvrt! performed to dctcrmincu Its strength prplriltes. The
cloth tested was Type 304, 0.0021-inch diamfter wire, 200 x 200 mesh, and plain woven.

Tension tests performed were as follows:

10 specimens in the warp direction.
10 specimens in the fill direction.

Testing conditions were as follows:

room temperature
specimen size = I x 6 inches
grip length = 3 inches
crosshead speed = 0. 2 inch per minute
chart speed r 2 inches per minute.

A summary of the stainless steel cloth tension tests is presented in Table 22.

5. CS-105 Coating Evaluation

A limited test program was performed to approximate the amount of lea-kage that may
occur In the Mach 10 wind tunnel test.

a. Hot Ror Tests. Four specimens were tested as indicated in Table 23.
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Table 22. Summary of Stainless Steel Cloth Tension Tests

WARP DIRECTION FILL DIRECTION

SPECIMEN ULTJMATE LOAD SPECIMEN ULTIMATE LOAD
NO. (Lb/In.) NO. (LbAn.)

WI 50 F1 57
W2 43 F2 57
W3 50 F3 60
W4 49 F4 57
W5 49 F5 56
We 51 F6 58
W7 48 F7 62
We 46 F8 59
W9 50 F9 58
Wl0 52 F10 58

Average 49 Average 58

Table 23. Hot lc Testa

B3ACK-UP
TEST TYPE Oi," NUMBER PRESSURE TEMP TIME AT
NO. CLOTH OF COATS (psi) (0F) TEMP

I A 12 4 1275 2
2 A 12 4 1275 10
3 B 12 4 1275 2
4 B 12 4 1275 10

One coat of CS- 105 approximates I oz/sq yd.

Outside of some flaking, the coating did not appear porous after testing, It was not neces-
sary to adjust the pressure during test, indicating that leakage was less than the accural,'y of the
equipment.

b. Permeability Tests. Six specimens were tested in the environmental laboratory as shown in
Table 4. Four specimens were fabricated iby welding together two halves. This was done as an
attempt to chenk if more leakage would occur at the welds.

Table 24. Permeability Tests

BACK-UP
TEST TYPE OF WELD OR NUMBER PRESSURE TEMP TIME AT
NO. CLOTH CONTROL OF COATS (psi) (°F) TEMP

3 A Control 12 2 1500 20
1 A Welded 10 2 1500 20
5 A Welded 10 4 1275 20
8 13 Control 12 4 1275 20
6 B Welded 19 4 1275 --
2 B Welded 10 1 2 1500 60

The leak rates are plotted in Figure 110.
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Specimen No. 3 blistered opposite the heated tilde. Apparently only one or two coats were
lost, however, afs pressure was maitained,

Specimen No. 6 could not be tested to completion afi a major ileak developed In the weld
area.

Considerable more charring of the CS- 105 oce'?urs at 1500OF than at 127 50 F.

D. WELDING INVESTIGATION

1. Equipment

The followisig resistance welding machines were available And doomed worthy of consider-
ation for welding of metal cloth such as that proposed for use for the subject contract.

(1) Spot Welder (Federal Machine and VWelder Cu). 100-kva, a-c, single-phase 42-inch
thirrat, welding forf.'e range 100 to 3D00 pounds.

(2) Seam Welder (Sciuky Bros, Inc). 2O0-lcva. 3-phase, 54-inch throat. weclding force
range 600 to 4500 pound.

(3) Scani Welder (Rtesistance Wr.ilder Corp). 150-kva, a-c, minigle-phase, 48-inch throat,
welding force rangi' 300 (u 2300 pound.

(4) Seami Welder (Thoms;on Electrie Welder Co). 50-Iva, a-c, single-phafle, 22-inch
throat, welding force range 102 to 500 pounds.

(5) Spot Welder (United Corporation - Weld mat Irc). 40- watti- scond, capacitor-discharge,
pincer and probe-type electrodes; for tack welding,

2. Equipment Evaluation

For equipment evaluation the material used was Rendf 0, 0015-Inch diameter, 200 x 200
wires per inch since thin, material was available and there was welding background information at
hand~.

Initial tivain weidinav was done on the Scinky machinp. It was found thfit consistent strength
welds could be obtained at weld sipeeds up to 80 inches per ninute. This could be, either a seam
weld or roll-spot weld. It was necessary to sandwich the elfith betwpen fntl strips to prevent stick-
ing of the cloth to the electrodes. The foil was peeled off after welding. Because of the inheront
high weld force of this machine, parts had to be securely clamped and little guiding was possible
during welding. This machine's use would be limited to flat, straight joints.

The resistance seam welder was found to have only slight advantage over the Sciaky welder.
Guiding of parts was easier due to narrower wheels and lower weld force. Foil was required on only
one side of the cloth. The weld strengths were comparable, but it was felt that small contoured parts
would be difficult to handle here also,

Preliminary welding omi the Thomson seam welder indicated that machine alterations and
development time would be required to gain any appreciable advantages over the larger machines.

The Federal spot welder, although a low production machine (inches of weld per unit time),
had over-balancing advantages. There was a minimum of clamping and fixturing required. Accessi-
bility was good for welding of Pither size Ballute model. There was less danger of having hard-to-
repair defects. The weld temiile-isliar and alit-tear strengths were superior to those of seam
welds. Foil sandwiching was required. Table 25 shows the results of welding, using the two ma-
chines showing the greatest promise.
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Table 25. Welded Strengths of 0. 0016-Inch-Diameter, 200 x 200 Mesh Rend 41

MACHINE TYPE OF NO.OF SPOTS/ TRAVEL TENSILE-S11EAR SLIT TEAR

MAKE WELD ROWS IN. /ROW (In /Min) (Ib."n. Avg) Efficiency Lb Efficiency

sciaky Roll-spot Z 8 80 44 801/, 4. 5 601.,
Sctaky Roll-spot 2 6 80 36 66%, 5.0 07(,%'

Seiaky Seam 1 12 72 35 64% 4.3 57%t,
Sciaky Seam 1 15 18 .... 5,0 67f;,,
Federal Spot 2 '1 - 41 5 f 0.7 89",

The upot welds were fairly good in tensile-shear and by far the best in slit-tear. Ihe tests
were performcd In the fill direction.

3. Joint Design

Since spot welding was preferable to seam welding, optimum Joint design was determined.
Previous work indicated that every wire normal to the dit iction of loading must be welded and that
tear resistance Is best when spots are separated, This dictated a two-row staggered pattern with
the spot spacing dependent upon the size spot obtainable for a given cloth.

In preparation for welding the it36-inch Willute, a weld schedule was cstablished on the
Federal spot welder for Type 304 stainless steel 0, 0021,.inch diameter, 200 x 200 cloth. Welds
were made in two-row patterns at different spacings noormal to the direction of loading. This
was also done on two and three thickness com inations with the weld Iws at 45 degrees to the,
direction of loading, Results of these tests are shown In Table 26.

Table 26, Spot Weld Strengths in Stainless Steol Cloth (Fill)

DIRECTION TENS] LE-SIIFAR
OF NO. OF SPOT,, STRENGTH PERCENT

WELD ROWS ROWS INCII/OW (1i, avig) EFFICIENCY

Normal 2 a 48 83
Normal 2 6 44 76
Normal 2 4 37 64
Normal 2 2 21 31

3 Thickness 2 6 50 86
2 Thickness 2 6 42 72

The two-row staggered pattern with eight spots per inch per row was selected as the

standard for welding of the 36-inch Ballute.

4. Weld Strength Evaluation (Cloths A and i)

A summary of weld strength evaluation test results is presented in Table 27.

After consideration of the tensile strength, tear resistance, fabrication costs, and reliabi-
lity, it was decided to use a two-row staggered pattern of seven spots per inch per row and a row
spacing of 3/32 to 1/8 inch for both A and B cloths.
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E. FABRICATION TECHNIQUES

Preparation of gores and the welding sequence of all models was similar. Marking and
cutting templates shown at the top of Figure 111 were made from the developed gore drawings. With
the teniplate on the cloth at 4, degrees to the warp, the material was marked and cut. Cable locating
loops were first seam tack welded, located, and taped in place as shown at the bottom of Fipgure 1 11,
then welded in place using the Federal welder, with the first spot as close as possible to the rod
along the gore center line,

The gores were then loaded into coating frames and clumped as shown in Figure 112 with the
match points coinciding with holes in the top frame which was a mask for the weld area. aoth stdes
of the gore were sprayed with five coats of high-temperature silicone elastomer CS-105. Each coat
was cured.

For the 36-Inch model, gores were welded in pairs; thnn pnirs wiere added one at a time to
form a hemisphere. Pairs of gores were mounted on a formed taeking template and tack-welded
every six inches with the Federal welder. Prior to tacking, sandwiching foil was taped in place
covering the overlapped weld area. Spot spacing was uniformly controlled by the indexing attach-
ment as shown in Figure 113. As each joint was welded, the foil was peeled off and the excess over-
lap material trimmed. Figure 114 shows the welding together of subassemblies. Welded Joints
were brush-coated with CS-105 and put through the normal coat and cur-, cycle.

When the two halves of the Ballute were ready for Joining, one side was welded from the
polar cap opening to the tangent point and the other side from the opening for about six inches. The
inside polar cap was tacked in l)lace and the hole cut out to provide the correct overlap. The outer
cap wa3 added and the three-thickness combination welded. The welded polar cap and joints were
coated and cured. Figure 115 shows the Joining of the Ballute halves. Match points were super-
imposed, and two tack welds made aiut fivu ihlivo ,iqmi. The areia to the first weld was filled in
with spots and then another tack weld added. Welding was alternated from one side of the Ballute
to the other. During the final closure, welding was interrupted for coating. Final few inches of
welding was done with o spucial arm which was tapered out to ,L autton electrode. Figure 116 shows
the assembled nodel.

Fabrication of the ton-inch cloths A and 13 Ballutes generally followed the same process-
ing. Tack welding of the gores up to the point of Joining the halves was done on a plywood form
made to the developed contour at the joint, Copper attached to the form was the conductor to which
the welding lead was clamped,

Thu halviel ad -tirful clhth T1 was easier to handle and weld. igure I l'I shows the weid.-
ing of two gores with cable loops nnd match points visible. Cloth B can be wLlded without foil. Foil
was used on one side when convenient to speed the welding process.

F. SUMMARY OF RESULTS

The development weaving program involved design procurement and evaluation of two new
Rene cloths. These cloths would be stronger than the available Rend cloth. Cloth A was woven to
commercial stainless steel cloth standards. Cloth B was woven of stranded wires to maintain flexi-
bility of the heavier cloth.

Results of the weaving program sho, that the Cloth A design is too tight a weave to be
woven of Rend wire in produetion quality. Cloth B, however, was woven successfully and is re-
commended for procurement on future phases of work.

Results of strength tests are summarized in Table 28.

The welding program was planned to determine the processing that would obtain the
highest weld efficiency. Staggered rows of spot welds were concluded to be mot efficient strength-
wise and also most reliable tearwise.
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F1wirj 111 . Frdbrieviioni Templates

Figure 112, Clamping Core in Coating Frame
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Figure 113. Indexinig Attachmnit

Figure 114. Welding Suhatmemblies
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Figure 115. Joining Ballute Halves

Figure 116, Thirty-Six Inch D~iameter Stainless Steel Ballute Model
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Fiure 117. Welding Two Cloth B Ooruem

T~blc 28. Summary of Strength Tests

CLOTH WIRE MESH ULTIMATE TENSILE (Lb/In.)

MATERIAL DESIGNATION DIAMETER PER INCH WARP FILL

Rne' 41 Original 0.0016 200 x 200 47 61
Rene 41 Iloth A 0.0021 200 x 200 68 96
Rene' 41 Cloth B 7 - 0.0016 100 x 100 183 193
Stainless Commercial 0.0021 200 x 200 48 04
steel

Table 29 summarizes the most efficient weld results.

Table 29. Summary of Weld Results

WARP DIRECTION FILL DIRECTION

PERCENT PERCENT
MATERIAL CONTROL WELDED EFFICIENCY CONTROL WELDED EFFICIENCY

Cloth A 71 70 98 93 76 82
Cloth B 174 174 100 183 172 94
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A sumnmary comparison of weights in presented in Table 30.

Table 30. Summary ComparisonI of Weights

ESTIMATED ESTIMATED
CLOTH COATING TrOTAL

CLOTH WIRE MESH WEIGHT REQUIRED WEIGHT
MATERIAL DESIGNATION DIAMETER PER INCH (Oz/Yd2) (Oz/Yd2) (Oz/Yd 2)

Rene 41- 0.0016 200 x200 5.01 813
Rend 41 Cloth A 0.0021 200 x200 8.75 8 17
Rene' 4 1 Cloth a 7 -0.0016 1 100x 100 117.50 1 10 1 27
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SECTION 7

INFLATION SYSTEMS STUDY

A. GENERAL

The function of a Ballute inflation system is to provide sufficient internal pressure P to
maintain a symmetrically rigid decelerator.

Since the Balluto can be used in so many stabilization and deceleration applications each of
which has peculiar thermal and structural consideratloos as well as a vaiiety of altitude velocity
regimes, optimization of the inflation system must be conducted separately for each mission. As in
any airborne system, weight is one of the prime considerations in the determination of an optimum
design. For this reason, a graphic summary of the most feasible methods of Ballute inflation ver-
sus weight is present in Figure 118.

The following systems were found to be worthy of detailed analysis-

(1) Compressed gas in pressure vessels
(2) Residual air within the Ballute
(3) GCs generation by burning fuel
(4) Chemically generated gas
(5) Airborne compressors
(0) Ham-air ;nflatioik.

, CUMlIth;SS.) UAb IN PlRESSURlE VESSELS

Probably the most widely used method of producing large volumes of gas at relatively low
pressures is storage at high pressures and smRII volumes in steel, wire-wound, fiborglass, etc
bottles. The state-of-the-art in this area is progressing with the development of higher strength
metals and compression equipment. Associated hardwaro In thr form of tubing, solenoid, and pyro-
tochnic valves is available in [he form of off -tho-shelf Items. Inflation rates may be easily control-
led by metering with standard hardware.

The weight curves for tho steel bottle systems and the fiberglass bottle systems shown in
Figurv I 18 nrp hased im catalogue weights for conimrcially available bottles. The titanium Sphvi ,
weight -urve was calculated Irom riots obtained from a nomograph published by the Titanium Metals
Corporation of America. Hnat tro tid TI-fRA -4V alloy was selected, and the dsign rtm-rltion' for
the bottles were assumed to be 7030 psi pressure and 100, 000 psi design stress. rhis stress level
gives a safety factor of 1. 6 at 700F.

In the three gas bottle systems the total system weight was determined by adding the weight
of the compreoved air and the weight of the control valve. The control valve was assumed to be
simple, and its weight was estimated to vary from I to 3 pounds over the range of bottle sizeni.

C. RESIDUAL AIR WITHIN THE BALLUTE

In cu'tain high-altitude missions where the Ballute is relatively small and the altitude de-
crement ir small, it is feasible to make use of the air trapped within the packaged Ballute as the
inflation medium. If it 14 necessary to eliminate the predeployment stresses on the Balhite, the
packaging cani ter may be hervietically seatled, creating a ze.-D pressure differential across the
Ballute fabric, This system insur¢ea rapid inflation and good reliability and eliminates the pressure
vessel and valve requirements. Howeover, It is limited to hlgh-altitude applications.

D. GAS UENEHA'rION BY BURNING SOLID FUEL

Chemical generation of gas by burning "explosive" type materials is a very reliable system
that is being continually refined. Hot-gas and cool-gas generators are now available in some small
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sizes as off-the-shelf items. Custom-made San generators may be procured to fulfill almost any
pressure v9lume requirement. Firing of these devices can be done either electrically or mechani-
cally.

The gas generator curve in Figure 118 was calculated from the equation

Pv = wrT

where

Pv - energy In lb-ft

w - propellant weight In pounds

T - gas temperature in OF

r = energy constant = 55 ft/OR (a good average value for present-day ballistic generatorsl

The totvl weight of the gas generator systems wus determined by arbitrarily multiplying the
propellant weight by 1.5 to include the wIeiKht of the case and hardware. The 1. 5 factor was esti-
iasted from limited data on hot-gas generators, and it assumes thot the gas is generated hot and
then cooled down to 70°F within the balloon.

Two p ints are shown on the graph which indicate the weights of two cool-gas gem-rutuir
systems which were proposed by McCormick-Selph Associates, Hollister, California for use in
specific inflatable devices,

E. CHEMICALLY CENERATED GAS

He-entry recovery missions that allow inflation of the 13allute at extremely high altitudes
permit the use of subliming solids or vaporizing liquids as the gas snurce, Since only very low
pressures can be effected by this method, application is limited to orbital decay and high-altitude
ia!-lions or as initial inflation of ram-air Ballutes in comparable altitude regimes.

Two examples of sublimating powder systems are shown in Figure 118. The points were

calculated from the following data on the ECHO I and EUIiU L1 balloon inflation systems:

0 "111111atisg ull. wiglt Deslt y Prcaurc Vlu ""

ECHO I B.enzoie arid i0 79
Antraquinone 30 89

30 lb S5 l /ft 3 0. 06 mm 525, 000 ft 3

ECHO 1 Acetanide 50 lb 72 lb/ft 3 0. 2 mm 1, 290,000 ft 3

F. AIRBORNE COMPRESSOI;

A cursory examination of the feasibility of airborne compression equipment was conducted
revealing several unfavorable attributes. The compression of rarifid gases such as those encountered
at higher altitudes Imrxises severe tolerance restrictions on the moving parts of the conipressor.
The rate at which large volumes of low-density gases can be pumped into an inflatable device renders
the inflation time required prohibitive. The weight and volume of airborne compressors compare
unfavorably with those of other systems.

G. RAM-AIR INFLATION

The practicability of the ram-air inflation concept had been proven in the subsonic velocity
regime prior to the work accomplished under this contract. However, during the wind tunnel ieats
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described in this report, data was obtained Indicating feasibility fron subsonic through hypersonic
velocities.

Basically the ram-air concept converts the kinetic energy of the external dynamic pressure
to internal static pressure by presenting an orifice or orifices normal to the air stream. The In-
flation aperture may be located at tho nose of the Ballute or in the area of the equator. Internal
pressures one to four times greater than the dynamic pressure have been noted in the supersonic
velocity range when the side inlets were used. This indicates that configurations requiring inflation
pressures greater than q may also be ram-air Inflated.

Contrary to closed Ballute inflation the ram-air system may operate in a wide range of al-
titude-velocity combinattis without uver-preasurizing the Baliute or programming the inflation gas,
thus reducing the structural requirements of the fabric.

Both the rate of inflation and the g forces imposed on the payload can be controlled by the,
size of the inflation orifice.

H. PACKAGE BULK FACTORS FOR THE VARIOUS INFLATION ,3YSTEMS

The package density, or the ratio of inflation system weight to volume of the inflation sys-
ten,was calculated for each type of system as follows:

TYPICAL PACKAGING FACTORM

Type of System Density
(lb/ft3 )

Hot-gas generator 60
Cool-gas generator 05
Fiberglass sphoro,air at 3000 psi 35
Titanium sphere, air at 7000 psi 59
Steel bottle, ail at 3000 psi 63
Sublimating powders

ECHO I (bon :., avid avt 85
1AI1traquinonaIe)

ECHO It (acetanide) 72

The dplnstty of a typical hot-gaa gencrator was determined from limited dita on a generator proposed
by tieo Frankford Arsenal. The density of the ,cnol-gas generator system was determined from data
on a McCormick-Solph proposal drawing, Bottle volumes were estimated from catalogue data, and
the total weights, including the weight of the compressed air, were used In determining densities.
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SECTION 8

CONFIGURATION INVESTIGATION

A. GENERAL

The purpose of this investigation was to evaluate all the analytical and experimental data
and to conduct an optimum configur;,tion design study.

Figure 119 is presented to assist in the description of the denign study conducted. Major
parameters affecting the towed inflatable declerator design include:

(1) The descent initial conditions (attitude, velocity, W/CDA, flight angle.
(2) The ballistic coefficient after decelerator dnployment (W/CDA).
(3) The drag area, which is influenced by the size and drag coefficient (CD) (efficiency).
(4) -he drag coefficient (CD), which is influenced by 1/d (tow-line length divided by pay-

load diameter), d'/d (decelerator diameter divided by payload diameter), and the
decelerator nose shape.

(5) The aerodynamic stability, which is Influenced in part by decelerator shape.

Factors affecting the structural ard weight design include:

(1) The peak loading condition, which is influenced by all performance parameters.
(2) The peak stress condition, which is influenced by the loading, size, and shape of the

decelerator.
(3) The stress-to-weight ratio, whiich is influenced by the aerodynamic heating tempera-

tures and the type of malerial selected.
(4) The weight of the decelerator, which is Influenced by [he design parameters plus the

miscellaneous hardware weights such as the inflation system, if required.

Pi ioi to showing the optimum configurat Ion design details, thu I hal stress, thermodyna-
mic, and aero.ynamie results tire presented. Thnse results were used for this specific design con-
figuration study.

13. STRESS

1. 9pherican Balintvs with Meridiin Cllfh, Sv.np,n.snn Symtpm

The meridian cable spherical type of drag body is composed of a fabric envelope and a cage
of meridian cables to which the riser line it attached. The fabric envelope is fabricated from gores
of 4 single-ply fabric, usually cul with thu thread setE at 45 degrees to the gore center lines, and
seamed together along the meridians of the sphere.

Structural analysis of the spherical drag body is greatly dependent upon a number of design
details which have little or no effect on thermodynamic or aerodynamic considerations. Because the
sphere is a stable pressure vessel with the fabric envelope alone, the meridian cables do not need
to be in contact over the entire surface, but can depart on a tangent at nome angle at the nose. The
nose angle then becomes a structural parameter. In such a design the behavior under load is gov-
erned by the presence or absence- of a shear bond between the meridian cables and the fabric. If
there, is no shear bond, the bas angle of the fabric can change, resulting in a change in the meri-
dian arc lengths and a correronding change in the circumference of the equator.

If the meridian cables are bonded to the fabric, or if the seam tapes have significant length-
wise stiffness, the meridian arc lengths cannot change very much under load, requiring a different
analysis than the caue of no ;heacr bond. A similar reotrictive effect, although inore localized, is
produced by the stiffness of the burble fence in the hoop direction.
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Another parameter affecting the analysis of a spherical drag body is the presence or ab-
Bence of a center cable connceting thu front and rear poles. If there Is a center cable, the length of
the drag body must remain constant under load, and part of the drag force is taken out at the rear
pole. If there is no center cable, all of the drag force is taken out at the nose, and the length of the
drag body can change under load.

Another variation in the spherical shape is obtained by tailoring the fabric envelope to one
of the isotensoid curves of Figure 8A, Reference 14. For amall values of k, these curves are nearly
circular, yet produce some tension in the meridian cables without any drag load.

Because the number of combinations of the various parameters is very large, investigatiuju
of all types of spherical drag bodies is not attempted here (refer to Appendix In for a discussion of
various sphere drag shapes), The following analysis applies to the type of sphere of which models
were built for the Langley tests. It is beliewed that the resulting weights are typical of othertypes of
spherical drag bodies.

600

Figure 120. Sphere Geometry with No Drag Load

The model (Figure 120) is talhiotd to a spherical shape and is fitted with a number of meri-
dian cables to which the riser line is attached, It Is assumed that there Is no shar bond between the
meridian cables and the fabric. 'I'lie cables are cut long enough to provide a 60-dogrL.. ,. Aiu 1

nose with no load on the model,

The sphere is a momber of the isotensoid family (if mcmbrani derived In Refcrence 14,
Appendix A, for the special case where the meridian cable tension is zero, In order to carry any
drag, of course, the ierldiais must hasv, smont tension, causing the si'apo to deviate from the cir.-
cular profile. If the deviation is small, the new profile is approximately one of the family of curves
shown in Figure 8A, Reference 14. The approximate shape is obtained as a function of the drag
loading by means of the following structural model:

Suppose a cage of n meridian cables, each carrying load, Tm, is applied to the outside of
the above described fabric sphere, carrying pressure, P. Defining the quantity

nlTm ask,

the pressure vessel formed by the fabric and cables takes the shape of one of the profile curves of
Figure 8A, Referwnce 14, with outer radius, It'. (It is assumed that the burble fence does not re-
strict the deformation of the fabric. ) In order to determine R' in terms of R, it is assumed that the
fabric threads and the meridian cables are inextensible. It is further assumed that the bias angle
can change slightly without causing any change in the one to one ratio of the principal stresses in the
fabric. For small ohongnes in the bias angle, the elongatIont In the hoop and meridian directinns are
equal in magnitude and of opposite sign. If the change in bias angle is assumed to be constant
throughout the surface, the sum of the meridian circumference and equatorial circumference must
remain constant as k Increases, For k = 0. 1, I"igore 3C, Reference 14, gives the length of the
meridian between the equator Find the pole as 1. 53UR'. 'he length of one quarter of the equator
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circumference is I. 571R'. Adding those together, 3. 101R' - wR, or R' = 1.0132R. Similarly, for
k = 0. 2, R' = 1.0261R, and fork m 0.3, R' a 1.0373R.

Now suppose the meridian cables on one end are cut at some radius, xt , from the axis of
symmetry and tim forces Tm are applied to each cable as shown in Figure 121. In order to maintain
the equilibrium of the structure, the loading between the removed sections of cable and the fabric
must be supplied by some external means. This load on a circle of radius, x, is equal to .*nTm sinO
(the second term of Equation 2A, Reference 14), From Equations 5A and 16A, Reference 14,

_n~a~n0 __!PjjR,2 I X2/(RI)21
-a~msn O-k + x/R (1-k)

and

I I ~ k + (x/'11) (I kj2 1 k
d(-nTmuinO) kpfu ) ' rx

by External Loads

Dividing the load differential by the area differential, 2fx dx, the uxternal pressure is

kP Ilk + (x/R')(I-k) - -

Ik + (xtR') (1..k)I 2

The structure with cables partially removed and external loads applied is shown in Figure
121. It is seen that the external pressure is similar to the aerodynamic loading on a drag body, in
which case the shape closely approximates the shape the drag body of Figure 120 takes uider load.

The tangency point, xt, is determined from the assumption that the meridian cables are in-
extensible. From Figure 120, the length of each meridian is seen to be

R( to a 301 = 3. 197R.
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From Fllgire 191, the length Is

X',/L mr +x t )

where Lt is the length of arc between the tangency point and the equator. Equating these two lengths,

R 'Lmr Lt  xt

Equations Aand IDA of Reference 14 give

sit- x t2/ R2
snt = k + xt/R (14)

For any value of k, xt/R' is determined by trial from the AxwNve two ,quations and from
Figure 8A, Reference 14. When k = 0, 1, it was previously found that R' 1.0132R. From Figuro
BA, Reference 14, Lmr/R' " 1. 53 and for a value of xt/R' a 0.60, Lt/R' 0.90. The above
values satisfy the above two equations for Ot = -.34. 2 degrees. Similarly, for k - 0. 2 and 0. 3,
xt/R' is round to be 0.67 and 0.71 andSt is -37, 5 and -39,2 degrees. The deflected shapes for k 0,
0. 1. 0.2, and 0.3 are shown In Figure 122.

The drag on the drag body is found from equilibrium of the joint between the meridian

cables and the riser line:

D1 nT m cos 0,

who, 0
0 1 It + 90".

Dividing by PaR'2 ,

RJ k cos0 , = k cos (9t + 90() = -k siin 0

where
D

4PftR 2 _

Using the previously determined values of Ot and R'/R, j is obtained from the above equa-
tion for various values of k:

3 Ik
0 0

0.0578 0,1
0.128 0.2
0.204 0.3

The required pressure is determined by the allowable distortion of the drag body. Figure
122 indicates that at k = 0. 3 the cross section has departed considerably from the original circle
and this value is chosen arbitrarily as the limiting value, k is plotted as a function of j in Figure
123.

2. Hemispherical Ballutes with Tucked Back

In the hemisphere model, (Figure 124) the front half is a fabric hemisphere with no meridian
cables. The riser line passes through a sliding fitting at the nose and is attached to the rear pole of
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Figure 124. Hemisphere Model Geometry

the model. It s necessary, therefore, for the rear half to have meridian straps in order to carry
the riser line load. Because the straps do not extend beyond the equator, they must be bonded to
the fabric envelope. It is desirable that the model be a stable pressure vessel with no drag load
(j - 0), avoiding the necessity of controlling the pressure throughout the trajectory.

The above requirements can be satisfied by making the rear profile one of the curves of
Figure 8A, Reference 14, except that such a shape would cause a discontinuity between the front
half and the rear half of the model at the equator. (In the front half all the meridian stress Is car-
ried by the fabric; in the roar half, part would be carried by the fabric and part by the meridian
straps. In addition, the gore radii of the rear half would not match the circular cross section of the
front hemisphere, ) What is needtd in a rear profile in which most of the meridian stress is carried
by the straps near the polo and by the fabric near the equator, Such a membrane is not an isotensoid,
but can be formed with the results el the Isotensoid analysis of Appendix A of Reference 14, by
letting k vary witih x/R.

Table IA of Reference 14 gives values of the derivative of the profile curve in the case of
p n 0 for various values of x/R and k. In the case of an isotensoid, the derivative is plotted versus
x/R for a constant value of k i ud the profile curve is obtained by graphical integration. A curve for
variable k can he obtained in the same way by choosing the proper values of the derivative. The
following vilues are selected for the rear profile:

X./R k dy/dir

n 0. U 0
0,1 0.9 -0.011
0. 3 0.9 0. 04350.3 0. g -0.0972

0.4 0.9 -0.1727
0.5 0.9 -0.2728
0.6 0.9 -0.4045
0.7 0. 9 -0.5853
O.s 0.6 -0.9863
0.9 0.4 .1.6981
0.95 0. 2 -2. 7579
1.0 0 0

Between x/R = I and x,/R - 0.95, the curve is closely approximated by a circular arc of
radius, R. Between x/R = 0.95 and x/R = 0. 7, the derivatives are plotted and the curve Is obtained
by graphical integration. Between x/R = 0. 7 and x/R = 0, the curvt, is the isotensoid for k = 0. 9
and Ls traced from Figure 8A, Reference 14. The resulting curve is shown in Figure 125.
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When a load is applied to the riser line, the rear half of the drag body muut deform, Pe-
cause the deformation takes place primarily between x = 0 and x/R = 0, 7, where the rear profile
is an istotnsoid, the approximate deflected shape for any given load can be obtained from the per-
turbation analysis of Reference 14, Entering Figure 3C of Reference 14 for k = 0. 9 and p - 0, the
following values are obtained;

Lm/R = 1.325

y0/R -0.015.

It is assumed that as the membrane deflects, the are length of the meridians remains con-
stant, Suppose the deflection is such that p/k = 1/5. Entering Figure 3C of Reference 14 for
p/k 1/5 and Lm/A a 1.325, it is estimated that k + P = 0.64 and yo/R = 0. 543. The equations
k + p - 0.64 and P/k = 1/5 givek = 0.533, P ; 0.1067. The deflection at the polc is equal to
(0.615 - 0. 543) R - 0. 072R. Similarly for P/A 1/2, the curve is defined by k 0, 36 and
P - 0. 18, and the deflection Is 0. 197R.

Using the method of ontimating profile curves described in Reference 14, the deflected
shapes are obtained and are shown along with the undeflected shape of the drag body in Figure 126.
Because all the riseor line tension is taken out of the rear pole, p = j for this model, Using tile
above values of P - j and It, j i plo"ted vcrus k in Figure 123.

The curve for J - 0. 18 is chosen as the ma.ximum useful deflection.

3. Optimum Design Bullutes

The optimum design is a two-pole type drag body, discussed in Reference 14. Equation 7
of Reference 14 becomes

J w kcosO I +P

cosoi

For a ram-inflated design, the definition of j becomes

J•C11l CP r

where the drag coefficient and pressure coefficients are obtained from aerodynamic analysis for
various points in the trajectory. The values of J thus obtained in general arc not equal for all points
in the trajectory, If this is the case, the value that is used to dctermie k is either a mean value or
the value at maximum dynamic pressure, whichever gives the lower drag body weight.

The value of 01 that is chosen depends on the desired shape of the front half of the drag
body, If the nearly straight portion of front profile is desired to have a given cone angle, then a
value of 01 smaller than the desired cone angle must be chosen.

Knowing j and 61, k is obtained from the above equation and the rear profile shape is de-
rived using the analysis of Reference 14, Appendix A. The pressure distribution over the front of
the drag body must be known in order to derive the exact front profile, but an estimated shape can
be obtained easily as described in Reference 14.

After the design shape of the drag body is obtained for the chosen value of J, the perturba-
tion analysis of Reference 14 is necessary to determine the behavior of the drag body for different
values of J.
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The above method is now applied to two typical design conditions. It is desired that the

angle of the straight part of the front profile be 40 degrees:

For the first condition the following values are given:

CD - 0.75

Cp1 - 1.0

CPr - 0
p -0,

It follows that J a0.75/1.0 n 0.7t Choing a value of - 300, k 0. 75/0.86 
0,865.

For the econd conditio the given values are

CD - 0. 75
Cpi - 1.0

Cp , A 0

p - 0. 15k

It follows tlat j - 0.75/1.0 0.75. Choosing a value of 01 - 250, k * 0.453 and v 0, 34,

4. Conical Ballutes

* 0.234R 0

Figure 127. Tailored Geometry of Plain Back 80-Degree Cone

a. Convex Back 80-Deree Cone. The 80-degree cone (Figure 127) is constructed with a single-
ply fabric and meridian cables in much the uame way as the spherical design. Inflation pressure is
maintained by ram air, which enters the drag body through a metal ring at the nose or through in-
lets at the equator. The metal ring also serves to transmit the riser line load to meridian cables
and fabrio.

The rear half of the drag body is an isotensoid inembrle having the parameters k = 0. IV
and P = 0. The derivation of this curve is given in Reference 14, Appendix A, and the curve is
shown in Figure 8A, Reference 14. The front-half profile is formed by the mirror image of the rear
curve between the equator and the point where this curve is tangent to an 80-degree cone, which
forms the rest of the front profile. This particular shape is analyzed here because it matches the
wind tunnel models that GAC has tested.
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In operation the pressure loading on the outside of the drag body varies f'rom tile nose to the
equator and is constant from the cquator back. The pressure distribution therefore satisfies the
constant pressure assumption that was made In the derivation uf tie rear profile,

Prevent design practice is to derive an isotonsoid surface for the front half by approximat-
ing the variable pressure with a step-function distribution as shown in Appendix B of Reference 14.
A typical curve resulting from such a derivation is shown in Figure 30, Reference 14, This curve
has a concave portion at the nose, a portion that is nearly straight, and then a convex portion at the
equator. Wheat a curve of thi type is used for the profile nf a drag body, the radius nf curvature at
the equator must be the same as the curvature of the rear profile at the equator in order for the two
curves to be compatible. Although the fronL profile t urve of Figure 127 was not derived as an iso-
tensoid, it has the same characteristics In that the curvature of the Pquator is the same as that of
the rear profile and the remainder of the curve Is a straight line. The concave portion of the curve
is missing, but most or all of this portion would be in front of the inlet diameter and would there-
fore be cut off anyway. Bly choosing the proper pressure distribution and nose angle, therefore, the
front profile of Figure 127 can be appruxmaited by an isotonsoid surface with the same stresses as
the rear surface. If it is assumed that the required pressure distribution is close to the actual
pressure distribution that the drag body receives in operation, it remains to determine the nose
angle, 01, of the extended curve.

The nose anglc is determined from the requirement that the slope of the curve is 40 de-
grees at the nose ring radius of 0, 234R, Summing forces on the nose ring,

nTm + 21r (0. 234R)fJ cos 400 - D, or dWviding by PxR 2 and substituting for I from Equa-
tion IA of Reference 14,

Ik + (0, 234) (1-k- p)1 (0. 706) - J.

For k m 0. 5, p w 0, and j w 0.474, Equatlon 7 of Reference 14 then gives

cost 1 I ajk m 0.948, or 81 190.

The value of 19 degrees is consitent with the requirement that the nose portion of the curve
is concave,

The value of j 0.474 Is the only value for which the conf'guration of Figure 127 is atruc.-
turaily stable. I J deviates from this value, the drag body changes shape until K kiew equilibrium is
roarh~d 'Thn piot thurlatinn analyni of Reference 14 in now applied to deter:rine the changes in
corresponding to smiOl eh, nges in the shape of the drag body. For this analysis, the radius, R,
is assumed to remain constant. Lot

dy~fdLmr
dyR 0.05. Equation 20of Reference 14 gives--.F -- -0.0383,

Figure. 3C of Reference 14 gives

Mr .i 1.402 fork = 0.5, p= 0.R

Adding dLmr _L _
R , the new value of is 1.364,

R 9 R

which corresponds to a value of k = 0.68, p = 0. It follows that dk 0.68 - 0.5 0. 18. Substitut-
ing ri/R = 0.234, dk - 0.18, cos 01 = 0.766, k = 0.6, and
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-iF- . 0.05 into Equation 21 of Reference 14,

dj - (I - 0.,234) co. 18) (0.766) - (0.5) (G.05) (0. 265)1 - j(o., 34) (0.05) (0. 265)1

dj = 0. 0917,

and the new value of j in 0, 474 + 0.097 w 0. 571.

dyOf dLmr
Lot -Q.05. Equation 20 of Refereace 14 give - i - 0.0383.

The new value of

Lmr is 1.402+ 0.0383 * 1.440.

Figure 3C gives k - 0,, 36, or dk 0.36 - 0. 5 - -C. 14. Substitutlng into Eauation 21 of Refer noce
R

d- (I - 0.234) 1(-o. 14) (0. 76) - (0. 5) (-0.05) (0. 285)1 - 1(0.234) (-0. 05) (0. 265)1

14,

dj - 0. 074,

wn1 the new value of j is 0. 474 - 0. 074 w 0. 40.

Figure 128 shown the equilibrium shapes for various valuon of J. k is plotted Ab a function
of j for the 80-degree cone with plain back in Figure 123.

\60

0.474 (TAILORED SHAPE)

0,60

\ -- 0.377

IiNi

'II/
t

,!
'I

S/

NOTEF

NUMBERS ON CURVES ARE
VALLE S OF j.

Figure 128. Equilibrium Shape of Plain Back 80-Degree Cone for Various Values of j
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b. 7ucked Back 80-De gree Cone, The tucked design (Figure 129) in similar to the plain back,
except that the rear profile has values of k = 0.4 and P - 0, 3 (see Figure BA, Reference 14). Again
summing forces on the nose ring,

InT m + 2Y, (0, 234R)f I con 40 + T = 1), or dividing by pFrR 2 and substituting for f from
Equation IA of Reference 14,

1k + (0.234) ( -k-p) 0.760+ P --.

r0234 R

R
400

Figure 121. Tailored Geometry of 80-Degree Tucked Cone

Substituting k - 0,4 and p = 0.3 and J = 0,060, Equation 7 of Reference 14 gives

coN1 U J0 - 0.901, or 01 26.9",

As in the case of the plain back cone model, the tucked 80-degree cone (Figure 129) i
structurally stable for unly one value of j - 0.660, Changes in I corresponding to small changes In
shape are now determined from the perturbation analvsip of Reference 14,

dY~r d Lmr

Lot dy-- . 0. 10. Erquation 17 of Reference 14 given s -- 0.0700. For k r 0.4 nnd

P - 0. 3, Figure 3C of lReferenve 14 gi vom

- 0. 128, -'n- , I. 335, The new value of -r is 0. 128 + 0,1 0 - 0. 228,

and the new value of

Lmr
it 1. 335 + 0. 0766 . 1.412. These values correspond to k + P = 0.488 and p/k = 0885,

or k = 0.259 and P = 0.229. dk -0.250 - 0.4 = 0.141 and d = 0,229 -0.3 -- 0,071. Substituting

OK = -0.141, dp -0.071, k - 4, P= 0.3, Oj = 400, rt/R = 0. 234, and

dyOf
R 7. 10 into Equation 19 of Reference 14,

dj = -0. 071 - [(a. 141) (0. -6)] 1(0.4)(0.l)(0.265)] - (0.234) 1(-0.212)(0. 76)+

(0. 3) (0. 205) (-0, 10)1

dj = -0.128, j + dj = 0. ",32.
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Let RL U. 96. Equation 17 id Reforec 1. 033s -

The new value of

Yor Lmr

-- isO0. 128 -0. 05 - 0.078, and the new value of -R -- is 1. 297.

VFigure 3C of Reference 14 gives k + P a 0. 84, PA - 0. 680, or k =0. 5, P = 0. 34. cik 0. 5
-0. 4 -0. 1, and dp a 0. 34 - 0. 30 - 0.04. Equation 19 of Reference 14 gives

dj 0. 04 +e 1(0. 1) (0.766)1 - 1(a. 4)(0. 05) (0. 265)1 - ((0. 234) (0. 14) (0,766) +

(0.3) (0.265) (0.0%~)]

dj 0. 08~5, j + dj a 0. 745.

Figure 130 shows the equilibrium shapes for various values of J. k is plotted as a function
of jfor the 80-degree cone with tucked back in Figure 123.

0.660 (TAILORED SHAPE)

NOTE

NUMBERS ON CURVES ARE
VALIUES OFj.

Figure 130, Equilibrium Shape of Tucked 80-Degree Cone for Various Values of

5. Eighty-Degree Airmat Cone

The dimensions of the Airmat cone are shown in Figure 131.

The Airmat. cone ib formed by two fabric cones whl~h have the same apex Nit different cone
angles and are connected at the outer radius by a segment of a torus of cross section radius, r. The
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NOSE -- -

FITTING

R - r 9.

%111350

r

Figure 131. Airmat Cone Dimensions

fabric cones are connected together over the remainder of their areas by a system of closely spaced
threads called drop threads. The drop threads are perpendicular to the 35-degree line, and if ex-
tended would pass through the axis of symmetry of the drag body,

From the geometry of Figure 131, It is seen that

r sin 350 r
-- . - sin 50, or T - 0,1318.

It is assueod that the drag results from n uniform aerodynamic pressure, P, over the
front of the cone, It follows that P - CIq. Figure 132 shows a segment of the drag body cut in such
a way a-4 not to mit any drop thireads,

taCLI ~~ ~- - ""Cos :350

_C t o 2l.o 2

f - R ~ s
A 35 0- t 155

< 30o

C~q

Figure 132. Loads Acting on a Segment of an Airmat Cone
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The thicknesas, ta, of the Airmat at any radius, x, is given by

2x tan 50 O30x
sin 350 .0 0x

The outer radius, xo, is equal to

x i. + yoo 350 x + 0. 304 cos 350 1. 125x. and the Inner radius, xi, is equal to

x- ta/2 cos 350 O .875x. Summing forern liuntally in Figure 132,

C~qvr (ft2 
- xo 2 ) + PjAx - 2ff (xofo cos1 400 + xiji c0s 3 0fl)

whr xi h rotlg~cino the annular qrea uvejr which the internal pressure, PI, acts.
Ax s eualtoz~x2 -xi) =ffX (.1252 .. 0,8753) . 11x2/2.

Substituting for x0 , xi and Ax,

C~qrr (R2 _ 1. 266x2) + 2 2nx (0. 861f0 + 0, 758[1),

Determination of tho mtressea I,, and f1 im a statically indetermninate problem which is be-
yond the scope of this work. For purpottes of determining thu weight of the drag Ixody, it IR suff i-
ciently accuratte to assume that they are equal. The above equation then becomes

C~qir (R2 - 1. 26OX2) + Lix . 3. 24ftxfi

where fl in the mreidian htu. In one skli. Treatii the Airmat as simply a conical shell, the hoop
strents caused by the external pressure, C~q is equal to approximately -Cjqx/cos 350, The sum vf
the hoop stresses in the Inner and outer cones In Pita due to the internal presriurv. Pi. Using a fac-
tor of safety of 1. 5 on wrinkling.

Pia 1.5 Cpqx
Pit cs 350

Substituting t to 0. 304x, P1 - 6. 02 C~q.

Substituting for P1 Into the equation of horizontal equilibrium,

Crq (112 +~ 1. 74x2 ) . 3. 24 xfl

or it -CIq (R 2 + ,74x2  . CDq 2/+1.4)
~3.24X T.25(R/+ .4)

Suppose an element is takea out of the free body, as shown in Figure 133.

sin 350 dx~ \

__ dx

dx Ki x350

Figure 133. Taking Element from Free Body
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The total fabric area of this element is approximately 27r(xi + x,) dx/sin 35r , or 2rx (l.12t + 0.875)
dx/0. 574 = 0. 99r xdx, The weight of this clement (ineridian thr.ads only) i

fl (FS) 1A
ClW m i Q. 2 f

(ausuning a constant factor of safety throughout the drag body) where kf is the strength to weight
ratio of the fabric as though it had two identical thr',ad sets. Substituting for dA and fl, and using a
FSof 2.0,

(2) C1.q (Rt2 /x + I, 74x) (6, 99vxdtx)
(tWi =(2) (. 24 kf)

or

6,77 CDq (R2  1. 74x
2 ) dx

The actual drag body must have a rigid fitting at the nose. If the weight of this fitting is the
same as the fabric it replaces, the total weight of the meridian elements of the drag body is

.d , 6, 77 CIq (It 2 
+ 1,74 x 2 ) dxWm o- fdWn R . T f

or 6.77 CIq (1.58) I 3  
10. 7 Cq R3

W m - k r kf

The sum Of the hoop Ntresses IIn the Inner and outvr skins was given previously as Pis a
1, 5CDqs/cns 350 -= 1.,83 CDqIx. Agtain assure ig thatt tlhe ho~op stress divides v .'tly b)etwee~n tile

inner and outer skins, f2 - Pita/ 2 = 0. 015 CIx where f2 is the lo))p strels in one skin. The
weight of the hoop threads in this eevment is

dWH - f2 (F.9) dAP

2 kf

Substituting dA - 0.99rxdx, FS = 2, f2 - 0. 915 CDqx,
20. 1 CDq x 2 dx

dWH - kf

Again Integrating from 0 to R,

2 0.1 C~q R ~2  - 6.7 CDqR 3W H 20 kf C q fo x dx =... ....k

W H 0 kf

The total weight of the Airmat cone is

17.4 CDq R3

kf

13. ToruR With Curtain

A general analysis of the torus with curtain is given in Reference 14. For simplicity, a2
uniform pressure is assumed to be acting over the front side, producing a drag equal to D =PTrR 4
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It follows that P - CDq.

The curtain profile chosen IM a constant pressure isoteasoid membrane having the para-
meter k - P - 0, 45. Equation 24 of Reference 14 giveo

R4/R - JT- 0.071.

Tie torus cross section radius in chosen equal to R4/12, and the nose radiua in equal Lu
R4/8. The resulting drag body profile is shown in Figure 134, in which the eccentricity of the cur-
tain load ors the torus is mado approximately zero by placing the center line of the torus cross see-
tion on the kt profile curve, The profile curve intersects the torus at x/R a. Bi and 0( 22. 30,

The meridian stress at, any radius, x, is

nTm
F, I T

or

* 21 2 nTm
-A + •

0.7

0.54

0.3 4
0.2-

0.1

I I

0

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.6 916 0.7 0.R 0.9 ,

Figure. 134. Profile Curve of Toru~s with Curtain Drag Body
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Substituting 2f/PR - I - k - p (Equatian IA of Reference 14) and k UT/= T2

2f~ I k- p k

Substituting k =p "- 0. 45 und x/H = 0.51,

.Tlf-- , 0.b - 0,982

or0.b
f 0. 491 PH.

The radial component of this stress is fj encs 22. 30 0. 455 PR. The radial loading pro-
duce4 it uprvessive load in the tnriin equal to (0, 46BPR) (0. 5JR). The prnnniira lc~sid nn the #t MIS
crosa section is Ptarill, where Pj is the torus pressure, Using a factor of safety of 1. 5 to prevent
wrinkling,

Ptffrt2 - (1. 5) (0. 456 PH) (0. 6 1R).

It wad previously given Lihit rt = R4/12 and R4  U .67i11, which gives rt 0. 056R. Sub-

stituting into the above equation,

(t.5) (0. 455) (0. 51I)P . 3,3P- 313. 3 C~q.

The principal pressure strcssen in the torus are approximately equal to Ptrt - (36. 3P)
(R4)/12 -2. 94 PR4 Red Ptrt/ 2  -1. 47? PH4, In any specific design, the torus would have to be
checked for elastic stability under the radial load. Elastic stability is not considered ill this para-
metric study because of the difficulty of predicting the elastic properties of the miaterials in papa-

aw i L UA*. This is not believed to affect the total weight of the drag body, hawever, because if
buckling is uncountured it canl be corrected by increasing the value of rt/R4, A higher value of
rt/R4 would result In niore torus area, but this would be compensated by at lower torus pressure,
resulting in approximately the samec torus weight,

7. Weight Analysis

it. Cciicral, In analyzing the weights of the various configuriIons, it is assunied that the
critical point in the trajectory o'rcurs at maximum dynamic prcssurc.

b~. Inotengoid Shapos. The weight analysis of iisonsold drag Ibodiet; is given in Hefei-once
14, Equation 35 of Reference 14 gives the weight of the fabric envelope as

For the isotensoid shapes considered here, the fabric area, At, is approximately 47sR2 and
a factor of safety of 2. 0 is used. Substituting j . D/prl 2 , the fahric weigit express Ion becomes

Equation 37 of Reference 14 gives the cable weight as

RD (FS)# _)T

Substituting D = jPrR2 , and FS 2. 0,
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The total weight is given by

(1) Sphere. For the sphere that W analyzrot in the Stress and Deflection Analysis section,
p a 0, k a 0.3, and J z U. 204. The sphrre is equipped only with meridian cables, whose tension

is Tm and whose length is 3 .197R. The quantity

flTm
'therefore equal to (3.197) -- or (3.197) The expression for total

weight becomes

W . paR3 (4) (0. 7) + (3.197)(0,A]

W PvR3 [+t 1.92]

(2) y-DGree Cone with Plain Back. For the plain back cone, p m 0. It too has only meri-
dian cables the length of which Is approximately afR, The quantity

[()JT\ becomes approximately -L , The total weight expression becomes

w) pR3 ( + 2

(3) kighty-Degrue Cone With Tucked Back, The tucked back cone has a center cable ah well
as meridian cables,7Tiecenter cle length is approximately 1.2H, and its load ia equal top PJ.,
The quantity I ((I/R) (T/D)] for the center cable and the meridian cable is equal to (I. 2p) (J) +
(ak)/(J). The total weight expression becomes

W. pR3 [ t ) + -2 rk)

(4) lomisphere, The spherical surface of the hemisphere (all of the front hall and the rear
half between x/u. 95 and 1. 0) has a stress of approximately P11/2 if the aerodynamic pressure
is small compared to the internal pressure. The rear surface of the drag body requires lighter fab-
ric than the spherical area, but must have meridian straps also. If it is assumed that the weight of the
rear surface between x/R - 0 and 0. 95 Is the same as the weight of a spherical segment of fabric
alone, the weight of the drag liry is the same as the weight of a sphere containing pressure. P. The
fabric weight per unit area rr. rqual to PR(FS)/2kf, and the area Is 4rrR 2 . Using a factor of safety of
2, the total weight of the fabric il

4P rR3

where
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(5) Torus With Curtain. The fabric stress in the curtain is given by Equation (lA) of Reference

Y2,1 1-k- 0.1 20f

The curtain area is approximately 0. 57R 2, Using a factor of safety of 2. 0 for the fabric,

the fabric weight is

(PR /20)(0. 5nTR2  (2) n~

The meridian cable tension is equal to nTrn - kPvR2 = 0. 45PffR 2 for Fill cables. The length of one
cable is approximately 0. 65R. Again using a factor of safety of 2, 0, the cable weight Is

=(0. 4BPnrR 2) (0. 65R) (2) 0. 58iPnHt3

Thc total weight of the' curtain is

Wcurtain mPffR 3 (2011 +0.585) aPR 3 (0.519 + 6.07)

or The torus areat i upproximnately equal to (21r) (0. 59H) (2irt),

2ff (0. 59) 0.?)(2ff) 2. 9
The stresses in the torus wore found respectively to be 2. 94 P114 and 1.,47 PR4 .Tho

weight required Is the samc -,if both 3tresna were equal to the average value of 2. 2 PR4. Using
a factor of safety of 2, the torus weight in

WLorus (2. 2 1214) (2 9r4 2 ) (2) 12,.8 PR4
k1 kf

and the total weight is

where
P mCj~q,

(6) Airmat Cone. The weight analysis of the Airmat cone is given In C4 of this section.

C. THEHMODYNAMIC CONFIGURATION ANALYSIS

1. General

Aerodynamic heating of thermally thin spheres and blunted 40-degree hall-angle cones at
altitudes from 60, 000 to 200, 000 feet and at Mach numbers from 2 to 10 was analyzed. The analysis
Included the effects, if any, of a forebody and considers turbulent and laminar flow, Test data from
GAC Mach 10 Ballute tests at the von Kafrmafn Gas Dynamics Facility, Arnold Engineering Develop-
ment Center, was used to determine effects of a forebody on aerodynamic heating.

The objective was to provide temperature information to assist in functional, structural,
and environnmental dosign optimization of a Ballute used in the spec ified initial flight envelope where
the Initial velocity is downward.
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Re-entry trajectories were obtained from computer atut~es conducted by GAC aerodynami-
cloto for ballistic coeffic lent W/CDA of 1, 10, 50, and 100 lb/1t0 for each of the four corners of the
initial flight envelope.

2. Method of Analysis

a. Connection To a Dra . Two conflgurations were analyzed for the drag body (Ballute):
(1) a sphere an (_2)'i'unt.ed vono with a half angle of 40 degrees. The drag body will be attached
by a long cable to a foreb~dy of unknown configuration,

The effect of the forebody on the aerodynanie heating of the drag body is presented in
Figure 135 and i based on a review of the data obtained during the GAC Mach 10 Ballute tostl it the
von Kgirmafn Gas, Dynamics Facility, Arnold Engineering Development Center. The heat flux to the
forward por tions of the drag body is reduced due to the furebody and cable reduction of air velocity,
• ::!...h.., V. t,6,.-*.& 1. IW, waist and trailing edge nf the drag body is increased due to the added tur-
buLence. The data presented in Figure 135 is presumed to apply to the spho e as well as the blunted
cone in either turbulent or laminar flow throughout the flight envelope.

b. Translation tn Turbutlent Flow. Figure 136 presents the transition point from laminar to tur-
bulent flow, based on a trauition Reynold's number of 500, 000 for the flight envelope. Note that
torbulent flow is a very definite possibility, The 1959 ARDC Model Atmosphere is used in all calcu-
lations involving atmospheric properties.

c. Laminar Heat Flux and Temerature Distribution. The laminar heat flux and temperature
distributions on a blunted cone and sphere re preacotod in Figures 137 and 138 respectively, The
heat flux distribution without forebody are based on Reference 25; Figure 135 was then used to obtain
the heat flux distributions with fUrebody. The temperature distributiois were based on a thermally
thin Ballute without internal radiation. The base point for the heat flux and temperatore distributions
in the stagnation point.

d. Turbulent Heat Flux and Temperature Distribution. The turbulent heat flux and temperature
distributions on a blunted cone and sphere are presented in Figures 131 and 140 respectively. The
heat flux distributions without foretody are based on Reference 26; Figure 135 was then used to ob-
f~tn the heat flux distributions with forobody. The temperature distributions, as previounly men-
tioned, were baled en a thermally thin balluto without intrnal radiation. The bae point fnr the h-nat
flux and temperature distributions is an S/It 0 of two for the blunted cone and an S/R0 of one for the
sphere.

e. Base Point Heat Fluxes and Temperatures. The base point heat fluxes and temperatures are
presented as a function of the af-tiide-an-i-lTcty in Figures 141 and 142 respectively. These
figures also show the effects of body size on heat flux and temperature and the effect of emissivity
on temperature.

The laminar flow base point heat flux is based on Reference 3 and may be summarizd as

QoR0 0 . 5  fl (altitude, velocity). (B)

Since the Ballute is thermally thin and internal radiation is neglected, the above heat flux
must be radiated from the Ballute, therefore:

Q0= T0
4  (7)

or 05 00.5 4
QD-0R 0  =aet To = fl (altitude, velocity) (8)

and

(e R0 0.5 T04) 0.25 = '0.35 R0
0 .125 T0 = f2 (altitude, velocity). (9)
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Equations (6) and (9) are plotted in Figures 141 and 142 rospectively.

The turbulent flow base point heat flux is based on Reference 23 for a 40-degree half-angle
cone at a dlstancefrom the nose of 2 feet, and may be summarized as Q(S - 2 ft) - f3 (altitude,
velocity). (10)

The specified heat flux In the above equatioiA ib equal to the general heat flux (any value of
8) multiplied by a distance correction factor (to correct to an S of 2 feet):

.. 0.2
QS (-2 .' ali A .'etev'ity). 011)

For the cnndition wherei S/R 0 - 2, or S/2 R o,

Q(SIR 0 = 2) (R0) 0' 2 _ QC R00'2 13 (altitude, velocity) (12)

Note that QC Is based on an S/R 0 of 2 for the blunted cone. Reierence 22 indicates that the
heat flux, QC, at an S/RO a 2 en the blunted cone is equal to the heat flux, also QC, at an S/R 0 a I
on the sphere. Again taking the Balluto as thermally thin and neglecting internal radiation, the
above heat flux must be radiated from the nallute, therefore

QC -e TC4  
(13)

or

QCRO0 '2 •a [to 0 2 TC 1 f3 (altitude, velocity) (14)

and

(R e02 TF 4) 0,25 . 25R.0
0.0 5 TC - 14 (altltudulYuocly) (15)

Equations 12 and 1 are plotted in Figures 141 and 142 respectively.

f, Example Problem. First it must be determined if the flow ic laminar or turbulent at the de-
sired point, S!RO0"'T-. This may be determined with th aid of Figure 136. fhntering this ehnrt ,
the altitude and velocity slated in the problavm, i if), nfll foot and 8000 ft/sec respectively yield a
value of 2 6 foot for 9, the dintanco between the stagnation point and the transiLlon point on the body
whcrc thin flow chanc occurs,

S 5RO

STAGNATION
POINT

In this problem, the waist radius given was 5 feet. Considering blunt cone Ballute configur-
ations, thls then fixes the nose radius at 1 foot. At the point of investigation, S/R 0 = 6. 5. With

=O = 1, S Is, therefore, equal to 6.5 feet. Since this dimtance is greater than the chart value 2.6
feet (location of the transition point) the flow is turbulent.
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The temperature at point S/Re 6.5 can now be found by usaing the turbulent flow curve of
Figure 142l. ltntering thin curve at given velocity-alttde points gives a T~.02 R.0

05 value
equal to 30OOR-fto- S. Usaing the given value of emissivity ~r0.9) and the nose radius of I toot,
the base temperatutc is found to he

TC(0.9)0.2 l)I.05 3000oR

Using Figure 139 and the S/fl 0 value of 6. 5, T/Tu is found to be 0,940, The iefil teilipor-
ature Is therefore 0. 940 x 3000"R = 28i95OR (243511F.

g. Trtctr rand Temp~erature Limit Parameters. The temperature limit parameters shuwn In
Figures 143 and 144 indicate the available samle tuargin of opcratiote attainable fnr particular Ballute
drag systems deployed within the intended flight envelope. The eqlkii1ihriuni temperature limits re-
present the thermally critical areas on each of the iBallute configurations in laminar and turbulent
flow. Transition Reynold's number for these studios, as was previously mentioned, was assumed
at 5 x 105 based upon !roestreant condition.

Inei'easing the reference radius is reflected in Increased altitude margin of operation with
substantial benefitsi bei realized in laminair flow. The plots5 are ,een P) terminate. in the vivinity
Of Mach 4. 5, the total temperature at this velocity being insufficient to ceate a thermal problecm.
Internal radiation wast not taken into account in preparing the temperature limit pairaietern. Rathai-
lion interchange studies mhow that the radiation equilibrium surface temp[eratures can be reduced in
excess of 1000 for these applications, with the resulting limiting altitude parameter being lowered
approximately 5000 feet ftrp n ifOOF limiting tvniperutirv.

h. Corn rison with P'reliminary Study. A spiked body was used for the preliinanry analysis
(Section 3) in the absencep of deifinite information concerning drag bodies. SUbsequent testing of drag
bodies demonstrated that spiked hody data is not applicable to drag bodies, The initial hhock wave
from the spike goncrally impinged upon the spiked hody, prod~ucing a highly turbulent region with
resulting high heal flux. The shock wave from the fuccisady did not impinge upon the, drag body, while
tim wuke prevented the airstream from reovering free-stream velocity downstream of the fn,'el-Avy,
th..rihy partially shielding the drag body from the higher energy flow,

. Conclusions and Recommendations

Figures 1351h rough 144 may bev uicci to p rcdict the local fabrie tempieratu re for flaliutei
configurations deployed within the flight envelope under consideration.

The wind tunneltioitm conducted kidicate a reduction in the hevat transfer rates to the drag bodies
in thopresenceof forebodies, flow ever, addititonal testing is recommended to determine the conditions
causing tur bu lent flowsm and too enpa ss the velocit y regime betAween 8upe rson Ic flow anad Mach 10.

More precisec thermal calculation& should be iii order for any specific Ibillutc configuraion,
with design optimization being desirable in casem of marginal heating.
D. AERODYNAMICS

1. General
A final aerodynamic d'.:cunsion of the combined results uf all oif the contract wind tunnel

tests is presented. Data from Reference 24 pius recvent onpublished data of wind tunnel tests con-
ducted by the Large Supersonic Tunnels Branch pergontiel at NASA t4angiey Station, Virginia, is also
presented, These recent NASA tests- (Roeerenece 25) were supplemental to References 24 and 2, plus
this contract effort and consisted of supevg'onk- tesim of towed solid conical models. The NASA tvsts
were conducted between this contract's schedule tests of September 1961 andl iuoz.

As ronnired per contract, analytical and experimental aerodynamic data was obtained over a1
range of Mach 0. 2 and Mach 10. Tfhe Reynolds lnmber range was between RN 'ft equal to 0. 96 x 106
to 6 x 106

1'ft. This range of wind tunnel test Reynold'8 numbers thai would be experienced in the
contract flight performo., ice envelope i8 shown in Figure 145i.
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2. Flow Behavior

The concept of the boundary layer is used to e.plala the flow behavior around the model.

Buundary layer experiences transition from laminar to turbulent under the influence of
Reynold's number and Mach numbor among other factors, The tests were conducted in a range of
RN and Mach numbers that suggest turbulent state of boundary layer with possible transitional re-
gK1 tio-Currlg at certain times. Separation of the oundary layer is produced either by the changes
in geometry of aL mudel or by shock wave Intersection. Tho configurations investigated indicate se-
paration dio to fence and shock-boundary layer interaction. Large adverse pressure gradievt im-
posed by the shock thickens the boundary layer, makes it turbulent, and separates it from the mudel,
which in turn increases the thickness of the wake. Increase in drag is realised which Ihs frictional
nature.

After the separation occurronce thn turulnot (or laminar) separated region is steady pro-
vided the turning angle of the flow (or surface deflection angle) is not high.

The 3, 9 or 6. 25 percent fence achlevcs separation at a point (30 degrees aft of a model
cquator) of the most aft position. This position is significant because of the fores equilibrium exist-
ing th'u, which assuros the steadiness of the region, As a result the drag is conslant for a given
model cumfiguratton within the supersonic velocity range. The increase In the height of a fence may
favorably influence the drag of a modal, but stability will decrease due to unsteadiness of the soli-
arated region.

The pressure rise ii the steady separated region is close to that in inviseld flow behind the
expanded shock sice downst 'eam of the region the flow is again parallel to the bounding surface.
Thus inviscid flow pressure rise can be used to estimate the pressure rise across a separated
region.

Generally the drug of the configurations cnnsidered consists mainly of the pressure drag

with small contributions from the skin-friction drag.

3. Drag Results

A uunary curve of all of the npItralil dirng data I., prc.cntcl In Figure hO. The shaded
portions indicate the wuvelopu of vAper ilneiktal wind tunnel data. The i nlatablo model data falls
within the mhaded area, The cnvelope limits of the supersonic tests were obtained froui the olid
model data in References 25 and 2.

Figure 147 presents data from Reference 25; the data shows the effect of increasing the
size of the burble fence up to 10 percent, A 15-percent burble fence was also tested, The data Is
not shown because of reported questionable stability in its towed position,

The ro'binc c rulf" o! :0! appllc:able tests indicate the following:

(1) Inflatable model results show reduced drag coefficients at A*/d ratios below 5,

(2) Inflatable model results show peak drag coefficients at ./d ratios of 0 to S.

(3) Inflatable model results show percent increase (or decrease) at //d ratios greater than
8 is small in the supersonic range.

(4) Drag data results of inflatable (r'wn-ai± and preinflated) models is equivalent to solid
models which demonstrates feasibility of Inflatable devices.
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F. DESIGN
1. Design Conditions and Assumptions

The weight and bulk study of the various eol.figurations was made utilizing the trajectory
data of three of the four staLrting points of the perfor Ponce envelope as presented in Figure 1. rhose
starting conditions were:

(i) M0 = 10 at 200,000 feet

(2) M0 = 4 at 120,000 feel

(3) MO - 4 at 70,000 fot.

The materia!z i, h av ouay were coated Iene 41 cloth and Dacron-nooprene fab-
ric. In condition 1, where the temperature would be high, the temperature was arbltkrily chosen
to always be at 1500°F. In conditions 2 and 3, at M0 = 4, the temperature was assumed low enough
to use either Dacron-neoprene or Reni 41, The strength-weight ratios used In these conditions were
therefore:

Condition 1 k- 2920 foot
Rent, 41 at 15000 F

k 3 32, 100 foot

Condition 2 and 3

kt  7920 feet Ren6 41 at I00oF

ke  61,600 foot

f 28, 700 foot Ducroin at 350oi

k= 37, 500 feet

A factor of safety ," 2 was used throughout the study. Based on thu wind tunnel results
at Mach numbers 4 and i0, It was estimated that at the condItionx of peak (q) along the trajectories
the driti eneffieient would be appro: mateiy 0. 75. Therofor'o. for conaist.en">, a t;D) - O. 'Ib was
clhomon for all cases. It is pointed outA thait the(. CDi vallt t+, w, fnr thle dign derlneu; the shape aitid
stremsses in tile partic~ular ConrigirPitt Inn (-sen Seottlen R),

Total weights (W) chosei for the study were 250 pounds and 750 puun(tS. The four ballistic
coefficients (W/CDA) of 1, 10, 50, and 100, as used in the trajectory analysis, were also chosen.
Since the payload drag area (CDA)p in nimall compared to the decelerator drag area (CDA)D, tile
remainder of the design discussion assumes CDA - (CDA) Tl - (CDA)D,

The inflation pressures used for the closed pressure vessel conllguration, namely sphere,
hemisphere, Airmat cone, aln torus with curtain, are a function of a peak dynamic pressure(q) as
defined for each particular case In tie examples presented in Section 8-B. For the ram-air con-
figurations the inflation pressure was assumed as P w q, which is adequate tu ssuru full inflation
of the model. Since the Langley wind tunnel tests indicated that higher internal pressure values of
q were obtained, it is further assumed that a gage pressure relief valve will be provided to hold the
maximun internal pressure equal to the pvak q along the trajectory, In addition it was assumed
that the static pressure in the wake aft of the Ballute is equd to zero. Therefore, the internal pres-
sure is equal to the pressure differential across the fAbric.

Since the pressure differential across the fabric, which is equal to q, is the peak structure
design load, the selection of the weight of the decelerator Structure is based on a specific high-
level dynamic pressure. For the remainder of the design study it is important to note the following:

(1) Ballute weights In Table 31 were based on the q load at a peak temperature of 1500OF,
which was the most critical crndition.
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Table 31. Weights of Various Concepts for One Trajectory Condition (Sheet 1)

INFLATION

CONFIGURATION WIGHT EQUATION P/q k p PRFURE . P
(par')

80-Legrree -1lute, WD = P1. 03 1 . 05 - 2-
Plain Back I ,

80-Degree Dallutc, WD - R3 I 14
Tucied Back

Sphere WD " PR 3  . +1. ,68 0.3 847

liemisphere WD - 4.16 -- -95

80-Degree Airmat WD - 17.4 ClaR 3  4.52 - . 1040
Cone It

Torus with Curtain WD PR3 L 3 + 1 26,5 -100

CONDITIONS

W/CDA w 40 CD - 0.75 A 78. 5 ft2  kf "2920 ft
M o  4. 96 Diameter . 10 it q - 230 paf k 3 32, 100 ft
ho 133,000 ft W - 2355 lb FS -2 Coated Ilene 41 at 1500 0 F

Packag;e factor = 28, 8 lb/ft3

(2) Design curve weights (Figureos 140 and 140) wore based oin thq peadk q ocurringat a peak
temperature of 1500"F along the descent trajectory. This assumption is conservative
since the peak q usually occurs after peak temperature, and hence the decelerator btruc-
ture does not have to support this peak load at its lowest strength-to-wel ht ratio.

2. Configuration Weight and Bulk Comparison

The weight anti package volumes as presented in Tahle I1 were calculated for the six con-
cepts considered at one trajectory condition of

M 0  4. 96

130 133, 000 feet

- 40

W = 2355 pounds.

This trajectory enndition, which Is different from the conditions stated above and different fromn the
conditions chosen for the aerodynamic analysis, was arbitrarilP chosen for this particular weight
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Table 31. Weights of Various Concepts for One Trajectory Condition (Sheet 2)

CLOTH & TOTAL PACKAGE VOLUME (F-0)

CABLE INFLATION DECELEIR-
DECELER- VOLUME PV GFAR ATOR DECELER- INFLATION TOTAL

ATOR (it3) (lb-fl) WT (lb) WT - WD ATOR GEAR
WT (Ib) (Pour is)

32 32 1.2 -- 1.2

36 3G 1.3 -.. 1.3

278 523 443, 00 40 327 9 '7 1.53 11.2

420 477,3 450,000 40 400 14,6 1.5 10.1

1 l09,1 13, 00 14. 124,0 3,7 0,3 4.0

B4 15,02 05,400 11.7 95.7 3.0 0.3 3.3

and ulWk table in order to select a point within the prescribed performance envlope where the tfm.-
peraturo would fall within th1 ItO(o F limit, See Figure 10.

The minimum limiting dliameti r of 10 feet, as determined in Section 8-C, was chosen. This
diameter and the W/CDA, for which data was available, determined th0 weight (W), of 2355 p'mnd.

Coated Rune 41 at l1600oF wns ti matecril considlrud ani d as previously stated. CD 0,75.
Froi the trajectory data of Reference I, the q at pweak tempernture - 230 psi, which occurs at
110, 000 foot altitud.

The packaging factor used for caleulating volumes of the Balluto alone i 28. ii n1b,/1, T''.i
value was obtained for met:,l cloth packaging tests.

Weight and volume of the liflation gear were estimated on the basis of 3000-psi fiberglass
sphere bottles with compressed air.

From Table 31 the ram-air cofigurations offer the lowest weight and package volume.
Based on this and on the satisfactory wind tunnel resulta, the remainder of the weight study is con-
fined to the 80-degree ram-air Ballut, The Balluie with a tucked back was not considered further
in the weigbt study because of limited experimental data. During a subsonic wind tunnel test run here
at GAC, the tucked Ballute did not remain conical in shape. The model took the shape of a torus.
During run No. 15 (see page 56) of the supersonic tests, the tucked Balluic did remain conical In
shape. The reason for the shape instability at subsonic speeds can not be clearly defined. However,
one suggested reason is that the tic-line inside the Ballute, which ties the model nose to the back end,
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I'omtrite~td the lengt) shape change, and hence it he Intornal prcsaure load 4i InI excess (if the exter-
nal air logd the 11flated mondel takes the sahapo of a bioty-of .rrvveutiou, in thi~s vativ a toria.,

3, Design Curvesn

Figure 151 shown thle penalty of thle tit-degree Dailute inat of 1ine 41 at 1500tF cuompared
to Dac~ron at 50(iF The iflation pirossure chosen in 230 psf, and the paraleters VAt I ,CD)

0. 73i, tind FS -' 2 are ith wore dl ised atbovo,

The conitour sha~pc, f'ietnr for the 800 Datlule is

K (nT,0 ivSeto"A1puR2  086(eeec 3eioi-l

The st&',nith-xvoight ratios for theme nialerials are

ke 2920 feet Rund 41 at 15000F
ke-32, 100 foot

kfa26,700 feet
Dacron at 35 0

kC 3', 500 foot

Figure 152 in plotted for Wileluls desHigned for the pressure relationship of P/q 1 . The
graph may be used to deterineh weights at any pressure P by direct proportion tiino!

In Figure 1521the weight ofa flont, 41 HO-dlegroe Balluto Isshown vermum size at various qlitat a
tomperaturc of B60)F. dupe(rimpilosedun itis ~rai)h is apiot ofweights of flullutesn conntruetedof vloth
B Audu a inimum-woulght cloth. Cloth 11 (sve ectioti 6) roprosents nearly (ltemxmm-egtFii~e
ply clotithat can be made. The mininiuat-weight uloth is a~ 006-Inch diameter woven 200 x 200 miesh
cloth withthe coatingweight, of 5 ow/yd, givinig a total weight of 10oz/yd2 . Although louth weights may
be reduced with the development of clotlw utilIi~nlyii, 005 - invh prolectud diameter wire, it in assumned
here that contingwoightm vilnnlot lip reduci dKhstiantit Ily be low 5 oa/yd 2. The Itallute weights wore cal-
culatod with the additioni of incridional cabfe weights conipatible with each diarMter,

Tht: band between the weight curves of cloth R and the minimnum cloth represent" the jiau-
jected range of fllute sIme which can lie built for the 1 5000 F.

In Figure 153 the nwmbrane stress level oif tin 80-degree Bl-im 1k khriwn versus size at
various Inflation prensuren.

Figure 148 presents the Rend 41 80-degree Baliute weight to total system weight ratio,
WD/W versus W/CDA, for 3 starting conditions. Payload weights of 250 and 750 Pounds were a.
sumned. The strength-weight ratio emiployed in calculating weights was based on IOO0 F for the Mach
4 conditions and 1500OF for the Mach 10 condition. The curves Indicate a reduction in weight with
increasing W/CDA sie the ii1 term decreases more thano the pressure P increases in the weight

WID (decelerator weight) = constant mc (i'R3 ).

The curves alio indicate a reduction in iijOgh ratio with decreasing total weight for a given
W/CDA and premsure. It can be shown from the weigcht equation that for a given W/CI)A and pros-
sure P

W ,constant x W.CMA
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The curves further indicate that the WD/W ratio becomea prohtbitlvely high at low values ofw /t~DA.

Flgrure 140 prebents the band of Iallute weight ration of Ballutei made from the same range
of cloth weights as shown in Figure 152 except that the data is plotted as WD/W ratio versub W/CDA.
It ck be shown that in dividing the Ballute weight WD for a givert cloth, which is proportional to
(d')4, by the total weight W, which is proportional to W/CDA x (d ",1 t to (d ')2 term caincclu out
leaving

WDiW w (constant x)I/(W/CDA).

Thia h-.icatea tHiat the WD/W ratio for a particular cloth is a function of W/CDA only and is indepen-
dent of the total weight W. Included in the graph are the two WD/W ratio curves for the do a 10
starting condition which were presented in Figure 148. The interseetion of either of those curves
with a cloth curve gives the corresponding W/CDA, which dMfines the Dallutu mizC for that particu!sr
total weight W and cloth material. This graph indicates that the ballistic coefficlnt W/CDA must be
fairly large in order to obtain a reasonably low WD/W ratio.

Figure M 0 shows two of the temperature limit curves shown previuusly in Section 8-C.
The.y nho'i Lhe 1500OF Uimit fur the turbulent flow condition for a 10-foot diatoter and for a 100-foot
diameter conicaideceleratur, Above the 10-foot diameter curve are drawn four trajectories which
fall Just withih. the 1500OF limit for this size Baliuto, The trajectory for W/CDA = 40 was taken
from Reference 1, The other three trajectories for W/CDA = 6, 10, and 20 were calculated by a
iauid iteration proccou (uuccetuive incremental Rpproxininton). The estimated error of these alti-
tude velocity trajectories to less thai 4 percent of the comrputer results,
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SECTION ii

CONCLUSIONS AND) RECOMMU~NDATIONS

A. GENERAL

it is conellidod fromi the dQ891i11n andpoaiormant-k Information (Ihtlsihivl durinig this invostiga-
tion that an Inflatable Intiloon is lt fe'asile iii ilizatioii and deceleratient el'ii and will perform
uitIsfaclorily.

Since the mai objetive oi thu programu was t.,) obtain optiniuom drng devive de sign informa-

tion, tho following conclding sliteints are prvsentvd.

B. DESIGJN REQUIREMENTS (CONSIDERED OPTIMUM)

The following list of desirn requirements was bued oen the results of tho analytical study,
the exporiniontal tests, and the subsequent final design study,

(1) Usn it rann-air Baihitpe voiifigut'ntion with a plain isotcnuoid Ult cnd.

(2) Provide an apox nose angle of 80 degiceen.

(3) Provide a I 0-porenni wijUiJ (ec locatud oin the doelerntor eqolitr.

(4) Provide sidu rim- air screened tIletfl (illi may be orifices oin (t(e burble fence),

(5) Make the (iianietier of thu illutv greater than the diameter (if the payload,

(6) Milk(, the length of tho tow Lino 0 to 8 ii u like~ payRnnd diamter to uhitain mfaximum
drag.

(71) Designm !Wi failil( HtI'uLtuIe tiasti il hlit iost adverse of the following loading conditions:

(a) Fabric diffemiin ii pressure lold ait ipeak tenipurauc i muodlion.

(b) Fabric diffreiti p111 r PXCM I'('tO at peak q condition.

(8) Provide pressure relief valve to control internal flahutc pressurp when rrquired.

C. REASONS FOR DESIGN PARAMYTER SELECTIONS

(1) Ham-air inflation eliminates heavy, bulky hardWAre.

(2) ilam-air inflation eliminates ia',;.r O percent gRR-tight material requirements.

(3) An Sti-degrec aper. nose angle is the most blunt (high drag) body that eximibitts uxceileiit
stability in its towed position behind a foreblody.

(4) A tO-percent litrite femmec provides niaxlnium drag (up to CD =1. 3 In the Mach 2 to 5
speed range) without penalizing slWbiity.

(5) Side ram-air inlets proicipe prestiuru four full Inflation of the Thlluo at subsonic, super-
sonic, and hypersonic speeds,

D. RECOMMENDATIONS

Since Balluto dectlerator performanve has been shown feasible, it is recommended that
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actual free-flight Ballute demonstration tests be conducted in the Mach 4 to Mach 10 flight regime.

In addition there is need for other development programs to obtain usable system hardware
in the field of inflatable structures fur re-entry and recovery. They are as follows:

(1) Obtain Adtlltiowtl Ren cloth Information.

(2) Investigate further the use of refractory and super-alloy amtvrialkl,

(3) Investigate inflatable tritiling drag bodies at ld n.
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APP14NIIX I

RAM-AIR I3ALLUTE SHAPE STAB3ILITY ANALYSIS

The Instabilitites exhibited by the ram-air Inflated liallute and it ultimate failure during
the Series I wind tunnel testis at NASA Langley prompted an irsvimtigation of the phenomenon and
meanis by which It cnn be mitigated. This phpnomie'iim is quito familiar to the rilm- lot designer since
this Is a problem encountered In off-design operation. The presence of the Mltl in a turbulent
wakti of the piyload and the broad Mach number hatid of operation not a rather complox problem.

In an effort to initiate this study, tie conuting servic-ti of T'. H. OHtracil of Case Tu~titutr'
of Technology wore obtained. His flinction was Lu review the general problem areai plait the bpecific
NMSA lbangley wind tunnel results, nameoly ii, hlgb-nfrrnd achieret movies, wid Investigate and
submit reasons for the liring pllenontenon, the Incomiplete model inflation, and the subu(,quent
model fabrie rupture, In iiddition hin was to confirm GAC'a nuggeiitedl solution of providili hlet
damping with screenis or reed valvva or suggest other ponsinle solutions, A 1AuaIIKLaty uf1 las UI&L-
ments is as follows:

(1) Sudden opening of the model could cauneo fairic rupture,

(2) Insufficient inflation pressure duie to the presence of u forubody low-pressure wake
could cituse Ineiomiplote model inflation,

(3) Cyclic flow circulation (in ata uut uf the front inlet) *ar mamm flove pkitlintinno caused
by a premsurn variation across tim inlet duo to shock wave curvaiuro near the inlet
could cause fabrie rupture.

(4) Inlets with roed valveg or ohliquie mhock Inducerti could alleviate problems,

An experimtental approach to the problemi wim undertaken coticurran.1y with the analytical
approach, A water flow table wvas employed in thin inveatigatlin with vartnum. two cliniensional
imdels inmoutod iii the stream1 flOW to simulate mupersonic (low conditions, This hydraulic analog of
supersonic flow Is well known to be exact at M - 2.0 with duteriorat ion on oither side of thin exact
Maeh nutmimir. It was felt, howover, that (lie study by this simulattion woold have meprit even though
two-dimenstndolk modiilsi would be employed, and the flow simulation would ltoL be exact In Ucome
cases. A qunlitattvo evaluation of factors affecting this phenometnn was undurtatkoi usig thin ox-
perinientitl tvchnique.

TIablesi 32 und 33 dlocunient the variouo crinftgurationm nni flow conditions that were tested,
and a typical tent setup i1 shown in Figure 154.

Thu watur table used in a commercially available device known as the Aerodynalog. In
order to measure the Instability possessed by the flallute, atenition was given to the characteristics
of the interrnl flow. Bly the insertion of a colore-d dyn in the cavity of the model Ilalluto, the time of
its dissipation was indicative of the Internal flow stability -the longer time duration of the dissipa-
tion, the superior the flow stability.

Series I tests were conducted to determine the effectiveness of at flow separator placed
forward of the afterbody. The function of the flow separator was to btabil;: the concavce afterbeody
Inlet !low. This method was successfully employed by the University of Minnesota parachute group
to stabilize supersonic parachutes. As the resuilt of this series of tests, it is concluded that thc flow
separator does contribute to internnl flow stability when it is located some distance upstream, not
adjacent to the concave body. With the addition of thc payload located 5 diameterb forwardt, the flow
stability deteriorated somewhat; however, it was not ascertained whether the flow separator remain-
ed effective in this tirrangement. In the series 11 testn where the flow separator was tested both in
wnd out of the walte of tnhe payload, the effectiveness oi the flow separator was not signifleant. It is
therefore concluded that, at least for ieseu short. coupled arrangcnientR of payload and Ballute, the
flow veparator is not effective; however, It inay have merit for the long coupled arrangements.
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Table 32. Water Table Test Log - Series I Cnnlgpration

c| B .. ,_

A

SERIES I CONFIGUIIATION

RUN TYPE MACH IRUN TYPE MACH
NO. CONFICURATION NO, I/d ,,' NO. CONFIGURA7ON NO. /A x/d'

- 3 0,81
2 3 12 A S C 2 5 0
3 A+ 2 - 0 1. 2 D 0.18
4 2 0.18 14 2 5 0,25

5 2 - 0.22 15 2 5 0.141
S2 - 0.25 16 3 5 0

2 - 0.31 17 3 5 0 18
8 3 - 0 18 3 5 0,32

93 0 0.1 19 3 5 0.31
.i 3 I 0 .31 320 5 1.38

Table 33, Water Table Test Log . Surkem I Cunfiguration

.DI D2  D3

d di D ALVE ,C SC RE E N .,,C :

c LT "- di /d - 0.3 di / d • 0.3 dl /6 a 0..

T.-.- 04 DD50
SERIES n CONFIGURATION di /d - 0.2 di /d 0.125

SERIES U DECELERATOR VARIATIONS

RUN TYPE MACH RUN TYPE MACH 1
NO. CONFIGURATION NO. f/d x/d' NO. CONFIGU.RATION NO. //d x/d'

I D ! 2 - 11 3 -

2 3 - 12 5 1
3 5 - - 13 5 4

4 D + C 2 - 14 5 r -

5 2 4 - 15 5 a
8 2 5 - 16 Di+ F 2 5
7 2 6 - 17 2 6
8 3 1 - 18 3 5 -

9 3 4 - 19 3 6 '
10 3 5 - 20 5 5
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Table 33, WaterTable Test Log - Series H Configuration (Continued)

RIJN TYPE INAHRUN TYPR MACH
NO. CONFIGURATION NO, #/d X/41 NO. CONFIGUIRATION NO. -1/d X/d'

21 5 0 - 41 5 4
22 D 1 I +C 2 42 5 5
23 2 843 D2 + IFC 3 5 -

24 3 4
25 3 6 - 45 Div 3l -

20 5 5413 5 -

.2 47 DI.(b + C -

;3i D3; 2 - . 48 3 2
20 9 49 3 4
30 no - 5 3 5 -

31 D3 +C 3 4 51 D4 -

32 3 5 - 52 3
33 5 1 5.1 F
34 5 15 - 54 D4 iC 5 3 -

35 D 3 +F +C 3 5 - 55 5 4
30 5 6 50 5 5
37 D)2 3 - 57 5

30,5 58 3 5
39 1)2 -, 3 4 - 9 3 5 0,14
40 3 5 - 0C 2 5

I6Il1 2 8 1014

Tho series Il tualtt were conducted (li myore realistic Ballulte ncduin with% various mint dia-
mieter rtatios, payload location, id lInternal flow damper' mystuin. IhiC rkial flow~ damnping inves igia-
tioti WIS (of paril il co.'iuri i lals test serius sinue it wam beloed thilt If this flow should lit
a10'rllattoly datoa1ped, tile IVa llte would then bec~ome fully effective To this end the results wore most1
gratif~ying s iic boiu fitl ialutt tilet s~cree'n danipur anad ti( flat) ','i1v dampuir coniatributed the sta-
hi I ty deitch I . Thc m-rcc ii- typte dau ijwr I ,xii .t- d muopal iiii tua lii i Its a a it den111 a iM UO a ltit- 111 10 wI
flict'-il fai it, "v recta employed with its igrn i cun al apia ry forces . The va lve syst em empl oyed
tit Ihim dei' atr~A I n watn a t~ Iv m e utalI flapper: valve without all alitiu ale Meal ar od it s I'dip-01.
It was t((icludedl that vitiur H'iymtelo would provide I hi necessary tntea'mal flow stability,

Additinalt obu r vat los of tileo flow 'Iia rctt'risti vs around thle llutc arte wortlhy of own-
t11111 Thie tcstks of various Inle't ratios where thet dampers were tnot emiployed Indicated the internal
mlataility superiority of the largest Intl:t diameter ratio (du/d 0. 3) (over (te lesser values (If 0. 2
U ad 0. 125. Ili Inmlet rat ic (if 0. 2 prov ed to be the most ofor lar.

Tllic pretsenlce oif toreuodliem (lI tits case, pay lotads) rcmults ii a relative increase Inlatber-
tial fow stabil ity over the tot tl ly la'spw ed o ad u ndzamnpedi RluIliai e iise W hi ch wits cauotsed 13 fil Opay -
load's turbulent wake.

lit the test cast's w~wre tipikea were emp~loyed without the payload, supe rior' Htabillty was
demonstrated over tt' totally exposed lialluto cases. When the( playload wits addod, the sipIke he-
canic a line and no significant contribution tol UI p staility wits apptretit,

As far as the effet of p~roximity of the payload to thc flallutc and Maclh riurnbcr effects art,
concerned, ntiniig significant cani he reported from thec test observationi.

Thesie tebts confirmed the analytical studies and demonbtratect qualitatively th*- ,ttailpe r-
formile (if the Sallute with a flow damping system installed. in the aaiular Inlet. rhis encoir-Aged
its employment in the remaining wid tunanel tests.
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Figuie 154. Wale' Table Test Betup
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APPENDIX H

VARIABLE DRAG 13ALLUTES

A. GE~NERAL.

Tile dt'c.leration of a payioad along~ a giver1 decent trajcetory vtometimes posesl reuire
nioilta Which sent to be boot solved by altering the drag force. For oxarnaple, ,I viven Kio hetv isimy
prvde the requir'ed ternilmi veelovty at the pi'opW fltitid(. but tho ema.x1antm g In.ads along tire
trajectory ilmy kle ecelivo (oil, tho missin. l--uducing the dc octivo alrag aroia Olucng this period
with sthieqecent riietiore il v'R is ons" rwimp~ible solution. Likvwheu, wime itu ceeuuoi of ui he pro-a
dieted imapact area Is uareason.,bly lfaa'g, liograrnming of the braig forces during the recovery
phaiv can a'oducc tile mvurch effort hy 8hritking this target ;zrca,

'J'tw "YoteIaiof of the moeral meothodse varying the drait oi u payload-decolerator system has
boon the result of revtowiri the tost results of the contract study, It was evident during the wind
ltmol tqosts that the drng coofficlects of the various cnfiguratioais varied c'nnsiclorably by changing
the riser line length between ilt.- ptiyload cued the doeuleratcr, The Invesatigatione wase divided Into two
major categories: multtiple dioceleratorm and variable geornotry doveloratorm,

Trhe sysiemis to be discused lin I film soetloa are thervforet

(1) Variable riser line liallutes

(2) Clustered liallutoo

(3) Variable, gometry Bal lutes,

Fll~itmio 71 thua 711iirm1.dae griipiaciolIV Mhe vaitiioc tit ii. drent of it Hallule in acd out oft
the wake of fivh forei.K ely, T1wuo mign ifian ii aa c'I'M Isti' s (if tlls Pholoou trit ntd: t(III] totl
d rag of aitc I111t ht ia' all egr Wi tin the1 wake of tilt h'ityln hni t y oIfl 'n b douibled b~ y de'ploy ing it to it
poIs iti(on frt of thc payjloatd waIkt , anid tw he nbLIi of the dIrag cocffi c cl e valut oc cura t Ihrouagh a ro a -
lively MIMI, IAV 1111P hIzh't-iheil 41ii u,

The a~pplicaiohn (if tUIPN e ILL' III vari llf ciiIi u s thyII) lus, ait are the' 111ccc1th of druig vii'la-
lioca. If the rane of the requi red ala'celveii icco foacei vac'ut ba for' a pactic'ular' missionc doem niot ox-
('('d at ratio of 2:1, t he vaiable cime'r Hot,1 cone pt 1. felasibleh.

Thu addiional I oqul panait a'equ iri-d tit make use of[ this system oif dag var Iat'loca is twofold,
Sunsi aig eqo ipneecat is ruiraocd Ito mliIII' cc' (h' a' alt I ~,I MAa 'It-tui cnm (It iii'AIIII Kt lcc.iII 11, Vut' &LIy

Impalact aaa'oa tc'aal~ l, e'tc), The output ofl the Meistalg equ Ipaiiet wmt then le coupled to the riser line
leiigth actuator (winch or siar t device).

Over J00 tests oif ('hIste 'ad [kiliutes hav'e bceene vo'Iflod il the Goodyear Aircraft Corpiora-
tiutuSu eoni a'wintd I ime at ve'loclil es: up II) 2030 V.ive C. 'I'ht' it wvr HV'I'Spi ve 1 . 51 incu e t t it
ameter witta Ipc c'eont liurlile fences. Draag rvadl ;gve werrecrde'd(I,, clusters of onae to sevena. vte
slgni ficanat dtta is smaeaili i o~ed 4 ii foilows:

No. of Dailutes meanl
ill Clustor'c':

1 0,48
2 0.1%
3 0.75
4 0.80
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It Is evident that III thle Subsionic vedoity rttgirnic the, efficivey tt tlie Tiallwet may he w-
crotased substmtally hy eluster ing.

Coupled WIl.ft the Incrame (if the Vaitw of the CtD. it 15 noted that the addition or subtraellon
of ltluteo froa Acteeravitiont myti woold vary tile total drag, by a factuor gt'mite than the linear
iii reaie or decre-00 of frontal 31 111

81 iwv iGv frontal aroa ofi 11i.i lute I i r,11 %nj~i( Ow -rfitev arva lIs 4nV2 jjo v~,oio of Ito (ii' ag
Itvel ito the fabic I"qUtrvd iti 1A mi otw h ai aniount of fabric im requireid for a1 given drug area
f-vr a Mi lntv BatIolttaf nt for iaev'er;1

Att unutvis of tho iitruvtural re3u 1rvun:ntm of chistere dliallutoim ;is t 'iii jipid to' a silIg~

IMII ratilu of toe B te

It uunhr (if l1allutes In iuidtr.

I fbrim atti, in t'imoIn AI

A rea o(it ming Ii Pl'isir O e nil'~

Arva of lallutte CliAmtvPI 114122

t2 2 2

R2

Likewime

2

2

For example, it R, a 10 in. and it 4,

R2- 5 In-

L el,

P -10 pal.
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Then
Pff1 lO x If

f - . l / I n .

PR2  lj,
f2. 25 lb/itn

Assuming linear I IlIatiaubhip of fab,. .' wOMit to vi'eoith, tlit wiight of a cluster ot tour llulitvs
(diiregarding QD chagiie) iii oni, haiti ot ., single flatlute of iqulvalent drag urea.

D. VARBARI, , (WMFTRY PALIXTES

Thv third imihuid ior varying Lo aliltratioai characte'risticsi of a 17allutb iDysteii 18 ly
changing the goolot ry of a single lillut o ro a t to affe t both a r'han g i of frontal ar wi an dllrag co-
officilnt value. Shn: the Illaluto i essvntilly a pressure vesmel, its gionetry li fixed (or a r1V,'!i
set ek ormodynnnli, Itimlil conlitionrs. The geomewtry t. a singlo Bal~lute can be varied hy u lng JA
combination of fal.r c pressure vesmeli which may le Inflated sepirateily or tnelPhr. Two shonfim-
ties of how this liulei he avtmoiiwihtd are shown t Fiures 155 through 1,59, Flurvs I5, 156,
and 157 depict a lomod pre.r,,r- c3ot-, colaitihng of .1 2-ldud pyiaild cottI uctiel'd of Atlmat
panels ito which has beenr added an utr tikin attihched to th pyramid at the panel Juncture l1.<,,
These poickets are ciapable of bring infl:atcd indopondently. forming a serimi of tangent cone., Since
both th base diameter and the conio algl of this f3alluti cani be vitried, the frontal area and the drag
coefficient change in unison, rsultiing in a conuidrubl. change in thi total effective drag,

Th.a scul id coiuipl ( FPitu 'en I 1i8 sind 9) is a nodoi cmiiion of the first, differing Iii that the
Airnat Is ruplaced with a ram-air Dalluto. The syttonm geontry Is controlled by a rum-air vilve
which, actuated through a 90-degree arc, diverts the ram air from full to zere with respvct to the
inner Ballilto while opening 1.he oul.er Balluti' orifie snimultanveonuly from zero to full.

APMA I # JWI IP,

OIEFLAT.

Figure I55. Dual-Chambered Inflated Variable-Drag Cone (Smallest Drag)
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APPENDIX III

VARIOUS SPHERE DRAG SHAME

The sphere has long been knsown at all efivtnt ohato. for premourp miuncloi, fortrviding tho'
lowest weight structure for u given volume anid irptipwrow T14% W.Ilu.', hio-virWW, mnly when thol Il'nul-
log Is tsYdoo11 tri'.11 about ny plane pontitining ai great Oreii'. In fip case ilf # deag Ismly III,. li'4lpg
IsI not tsy,,ninvt-Av;,t abi-ut the equatorial piuswv, Tho oplimoant thimog is I alkmii'li, Ithiveftoi'i, ut Ili
shown~ in tho follo~wing aily14e.

Conaider first the meuridheo -typui drug limay. If Me w isdy Ili it perfs'ui ,ihu'irt, f'i, t-illmn
cables arc. iperlendliua to the risler line tliti nho mve of the 'lrt4t licut andt fliorefsrli cilailut re'l ml
any riser-line loa~d. Also, If there fit any tensioun Ii the neridiau catiles, ihe'y cuse f'iphe'ihori lea
Caoituml' a new shapr, cither bly wrinkling or lby vligatiIon titflipi t'nope~i OlitiiisI For 111014" 1W,
reasonsa, there'a.fore, then structure munt di'winte fro i l VIII piue'ri'l mhapt) I,, lum'w11it an a dragi ll
For a giveni suize, and loadinag, tIl' 4 i t uctrl we g~hi dIS'liviu t4 a i s ou I' il e'v miilt fuit ln Irm 'a it
51)1)0 ricai shiape' that van be toierRIed, .The' 1110 lLl 0 1 ,hi lo oa eallitl edWili l s ,a (Ill f II III lice-iI
shapedn or hen i I shapvd tasy. Alitil (Irld ig eaoty lie114 0 I ls stl 111 I i e'1t'rie aid thsW' tvlil lieS aPi N 111
for ai pet'rMV- ~AvIui' tilht) p r'tl r ' uit, nd S wetht Ition~reIImlivl n'iil tooemlp

It ca ixe Mhown that iv emaite tit e ia lly othler I yliv ti I51mutot iiii IIIlive MfIIS. i'al Ii 'MI
Lvidy. Any t,e of unoyinuns'trivai lo'aldlo, x . r. 1

1, hii ollihyluil 'litIrld 114 li~t i 1,11r. 1 NSiouI'44 111, 4.1'e'
to dev ute from ia mphve' U 4i no 1( ~IMIsit'. to oumy wIllia h I VII" eel Mgall'e' 1-0I II1, IN'1k 1106,158I IMMlme .4 C' sll
of dvvitiomi fronm a true' siehera' im "Nivle'fleu. lit 11 tinyo asss' 111,14ly P4I'Is4,' 14l 11111 *111 Iou 111 4% 11
than ai ISUIr.-ihied (or hen irt-mbp- ility1 P
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